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Lynn Quick Facts 
Location ..................................... Boca Raton, Florida 
Year Founded ...................................................... 1962 
Nickname ...................................... Fighting Knights 
Colors ........................................ Royal Blue & White 
Enrollment ......................................................... 2,100 
Affiliation .................................... NCAA Division II 
Conference ................... Sunshine State Conference 
Sports Information 
Sports Info. Director ............................... Jeff Schaly 
E-mail ........................................... jschaly@lynn.edu 
Office Phone .................................... (561) 237-7272 
 
Asst. Sports Info. Director ................ Darryl Matus 
E-mail ........................................... dmatus@lynn.edu 
Office Phone .................................... (561) 237-7765 
 
Graduate Assistant SID .................. Charlie Hovey 
E-mail ........................................... chovey@lynn.edu 
Office Phone .................................... (561) 237-7918 
  
SID Fax ............................................ (561) 237-7273 
Mailing Address ....................... Sports Information 
3601 North Military Trail 
Boca Raton, FL 33431-5598 
Credits 
President ............................................ Dr. Donald E. Ross .. 561 
VP/ Admin. & Student Services ... Greg Malfitano ......... 561 
Athletic Director .............................. JohnMcCarthy .......... 561 
Assoc. Athletic Director /SWA ...... Kristen Moraz ........... 561 
Faculty Representative .................. Dr. Ralph Norcio ...... 561 
Comphance ........................................ Jeff Schaly ................. 561 
Financial Officer .............................. Rocky Orezzoli ......... 561 
Marketing and Promotions ............ Darryl Matus ............ 561 
Blue & White Club .......................... Jay Brandt .................. 561 
Head Athletic Trainer .................... Michael Duck ............ 561 
Transportation and Equipment ... Paul Marenco ............ 561 
Athletic Secretary ............................ Rose Addotta ............. 561 
Head Coaches 
Baseball .............................................. Rudy Garbalosa ....... 561 
Men's Basketball .............................. Andy Russo ................ 561 
Women's Basketball ........................ Celia Slater ................ 561 
Men's & Women's Crew ................. Karla Ward ................ 561 
Men's Golf ......................................... Eric Abreu ................. 5 61 
Women's Golf.. .................................. Gregg Cox.................. 561 
Men's Soccer ...................................... Shaun Pendleton ...... 561 
Women's Soccer ................................ Rocky Orezzoli ......... 561 
237-7782 .... dross@lynn.edu 
237-7277 .... gmalfitano@lynn.edu 
237-7279 .... Jmccart,@lynn.edu 
237-7602 .... kmoraz lynn.edu 
237-7010 .... rnorcio lynn.edu 
237-7272 .... jschaly 1 nn.edu 
237-7244 .... rorezzo i~lynn.edu 
237-7765 .... dmatuillynn.edu 
237-7947 .... jbrandt lynn.edu 
237-7050 .... mduck ly:nn.edu 
237-7048 .... pmarenco(mlynn.edu 
237-7281 .... raddotta@Tynn.edu 
237-7242 .... rgarbalosa@lynn.edu 
237-7053 .... arusso@lynn.edu 
237-7282 .... cslater@lynn.edu 
237-7235 .... crew@ry-nn.edu 
237-7238 .... eabreu@lynn.edu 
237-7210 .... gcox~lynn.edu 
237-7243 .... spencITeton@lynn.edu 
237-7244 .... rorezzoli@1Y.nn.edu 
This media guide is fur-
nished by the Lynn Univer-
sity office of Sports Informa-
tion. Written and designed 
by former Assistant SID Seth 
Polansky. Edited by Sports 
Information Director Jeff 
Schaly. Additional writing by 
Darryl Matus, Charlie Hovey 
and Sara Quatrocky. Photos 
provided by the Lynn 
University Office of Public 
Relations and Marketing, 
Brad Broome and OJ. 
Callahan. Published by the 
JKG Group of Boca Raton. 
Softball ............................................... Amy Alderman ......... 561 
Men's & Women's Tennis .............. MiKe Perez ................. 561 
Volleyball .......................................... Nicole Evans ............. 561 
237-7261 .... aalderman@lynn.edu 
237-7241 .... mperez@lynn.edu 
237-7951 .... nevans@ly1;m.edu [I] 
SUNSHINE STATE CONFERENCE 
Loca~on: ........ ~ ... ~f~ St1-ores, Florida 
Year founded: ....... ...... .......... ... . 1940 
Nickname: ................................ Buccaneers 
Colors: ... ................ Rt'd. Black'a.nd.Suve, 
Enrollment: ..... .. ............... ................ 7,902 
Joined SSC: ............... ...... ....... - ......... 'J.fnlS: 
SID .... ........ ., ............. Dennis .1ez~~)r, 
SID Phone: .. .................. !sos) 899-3897 
SID Fax: ...... . ......... .. sos) 899:::8-556 
SID E-mail: ...... cljezek ail.barry.edu 
Eckerd 
Location: .............. St. Petersburg, Florida 
Year Founded: ..................................... 1958 
Nickname: ....................................... Tritons 
Colors: ................... Red, White and Black 
Enrollment: ........................................ 1,485 
Joined SSC: ........ 1975 (charter member) 
SID: ........................... Katherine Turnbow 
SID Phone: ...................... (727) 864-8242 
SID Fax: ........................... (727) 864-8968 
SID E-mail: ......... turnboka@eckerd.edu 
Florida $oµth~rn 
l.,ocation: ..................... Lakeland, Florida 
Year Founded: .................................... 1·ss6 
Nickname: ............ ...................... :M~\US 
Colors: ..................... Srnrlet and White 
Enrollme11t: ........ .......................... .... 1,¥5,6 
Joined SSC: .... J97$ (chnrteit ml-'ml1<· ) 
8101 ....... . .. ... .. . ...... : Tim Carpelltet-
SID Phone: ....... h•-· ..... (863) 6804'266 
SID Fax: ·•········•· ·· ........... (86S) 6,ifO<-~~ws 
SID E-mail: ...................... ffitim@aol.com 
Florida Tech 
Location: ................... Melbourne, Florida 
Year Founded: ..................................... 1958 
Nickname: ..................................... Panthers 
Colors: .......................... Crimson and Grey 
Enrollment: ........................................ 4,200 
Joined SSC: .......................................... 198 l 
SID: .................................... Christa Parulis 
SID Phone: ...................... (321) 674-7484 
SID Fax: ........................... (321) 674-7502 
SID E-mail: ................... cparulis@fit.edu 
Rollins 
Location: ... .. .... Winter Park, Florida 
Year Founded: .. . .............. .' ... ~ ....... 1-885 
Nickname: ............... .......... . . .. ., ....... .. Tars 
Colors: ................ .,.. Roy~ Blue and GQ1:d 
Enrollment: .................. ... . . ... ,_;,\J,~~9 
Jomed SSC: ....... 1916 (¢patter ruefu:~-r} 
SlO:. . . ............ ............. .......... ... Dean ffyl:>.l Sm Phone: ...................... ( 407) 646-2661 
SID Fax: ........... ............ (407) 646-1565 
SID E-mail: ........... .... dhybl@rollins.edu 
1 2 1 
Founded in 1975, the Sunshine State 
Conference has risen from a single sport organi-
zation to the Division II "Conference of National 
Champions." Since it's inception, the conference 
has grown steadily in sports played, membership 
and national prominence. 
With four more national titles in the 
2001-2002 academic year, Sunshine State Con-
ference schools have won 54 NCAA national 
championships in baseball, softball, men's and 
women's golf, men's and women's soccer, men's 
basketball, men's and women's tennis and volley-
ball. The conference is also nationally recognized 
in women's basketball, men's and women's cross 
country and women's rowing. The Sunshine 
State Conference sponsors championships in all 
these listed sports. 
Don Landry 
Commissioner 
The first NCAA Division II national championship won by an 
SSC school was in the spring of 1978. The Florida Southern College 
baseball team captured the national crown that year. The most recent 
NCAA championships won by SSC schools occurred this past season 
with Barry winning the volleyball title, Tampa in men's soccer, Rollins 
in men's golf and Florida Southern in women's golf. 
The Sunshine State Conference comprises of eight member 
private schools all located in the state of Florida. Along with Lynn, the 
conference includes Barry University (Miami Shores), Eckerd College 
(St. Petersburg), Florida Institute of Technology (Melbourne), Florida 
Southern College (Lakeland), Rollins College (Winter Park), Saint Leo 
University (Saint Leo), and the University of Tampa (Tampa). Nova 
Southeastern University in Ft. Lauderdale has ,been added a probation-
ary member beginning the 2002-03 academic · ar. 
SSC Office 
7061 Grand Nati mil .lJon L;indry, Commissioner 
Suite 140 
Orlando, FL 328 I 
Gregg Kaye, Asst, ~mmissioner 
Kelly Harrison, Information Coord. 
Phone: ( 407) Z<l•H ' • ·o 




Location: ....................... Saint Leo, Florida 
Year Founded: ..................................... 18 89 
Nickname: ................ ........................... Lions 
Colors: .............................. Green and Gold 
Enrollment: ..... ................................... 8,800 
Joined SSC: ........ 1975 (charter member) 
SID: ......................................... Walt Riddle 
SID Phone: ...................... (352) 588-8506 
SID Fax: ........................... (352) 588-8290 
SID E-mail: ... walt.riddle@saintleo.edu 
Tampa · 
Locatio~: ....................... Tampa, Florida 
Year f.qur,ded: ................................ 1931 
Nickname: ........ , ................ ~ ...... :·•" Spartan~ 
Colors: .... ... ......... Scarlet, '31~1( and Gold 
Enrollment: ...................................... 8,500 
Joined SSC: ............................... , .......... 198 I 
SID: ............................. ............ Gil Swalls 
SID Rhwi~i ..................... ( 1:-i) 253-6241 
SID ::R~i':h,.-.................. .. ( 1 .'l) 25S-6~88 




2002·03 LYNN WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Front Row (L-R): Crystal Esposito, Lisa Gange~ Liz Speliotes, Michele Newman, Szilvia Sibalin, Gabi Gonda, 
Alshaa' Hodges,Milena Chisco. 
Back Row (L-R): Yinelica Perez, Joselene Jocurin, Anne Mooney, Assistant Coach Kerri Rulison, Assistant Coach 
Jen Chapma,n, Harriet Monroe, Head Coach Celia Slater, Assistant Coach Christina Cribbs, Kari Murphy, 
Precious Wrigh~ Student Assistant Coach Alison Cox, Athletic Trainer Andrea Eddings. 
~ -
Quick Facts 2002-03 Schedule 
Head Coach ............................................................ Celia Slater Nov. 22 ...... at Nova Southeastern ......................... 7:00 pm 
Alma Mater/Year .................................. Florida State/ 1985 Nov. 23 ...... vs. St. Rose ........................................... 3:00 pm 
Years at Lynn/Record .............................................. 4/ 51-60 
Overall Years/Record ........................................ 10/ 119-151 
Nov. 29 ...... at Colorado Christian ......................... 7:00 pm 
Nov. so ...... vs. Colorado School of Mines ......... 5:00 pm 
200 1--02 Record ......... .......... .......... ........ .. . . . . . . . ........... ..... 15-12 
2001--02 SSC Record/Finish ................................... 7-7/4th 
2001--02 Postseason ............... SSC Tournament 1st round 
Dec. S ......... Puerto Rico-Bayamon ........................ 7:00 pm 
Dec. 6 ......... Nova Southeastern .............................. 7:00 pm 
Dec. 14 ....... Palm Beach Atlantic ............................ 5:00 pm 
Dec. 17 ....... Central Washington ........................... 7:00 pm 
... _. ........................................................................ Eckerd 52-58 Dec. 18 ....... Washburn .............................................. 7 :00 pm 
Office Phone ................................................... (561) 237-7244 Dec. 28 ....... Lock Haven ........................................... 4:00 pm 
E-mail ........................................................... cslater@lynn.edu Dec. 29 ....... New Haven ........................................... 4:00 pm 
Assistant Coaches ............................ Christina Cribbs (1st) Jan. S .......... Tampa .................................................... 4:00 pm 
Mercyil998 
.................................................................... Jen Chapman (1st) 
Shepherd/ 2000 
.................................................................. Kerri Rulison (1st) 
Lynn/2002 
Jan. 4 .......... Merrimack ............................................ 4:00 pm 
Jan. 8 .......... at Barry .................................................. 5:S0 pm 
Jan. 11 ........ Rollins .................................................... 5:S0 pm 
Jan. 15 ........ at Florida Tech .................................... 5:S0 pm 
Jan. 18 ........ Florida Southern ................................. 5:S0 pm 
Jan. 22 ........ at Saint Leo ........................................... 7:S0 pm 
Home Court ....... Count and Countess de Hoernle Center Jan. 25 ........ at Tampa ................................................ 2:00 pm 
Capacity ............................................................................. 1,500 Jan. 29 ........ Eckerd ................................ .. ................. 5:S0 pm 
First Year of Basketball ........................................... 1993-94 Feb. 1 ......... at Rollins ............................................... 2:00 pm 
All-Time Record ......................................................... 143-116 Feb. 5 ......... Florida Tech ......................................... 7:S0 pm 
All-Time SSC Record .................................................... 23-47 Feb. 8 ......... at Florida Southern ............................ 5:S0 pm 
SSC Championships ................................................................ o 
Elite Eights .............................................................................. o 
National Championships ........................................................ o 
Feb. 12 ....... Saint Leo ................................................ 5:S0 pm 
Feb. 15 ....... Tampa .................................................... 5:S0 pm 
Feb. 19 ....... at Eckerd ............................................... 5:S0 pm 
Feb. 22 ....... Barry ............................................... ....... 5:S0 pm 
~ 
~ 
• ~ • 
9 ·.·:'.C··· .. ·· .. : 
~ ···~ 5· ~ = .~ ~,a 
~ 
~ 
2002-03 LYNN WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
No. Player Pos. Ht. Cl. Hometown (School) 
3 Milena Chisco G 5-0 SR lbague, Columbia (Exaluminas Pres.I Central Florida CC) 
5 Gabriella Gonda G 5-7 SR Budapest, Hungary (Roosevelt HS [OH]) 
10 Szilvia Sibalin F 6-0 SR Baja, Hungary (Bela HS/Virginia Commonwealth) 
11 Liz Speliotes F 5-10 JR Aurora, CO (Cherry Creek HS) 
12 Yinelica Perez G 5-5 FR Homestead, FL (South Dade HS) 
14 Precious Wright G 5-7 SR Miami, FL (Miami Edison HS/Indian River CC) 
21 Kari Murphy F/C 5-10 so Brighton, MI (Brighton HS) 
22 Harriet Monroe C 6-1 SR Lutz, FL (King HS/Hillsborough CC/Birmingham Southern) 
23 Alshaa' Hodges G 5-7 JR Memphis, TN (Hamilton HS/Daytona Beach CC) 
30 Anne Mooney G 5-9 FR East Lansing, MI (Lansing Catholic HS) 
32 Lisa Gangel G 5-5 JR Kansas City, MO (St. Thomas Aquinas HS/Northern Colorado) 
34 Michele Newman F/C 5-10 SR Orlando, FL (The First Academy) 
42 Joselene Jocurin F 5-7 JR Immokalee, FL (Indian River CC) 
44 Crystal Esposito G 5-4 JR Middleburgh, NY (Schenectady County CC) 
Coaching Staff Alphabetical 
Celia Slater .................. Head Coach .................. 5th Year 3 ............. Milena Chisco ........................ G 
Christina Cribbs ......... Assistant Coach ........... 1st Year 44 .......... Crystal Esposito ..................... G 
Jen Chapman ............... Assistant Coach ........... 1st Year 32 .......... Lisa Gangel ............................ G 
Kerri Rulison .............. Assistant Coach ........... 1st Year 5 ............. Gabriella Gonda .................... G 
Kelly Gibson ............... Manager ....................... 1st Year 23 .......... Alshaa' Hodges ...................... G 
42 .......... Joselene Jocurin ...................... F 
Pronunciation Guide 22 .......... Harriet Monroe ...................... C 
30 .......... Anne Mooney ......................... G 
Milena Chisco .............................. ME-len-ah CHEES-co 21 .......... Kari Murphy .......................... F/C 
Lisa Gangel .................................. GAN-;jell 34 .......... Michele Newman .................. F/C 
Alshaa' Hodges ............................ AL-sha 1 2 .......... Yinelica Perez ........................ G 
Joselene Jocurin ........................... JOS-lin jo-CUR-in 1 o .......... Szilvia Sibalin ....................... F 
Yinelica Perez .............................. ya-NELL-i-ka pe-REZ 11 .......... Liz Speliotes ........................... F 
Szilvia Sibalin ............................. Silvia SHE-ba-lin 14 .......... Precious Wright ..................... G 
Liz Speliotes ................................. spell-EE-o-tess 
NC'M® 
2002·03 LYNN WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
SEASON OUTLOOK 
ADDED DEPTH AND CORE OF RETURNING PLAYERS LOOK TO 
COMPETE FOR CONFERENCE CHAMPIONSHIP 
Depth is always a key to a successful basketball season, and the Lynn's women's basketball team has a long 
line of it. The Fighting Knights have one of the most talented rosters under head coach Celia Slater. 
'When we come together as a team, our potential will be unlimited," said head coach Celia Slater. 
This season LU will embark on a challenging non-conference schedule for preparation for the conference 
slate of games. In 2001-02, the Knights finished with an overall record of 15-12 and 7-7 in league play, 
which was their best-ever finish under Slater. Concluding the the regular season just one game out of third 
place, the Knights have high hopes and standards of finishing at the top this upcoming season. "Our goal is 
to be battling for the SSC Championship," said Slater. 'We have a good depth at every position and with 
hard work and dedication we will look for it to payoff." 
The Knights return seven scholarship players in 2002-0S and their experience and knowledge of the 
system should have a huge impact. Welcoming five transfers and a freshmen class of two, the Knights look 
for them to make an immediate impact on the team from outside shooting to shot blocking. "Our returning 
players are the core of the foundation that we've built here at Lynn," said Slater. 
In the post position, the Knights have an army of forwards to anchor the inside game. Michele Newman 
enters her senior seaso after having three solid seasons at the power forward position. Newman's .479 field 
goal percentage and 7 .2 rebounds per game led the team last year. "I am looking for this to be Michele's best 
season," added Slater. "Throughout her entire career, she has made huge contributions to this team and has 
great leadership skills." 
Joining Newman down low is junior Liz Speliotes and sophomore Kari Murphy. Speliotes, playing in all 27 
games last season, gained valuable experience in her first two seasons. As a freshman in 2001-02, Murphy 
was second on the team with a .466 field goal percentage. 
Bringing addtional depth at the forward position, senior transfer Harriet Monroe and junior transfer Joselene 
Jocurin bring a strong presence in the lane. "Joselene is a great rebounder and has a great ability to block 
shots," added Slater. 
A big concern for the coaching staff was filling in the void of losing their leading scorer from last season. 
With the shooting guard duties split between a long line of players , junior Lisa Gangel, who joins the 
Knights from Northern Colorado University, looks to bring a lot of intensity to the perimeter. The Knights 
also have a pure outside shooter in freshman Anne Mooney. ''.Anne is a legitimate shooter and her potential 
is unlimited," said Slater. 
At the point, Gabriella Gonda, who led the team in assists with 122 last season, enters her senior campaign. 
The competition at the point will be a battle between Gonda and two new players. Incoming freshman 
Yinelica Perez is a phenomenal athlete that will contribute both offensively and defensively. "Pound for 
pound, Perez is the best athlete on our team," said Slater. 
Also in the mix at point is junior transfer Alshaa' Hodges from Daytona Beach Community College. Hodges 
brings a tremendous work ethic and athletic ability. ''.Alshaa' is very strong at the point and could very well 
be the best guard in the conference," added Slater. 
With the versatility of senior Szilvia Sibalin, she will help the team at every position. Sibalin has a strong 
S-point shot and great ability to rebound, offensively and defensively. "Szilvia is a finesse player," added 
Slater, "who brings a tremendous amount of valuable experience." 
0 u 
2002-03 LYNN W'OMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Celia Slater 
Head Coach (5th Season) 
Celia Slater enters her fifth season at the helm of the Fighting Knights 
women's basketball program. A native of Dunedin, Florida, Slater was a 
splendid athlete at Clearwater Central Catholic High School where she was 
named MVP of the basketball team for three seasons and earned all-conference 
honors. She also starred in volleyball and softball. 
Her coaching style and philosophy lead her to create the highly acclaimed 
Play With Purpose program. As co-founder and resident visionary, she has 
developed The Play With Purpose program to provide tools for coaches and student athletes to under-
stand communication styles, develop and enhance their perspective, honor personal and team values and 
articulate their life purpose. By creating environments utilizing sport as a metaphor, they can explore 
their current thoughts, feelings, and behaviors related to their life choices. Participants also gain perspec-
tive and skills to build a stronger inner self-awareness and commitment to their future. 
Celia is also very involved with The National Association of College Women Athletic Adminis-
trators (NACWAA) and will soon complete the NACWAA Institute for Administrative Advancement. She 
is also a student at the New Seminary for Interfaith Ministry. 
Celia's athletic career has been multifaceted; she was a four-year basketball scholarship athlete 
and named Most Valuable Player of the women's team during her senior year at Florida State Univer-
sity. Celia also played on the gold medal winning USA Women's Handball Team at the 1987 Olympic 
Festival. 
Her coaching career has had many highlights, including the opportunity to pioneer the women's 
basketball program at the University of Colorado, Colorado Springs (UCCS) and be its first head coach. 
Within three years, Celia had built a solid program and her team finished second in their conference. She 
was nominated for coach of the year in her district and their defense was ranked twelfth in the nation. 
Celia has her Master's Degree in Sports Administration. While taking a time-out from coaching, 
she served as Vice President of Client Services at Bruce Levy Associates Inc., a New York City based 
sports management company which gave her the opportunity to represent professional women athletes 
here and in Europe. 
Celia was a part of the professional staff at the first ever pre-draft camp for the Women's 
National Basketball Association (WNBA) in 1997 and returned again in 1998. She is well regarded for 
her depth of knowledge and use of strategy to develop winning teams, but is most admired for her 
caring and commitment to young women athletes. 
Celia has also been dedicated to her personal and spiritual development. She is a certified 
Change Cycle™ Trainer, and has experienced retreats and seminars including Women of Vision in 
Action, with Marianne Williamson, Conversations With God, Intensive Retreat, with Neale Donald 
Walsh and Wonder Woman Weekend, with Iyanla Vanzant. 
2002-03 LYNN WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Christina Cribbs 
Assistant Coach (1st Season) 
Christina Cribbs enters her first season as an assistant coach. A native 
of Palo Alto, CA Cribbs attended and played basketball for Mercy College 
(NY). 
The older sister of former Lynn player Alex Cribbs, Christina 
previously worked for Marcus Evans Business Intelligence financial division in 
New York City and Chicago. 
Currently, Cribbs is working toward a master's degree in Sports Administration. 
JenCha man 
Assistant Coach (1st Season) 
Jen Chapman enters her first season as assistant coach with the Fighting 
Knights. 
A native of Waldorf, Maryland, Chapman comes to Lynn from Shepherd 
College (WV). While at Shepherd, Chapman earned 1 ' t team all-conference 
honors in 1999-00. 
Prior to Lynn, Chapman was an 7th and 8th grade English teacher at Coral 
Springs Charter School from 2001-02. 
Currently, she is pursuing her master's in Business Administration at Lynn. 
Kerri Rulison 
Assistant Coach (1st Season) 
Kerri Rulison enters her first season as assistant women's basketball 
coach after a stellar four-year playing career for the Fighting Knights. 
Rulison, who was a four-year starter, earned All-SSC first team in the 
2000-01 and 2001-02 seasons. As a junior, Rulison also garnered All-South 
Region honors. 
In May 2002, Rulison earned a bachelor's degree in Sports Management. 
2002-03 LYNN WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Milena Chisco • 3 
5-0 • Senior • Guard 
Ibague, Columbia• Exaluminas Pres./Central Florida CC 
Junior {2001--02): Played in 26 games, starting IO for a total of 545 
minutes ... finished fourth on the team with 56 assists ... scored a career-high six 
points at Florida Southern {2/9) ... career best eight assists against Missouri 
Western (12115) at the MWU Tournarnent...brought down seven rebounds 
against Nova Southeastern (I 1/2s). 
{1999--01 ): Played two seasons at Central Florida College in Orlando. 
High School: Graduate ofExaluminas Presentacion Columbia High School...led team to two national 
championships ... played on the Columbian national team. 
Personal: Born 2/6/80 . . . daughter of Rodrigo Chisco and Mabel Cardoso ... majoring in Marketing. 
Lynn Career Statistics 
}'.'m GP/GSFG/AT PCT. sFG/ATPCT. IT/AT PCT. PTS PPGREBRPGASSTBL £[ 
1999-00 27/16 61/177 .345 24/65 .369 28/45 .622 174 6.4 58 2.1 89 1 24 
osito • 44 
5-4 • Junior • Guard 
Middleburgh, New York• Schenectady CC 
(2000--02): Transferred from Schenectady County Community College in 
Schenectady, NY, where she played two seasons ... Graduated with Associates De-
gree in Hotel Restaurant Management. 
Personal: Born 8/4/81...daughter of David and Sueann Bradshaw .. . majoring 
in Hotel & Food Service Management. 
Yinelica Perez • 12 
5-5 • Freshman • Guard 
Homestead, Florida • South Dade HS 
High School: Graduate of South Dade High School. .. earned second team All-
Dade County in 2001-02 ... Miami Herald Top Five All Around Athletes in 
2001. . . Silver Knight Award in 2002 
Personal: Born 9 I 1 7 / 83 ... daughter of Louisinio and Carmen 
Perez ... majoring in Education. 
Lisa Gan el• 32 
5-5 •Junior• Guard 
Kansas City, Missouri• St. Thomas HS/Northern Colorado 
{2000--02): Transferred from the University of Northern Colorado in Greeley, 
CO, where she played two seasons ... received the Subway Sub of the Month 
Award in 2000. 
High School: Graduate of St. Thomas Aquinas High School. . .led team to 
Kansas SA finals 2000 ... All EKL 2nd team in 1999--00 .. . All-State Honorable 
Mention in 2000 . .. Defensive Player and Most Inspiration Player of the Year 
in 2000 . . . National Honor Society in 1998--00 .. . 
Personal: Born 7 / 8/ 8 I. .. daughter of Louis and Barbara Gangel.. .majoring in Communications. 
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5 • Gabi Gonda 
5-B • Senior • Guard 
Budapest, Hungary• Roosevelt HS (FL) 
Junior (2001-02): Played in 27 games, starting 23 of them .. .led the team for the 
second year in a row in assists with 122 .. . second on the team with 35 three-
pointers ... her seven triples made against Saint Leo (I/ SO) tied a school record .. .in 
that game, she set career highs in three-pointers made, points (25), and field goals 
made (9) .. . season-high nine assists vs. Mercy (12/29) and Fla. Southern (2/9) 
Sophomore (2000-0 1): Played in 27 games, starting 23 at guard .. .led the team in 
assists (ISO) .. .led the team in three-point percentage ... was third in the league in assists ... registered ca-
reer-best 12 assists versus Tampa (I/ 17). 
Freshman (1999-00): Played in 27 games, starting 16 at guard .. . was second on the team from three-point 
range .. .led the team in assists (89) . .. registered career-best 18 points and 11 rebounds vs. Tampa (2/27). 
High School: Graduate of Roosevelt High School. 
Personal: Born 1/17/80 ... daughter of Tamas and Tamasne Gonda ... majoring in 
Communications . .. originally from Budapest, Hungary. 
L;nin Care~r Statistics 
Year GP/ GS FG/ AT PCT. sFG/AT PCT. FT/ AT PCT. PTS PPG REB RPG ASST BL ST 
1999-00 27/r6 61/177 .345 24/65 .369 28/45 .622 174 6 .4 58 
2000-01 27/23 64/ 175 .366 22/61 .361 Sl/43 .721 181 6.7 58 
2001 -Q2 ~ 74/220 .336 35/112 ~ 36/46 .783 fil.9. u 52 
Total 8 1/62 199/ 572 .54 8 81/258 .540 95/154 .709 5 74 7 .1 170 
42 • J oselene J ocurin 
5-7 • Junior • Forward 
Immokalee, Florida • Immokalee HS/Indiana River CC 
(2001-02): Played at Indian River CC. 
High School: Graduate of Immokalee High School. . . named All-Tournament in 
1996-99. 
Personal: Born 9/5/81 ... daughter of Analia Jocurin ... majoring in Business 
Administration. 
22 • Harriet Monroe 
6-1 • Senior • Center 
Lutz, Florida• King HS/Hillsborough CC/Binnngham So. 
(2000-02): Played at Hillsborough CC ... received Female Athlete of the Year at 
Hillsborough CC in 2000. 
High School: Graduate ofKing High School. .. team MVP in 1999 . .. recorded 35 






Personal: 10/27 /80 . .. daughter of Minnie Monroe .. . majoring in Elementary Education. 
89 l 24 
ISO s 35 
122 2 24 
54 1 IO BS 
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Anne Moone • 30 
6-9 • Freshman • Guard 
East Lansing, Michigan • Lansing Catholic HS 
High School: Graduate of Lansing Catholic High School .. . received second team 
All-State in 2000-01. .. All-Area in 2000-01. .. All League in 1999-01. . .led team 
to District Championship, Regional Championship and Final Four 2001. 
Personal: Born 8/ I 9/ 83 . . . daughter of Robert and Katherine Mooney ... majoring 
in Secondary Education. 
21 • Kari Mur h 
5-10 • Sophomore • Forward/Center 
Brighton, Michigan • Brighton HS 
Freshman (2001--02): Played in 25 games, starting one ... field goal percentage 
( .466) was second on the team . . . scored a career-high 12 points against Maine-Ft. 
Kent (I/5) ... collected 10 rebounds versus Rollins (1/12). 
High School: Graduate of Brighton High School. .. earned first team All-County 
honors .. . four-year honor roll student ... won two AAU championships with the 
Livingston Sting U-14 and U-15 teams. 
Personal: Born 2/15/83 ... daughterof John and Connie Murphy ... majoring in Education. 
Lynn Career Statistics 
Tum: GP /GS FG/AT PCT. 8FG/AT PCT. IT/AT PCT. ~ PPG REB RPG ASST BL SI 
1999-oo 25/I 21158 .466 o/o .ooo 21/29 .724 75 s .o 61 2.4 11 s 10 
34 • Michele Newman 
6-10 •Senior• Forward/Center 
Orlando, Florida • The First Academy 
Junior (2001--02): Named first team Verizon Academic All-District .. .led the team 
in field goal percentage (.479) and rebounding (7.2 rpg) . .. second in field goals 
made (139), field goals attempted (290), points (339) and points per game 
(12.6) ... dropped in career highs of IS free throws made and 14 attempted against 
Barry (2/ 13) and the .929 percentage stands eighth all-time for a single 
game ... free throw percentage of .744 stands eighth all-time for a single 
season ... named Nova Southeastern Classic tourney MVP and all-tournament for 
the Lynn/Holiday Inn Shootout. 
Sophomore (2000--01): Led the team in field goal percentage (.485), total rebounds (174) and blocks 
(25) .. . was third in the league in field goal percentage ... recorded career-high IS rebounds versus Palm 
Beach Atlantic (12/8). 
Freshman (1999-00): Named to the SSC All-Freshman Team ... earned team's Most Improved Player 
Award ... scored a career-high 27 points versus Tampa (2/12) .. . named to the DoubleTree Shoot-outAll-
Tournament team. 
High School: Graduated from the First Academy .. .led team to two State Championships . .. received All-
State honors ... was IA player of the year ... All-State in volleyball. 
Personal: Born 12/ 18/ 80 ... daughter of Mark and Downing Newman ... majoring in Health 
Sciences ... also a middle hitter on the volleyball team ... earned first team Academic All-District and third 
team Academic All-American honors in 2001. 
Lnm (;~er Statisti~ 
Tum: GP/GSFG/AT PCT. sFG/AT £CT,. :.EIIA1: PCT. ~ ~ REB RPG~ BL Sf 
1999-00 27/26 137/268 .511 o/o .000 52/74 .703 326 12.1 168 6.2 ss 9 26 
2000-01 so/29 145/299 .485 o/o .000 80/55 .545 320 10.7 174 5.8 51 25 26 
2QQl-02 llill 1 ,:!~/ ~~Q ..11..9. ill .,_QQQ ~ ...1.tt ~ ll.& 1M. il fil 11 1Q 
Totals 84/79 421/857 .491 o/5 .000 148/211.678 985 11.7 587 6.4 145 45 92 
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1 o • Szilvia Sibalin . 
6-0 • Senior • Forward 
Baja, Hungary • Bela HS/Virginia Commonwealth 
Junior (iOOl-Oi): Named all-tournament at the Bryant Classic ... career-high 16 
points and IO rebounds against Maine-Ft. Kent ( 1/ 5) .. . four straight games scored 
in double digits (I/16-1/26) ... blocked three Florida Tech shots (1/26). 
(1999-01): Spent two seasons at Virginia Commonwealth University. 
High School: Graduate of Bela High School. .. MVP of the team from 1997-
99 ... led team to a state championship in I 997 .. . All-State honors in 1998 and state tournament 
MVP ... awarded Good Student/Good Athlete Award in 1998. 
Personal: Born I I/24/80 . . . daughter of Antal Sibalin and Judit Morvai . .. majoring in Business 
Marketing ... member of the Hungarian Junior National team from 1996-98. 
Lynn Career Statistics 
Year GP/GS FG/AT .eCT. sFG/AT Ill. FT/AT fCT. ~ ~.Rlill R.eGASfil: BL SI 
2001-02 27/15 54/144 .375 15154 .278 35/55 .636 158 5 .9 122 4 .5 24 8 17 
11 • Liz S eliotes 
5-10 • Junior • Forward 
Aurora, Colorado • Cherry Creek HS 
Sophomore (iOOl-Oi): Hit 59 of 71 free throws for a school record .831 
percentage ... sits first all-time in career free throw percentage at .787 ... tied a 
career-high with 18 points against Nova Southeastern ( 12/ 4 ). 
Freshman (i0OO-Ol): Earned SSC All-Freshman honors ... named team's Most 
Valuable Player .. . scored career-high 18 points versus Palm Beach Atlantic (12/ 
8) ... tallied career-best 14 rebounds versus Puerto Rico-Cayey (11/25). 
High School: Graduated from Cherry Creek High School. .. earned All-League honors in both basketball 
and volleyball.. .2000 BCI All-American .. . All-State honorable mention in volleyball.. .Graduated with 
Academic High Honors. 
Personal: Born 3/6/82 .. . daughter of George and Janet Speliotes ... major is undecided. 
Lynn Career Statistics 
~ GP/GS FG/AT fCT. sFG/AT PCT. Fr/ AT PCT. PTS UG REB RPG~ BL sr 
2000-01 30/22 92/193 .477 1/9 .Ill 81/107 .757 266 8 .9 173 5 .8 23 2 27 
2001-02 v..1.1 47/109 .ill U.1..1 ~ Mli..1..1 Ml lll QJ. 9.1 M ll Ji li 
Totals 57/i9 1S9/S02 .460 S/i0 .150 140/178.787 4il 7.4 i70 4.7 S6 7 41 
5-7 • Senior • Guard 
Miami, Florida • Miami Edison HS/Indian River CC 
Junior (iOOl-Oi): Named the team's Most Improved Player ... set career highs in 
field goals made (6), field goals attempted (12) and points (12) against Mercy 
(12/29). 
(1999-ol): Transferred from Indiana River Community College in Ft. Pierce, 
Florida, where she played two seasons ... earned the Coaches Award. 
High School: Graduate of Miami Edison Senior High School. . .led team to a state championship. 
Personal: Born 7 / 1 / 80 .. . daughter of Sharon Wright .. . majoring in Education. 
Lynn Career Statistics 
Year GP/GS FG/AT PCT. sFG/AT PCT. FT/AT PCT. PTS PPGREB RPGASSf BL ST 
2000-0 I 27 / 6 44/I 23 .358 0/ 0 .000 9/I 4 .643 97 3.6 97 3 .6 l 7 5 22 
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A Defense for the Ages Led to the Best Record in Five Years 
Playing on fumes for the last part of the season, the women's basketball team was guided by its 
veteran leadership and finished with the best record in five years and its first winning season since 
joining the Sunshine State Conference. 
After finishing sixth in the league the previous year, the conference coaches predicted that's 
where the Fighting Knights would place again. They were wrong as Lynn mustered up all the strength 
they had down the stretch and won four of the last six games en route to a 15-12 record and 7-7 in 
conference play.just one game out of third. 
"Everything we did was a huge team effort," said head coach Celia Slater. "The team had a 
great sense of community and they all cared about each other and the program. This program has really 
turned the corner and we accomplished so much. It's a great feeling to take a little time off after the 
season and then want to get right back to it in a month." 
The season opened up at the Bryant Classic in Rhode Island. After a hard-fought 59-53 victory 
over New Jersey Tech to open, the host Bulldogs ran up and down on LU handing the team a 63-53 
defeat. What lay next was a season-high four-game winning streak and a tournament title at the Nova 
Southeastern Classic. 
That's when the season got rough. After a loss to high-scoring Missouri Western, tough losses 
to Florida Memorial and Puerto Rico-Bayamon gave the team a 5-4 record. Those last two losses were 
what kicked the team into gear winning the next four games and claiming another tournament crown. 
This time it was Lynn's own Holiday Inn Shootout. After a one-sided victory over Mercy in the first 
game, the Knights dug deep and took down twelfth-ranked Bentley, 66-64. The very next game was a 
record-breaking 71-19 victory over Maine-Ft. Kent and that was followed by a conference win over 
Eckerd. 
The team then lost six of its next eight league games bringing the Knights' record to 11-10, 3-6 
in the Sunshine State Conference. Lynn needed a spark and the team got one in its second win of the 
season against Florida Southern and future Freshman of the Year Lucresia West. Wins over Barry, Saint 
Leo, and Eckerd closed out the season as LU would face the Tritons again in the first round of the 
conference tournament. Beating a team three times in one season proved to be too much as the campaign 
ended in a 58-52 loss to Eckerd at the conference tournament. 
Slater said, "There were times of extreme highs like beating Florida Tech by 19 points and 
extreme lows by turning around and losing to Saint Leo by a point. Once we are able to find that median 
ground of consistency, this team can achieve even more. A good portion of the team is returning next 
year, which makes it all that much easier to find the consistency. We have so much experience coming 
back, and if you add that with how excited everyone is, it is a good combination." 
Spearheading the effort during the season was senior and four-year starter Kerri Rulison. The 
Knights were to have a good year if Rulison was to have a good year. And sure enough, Rulison came 
through leading the team in scoring all season. She earned her second consecutive nomination to the All-
SSC first team with 15.4 points and 4.8 rebounds per game. 
'We are obviously going to miss Kerri's offense. We have big shoes to fill and I feel confident 
that we have a terrific returning core of players who can step up into that role," Slater said. 
Backing up Rulison was junior and three-year starter Michele Newman. Newman was second 
on the team with a 12.6 points per game average and led the squad with 7.2 rebounds per contest. 
Proving that her athletic accomplishments are just half the package, Newman was named a Verizon 
Academic All-District first teamer. This was a follow-up to her third team Academic All-American 
selection from volleyball. She will be looked upon next season as one of the leaders. 
"Michele is just a tremendous athlete. Not being a very vocal player, she was a leader by what 
she did on the court. Michele has become more of a leader each year she has been here and looks to 
assume that role again next year. She has really matured and has adjusted nicely to being a two-sport 
athlete at Lynn," noted Slater. 
Leadership does not always come through in stats, but more of a presence. Senior Alex Cribbs 
started all but two games during the season and only averaged 7.2 points and 5.0 rebounds per game. 
However, it was her court awareness and effort that helped the team. Not afraid to shoot the ball launch-
ing 80 three-pointers, Cribbs did more with her words. For her playing on the season, Cribbs was 
awarded the team MVP. 
Slater said, "Alex had a true warrior spirit. She was our vocal leader on the court and she gave 
her best effort on every single play. All the other players responded to that and rallied around her." 
A key to the team's success was the ability to bomb away from the outside. Four players shot at 
least 50 three-pointers on the season, led by Rulison's 43-of-137. Both those numbers are the third 
highest for a single season in school history. Junior Gabriella Gonda's 112, Cribbs' 80, and Division I 
transfer Szilvia Sibalin's 54 were part of a 124-of-431 effort on the season. 
Gonda was not afraid to launch one from behind the arc as 112 of her 220 shots were three-
point attempts. Her seven made against Saint Leo tied a school record and her 12 attempts tied for 
second. The point and shooting guard also led the offense up the court collecting a team-high 122 assists 
and now has 341 on her career. Just 10 more assists and she will be in second place all-time at Lynn. 
As a team, Lynn set a couple of school records with 431 three-pointers attempted and a . 729 
free throw percentage. The 431 triples attempted were 56 more than the previous high set in the 2000-
01 season and the .729 percentage from the charity stripe was 34 points higher than the previous high 
also set in 2000--01. A good portion of the offense was the three-pointer as the 124 made was just six 
behind the school record. 
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RECORD: OVERALL HOME AWAY NEUTRAL 
ALL GAMES 15-12 10-S S-6 2-S 
CONFERENCE 7-7 5-2 2-5 0-0 
NON-CONFERENCE 8-5 5-1 1-1 2-S 
Date OpJonent W/L Score Attendance 
11/17/01 vs ew Jersey Tech w 59-53 204 
I i/!8/01 at Bryant L 5S-6S 221 
11/2s/01 at Nova Southeastern w 64-49 135 
11/24/01 vs Voorhees w 65-45 97 
11/27/01 FLORIDA MEMORIAL w 55-32 129 
12/04/01 NOVA SOUTHEASTERN w 67-56 190 
12/15/01 vs Missouri Western L 63-76 212 
12/16/01 vs Florida Memorial L 59-60 115 
12/1s/01 PUERTO RICO-BAYAMON L 57-62 100 
12/29/01 MERCY w 61-27 186 
l'.i!/so/01 BENTLEY w 66-64 136 
01/05/02 MAINE FORT KENT w 71-19 109 
01/09/02 ECKERD• w 50-45 146 
01/!2/02 at Rollins• L (ot) 65-74 285 
01 / 16/02 TAMPA• L 6o-69 129 
01/19/02 FLORIDA SOUTHERN• w 67-55 174 
01/2s/02 at Bar1rb' L 62-69 213 
01/26/02 FLOR ATECH• w 75-56 S76 
01/so/02 at Saint Leo• L 77-78 180 
02/02/02 ROLLINS• L 58-61 241 
02/06/02 at Tampa• L (ot) 69-76 117 
02/09/02 at Florida Southern• w 72-62 SIS 
02/1s/02 BARRY• w 67-49 163 
02/16/02 at Florida Tech• L 55-80 372 
02/20/02 SAINTLEO• w 68-49 263 
02/2s/02 at Eckerd• w 70-51 227 
03/01/02 vs Eckerd+ L 52-58 112 
• - denotes conference game 
+ - denotes SSC tournament game 
TEAM STATISTICS LYNN OPP 
SCORING 1707 1538 
Points per game 63.2 57.0 './ /" 
Scoring ma2£,n +6.3 
,~ FIELD GO S-ATT 621-1539 587-1593 N . 
FielMoaiicct .404 .368 0 1 sPO T G-ATT 124-431 107-366 
3-point FG act 
, 
.288 .292 
~ s-pt FG ma ier fame 4.6 4.0 FREE THRO S- TT 341-468 257-408 Free throw Set .729 .630 
REBOUND 1060 !OSI • Rebounds per game 39.3 38.2 Rebounding margin +1.1 ASSISTS 423 SIS • Assists ~jame 15.7 11.8 et, TURNO S 477 474 i Turnovers per ~ame 17.7 17.6 Turnover margm -0.1 -~r i Assist/turnover ratio 0.9 0.7 STEALS 208 254 ~ r;. Steals per game 7.7 9.4 ...,.. 
~ BLOCKS 60 85 ~; Block~er §:me 2.2 S.l ATTE DA CE 2342 2805 
Home hes-Av7/Game IS-180 9-229 Neutr site-Avg Game 5-148 
SCORE BY PERIODS: 1st 2nd OT Total 
Lynn University 761 937 9 1707 
Opponents 693 820 25 1538 
~ tlft. PIAYER GP-Oi FGRiA FG'/4 8FGffiA SP!% FT-FI'A FI% ~ Tot RIG A 10 Blk Stl Pts Pts/G 22 Kerri Rulison 27-24 147-355 .414 4S-IS7 .314 78-99 .788 34-96 ISO 4.8 66 62 11 S7 415 15.4 34 Michele Newman 27-24 139-290 .479 0-S .000 61-82 .744 6.'l-132 195 7.2 61 62 11 40 SS9 12.6 t 5 Gabriella Gonda 27-23 74-220 .336 35-112 .312 36-46 .783 8-44 52 1.9 122 9S 6 24 219 8.1 32 Alex Cribbs 27-25 71-179 .397 2.'l-80 .287 So-46 .652 42 9S 135 51 52 5 22 195 7.2 
10 Szilvia Sibalin 27-15 54-144 .375 15-54 .278 35-55 .636 48-74 122 4.5 24 45 8 17 158 5.9 9-42 Liz Speliotes 27-7 47-109 .431 2-11 .182 59-71 .831 S6-61 97 S.6 IS 38 5 14 155 5.7 14 Precious Wright 2Hi 44-123 .358 0-0 .000 9-14 .643 27-44 71 2.6 17 4S 5 22 97 S.6 
~ 1 21 KariM hy 25-1 27-58 .466 0-0 .000 21-29 .724 21-40 61 2.4 11 25 8 10 75 3.0 3 Milena 'ct:isco 26-10 17-.57 .298 6-Sl .194 11-24 .458 10-48 58 2.2 56 44 0 21 51 2.0 12 Kristin Potenzone 4-0 1-4 .250 0-3 .000 1-2 .500 M 2 0.5 2 2 I I 3 0.8 
11 Adrienne Terryn 1-0 0-0 .000 0-0 .000 0-0 .000 0-0 0 0.0 0 I 0 0 0 0.0 
ii] Totals £7 621-1589 ,401, 124-431 .288 841-468 .729 858-702 l!m 89.S ~ 477 00 20! 1707 68.2 Opponents £7 587-1593 .368 107-366 .292 257~ .680 3W-639 1081 38.2 SIS 474 85 2.54 1538 571) 
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Standings Conference Leaders 
SSC Overall Scoring Pts. Avg. 
WQn Lost Pct. \V.on Lost Pct. Lucresia West FSC 4SS 18.8 
Florida Tech .7-$:6 .tH$-
Felecia Felton EC SIS 18.S 
:J.J ~ f!6 6 Felecia Bell FT 5S4 16.7 
Rollin 11 $ ,7 {i '.2'S 6 ,7.9~j Kenya Storr RC 466 16.1 
'• Jaida Williams BU 427 15.8 lfarry a 6 .571 11, :sis ,519 Kerri Rulison LU 415 15.4 
L N 7 ,1 .50() 15 H! .556 I Shannon Pranger RC 436 )5.0 
EckerJ 6 '$ .4'2i} l:4 14: .. 00 I Nicole Blair ITT 376 13.9 
T11tnp,J ~1i~Si 
AmraAlagic BU 364 13.5 
ti• ~ ·1-~ 'l~ ,.'5 7 l Ebony Winn SLU 358 13.3 
f londa '86tit~~- 4 lO .286 ,n :t6 .+07 
aint Ll."O 8 I I .~ 14 B J9 .296 
Rebounding Tot. Avg. 
Lucresia West FSC 275 12.0 
Ebony Winn SLU soo 11.1 
Delicia Phillips FT S26 10.2 
All-Conference Teams Jaida Williams BU 267 9.9 Hatasha Griffin FT 267 8.S 
First Team 
Tarneshia Nichols RC 236 8.1 
Rachel Thompson EC 203 7 .5 
Player School Class Meredith Cook EC 209 7 .5 
Felicia Bell Florida Tech Senior September Harrison SLU 199 7 .4 
Kenya Storr Rollins Senior Yushanda Morse ITT 205 7.3 Felecia Felton Eckerd Senior 
Jaida Williams Bar:.7i Sophomore Field Goal Pct. FG-FGA Pct. KERRI RULISON LYN SENIOR 
April Hinton ITT 69-110 .62 7 
Second Team Lucresia West FSC 180-312 .577 
Player School Class Jessie McDowell ITT 94-184 .5 1 I 
Lucrecia West Florida Southern Freshman Kenbya Storr RC 19S-S8 I .507 
Shannon Pranger Rollins Junior Tachel Thompson EC 1 lS-225 .502 
Shawntel Williams Florida Tech Senior AmraAlagic BU 141-283 .498 
Ebony Winn Saint Leo Junior Michele Newman LU 189-290 .479 Nicole Blair Tampa Senior 
Yushanda Morse ITT 135-294 .459 
All-Freshman Team Ebony Winn SLU 128-287 .446 
~ _:J Player School Delicia Phillips FT 147-336 .438 
Juanita McClinton Tampa 
~ -' 
Loren Weaver Barry 8-Point FG Pct. 8FG-FGA Pct. 
Lucresia West Florida Southern AmraAlagic BU 42-99 .424 
~ Brook Kohlheim Florida Southern Carolin Santamarina BU 5S-1S4 .S96 
~ ~ 
Jaime Atkins Florida Southern Jen Ritter EC S0-82 .366 t~ CO-PLAYER OF THE YEAR Felecia Felton, Eckerd Sanja Zivanovic BU Sl-85 .365 '~./'/' CO-PLAYER OF THE YEAR Kenya Storr, Rollins Shannon Pranger RC 52-147 .S54 I . ~ • • •,~ FRESHMAN OF THE YEAR Lucresia West, Florida Southern Andrea Patterson EC 42-129 .326 •.;: r ·i COACH OF THE YEAR John Reynolds, Florida Tech Kerri Rulison LU 48-187 .314 ;t Gabriella Gonda LU 85-112 .812 
~;· ~ Angela Sclafani SLU 45-147 .306 SUNSHINE Brook Kohlheim FSC 46-154 .299 
• ~ :· STATE Steals Stl. Avg. Assists Asst. Avg. 
~ Kenya Storr RC 91 S.14 Mary Lou Johnston RC 132 4.55 CONFERENCE Felicia Felton EC 85 3.04 Gabriella Gonda LU 122 4.52 i~ Nichole Blair ITT 74 2.74 Carolin Santamarina BU 114 4.22 Shawntel Williams FT 81 2.5S Kenya Storr RC 106 S.66 Juanita McClinton ITT 70 2.50 Sanja Zivanovic BU 9S S.58 ......,._ Hatasha Griffin FT 76 2.S8 Sarah Awe FT 107 S.S4 
Lucresia West FSC 54 2 .S5 Tina Gillems FSC 84 S.11 _;_. d Carolin Santamarina BU 61 2.26 Andrea Nordholt ITT 82 2 .9S 
•8 Yushonda Morse ITT 58 2.07 Shawntel Williams FT 89 2 .78 September Harrison SLU 54 2.00 Brook Kohlheim FSC 74 2.74 -~ Blocks Blk. Avg. Free Throw Pct. IT-FTA Pct. Jessie McDowell ITT 74 S.S6 Shannon Pranger RC 76-90 .844 Loren Weaver BU 55 2.04 Liz Speliotes LU 59-71 .881 ~~ Delicia Phillips FT 64 2.00 Felecia Bell FT 124-153 .810 Ebony Winn SLU 41 1.52 Kerri Rulison LU 78-99 .788 
~2 
Hatasha Griffin FT 41 1.28 Andrea Patterson EC 68-89 .764 
Jaida Williams BU ss 1.22 Carolin Santamarina BU 55-72 .764 
Candace Hensley RC ss 1.14 Michele Newman LU 61-82 .744 
Yojana Rodriguez BU 28 1.08 Lisa Cronauer SLU 59-80 .738 
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All-Time Roster 
Gulsah Akkaya .............................. 1997-99 
Christine Averill ........................... 1994 
Jennifer Beckman .......................... 1997-98 
Alicia Burns ................................... 1995-96 
Fernanda Campos ......................... 2000 
Milena Chisco ................................ 2002 
Janish a Craft ................................... 19 9 7 
Alex Cribbs .................................... 200 1-02 
Islande Dillon ................................ 2000 
Nikea Evans ................................... 1999 
Kristin Fantozzi ............................ 1998 
Debbie Francisque ....................... 2001 
Vanessa Ganasevici ...................... 1994 
Kim Gardner .................................. 1999-00 
Shander Gary ................................. 1994-95 
Gabriella Gonda ........................... 2000-02 
JoJoGuzman ................................... 1998 
Petra Hauff ..................................... 1998 
Ronise Herbert .............................. 1999-00 
Giovana Howard ........................... 1994 
Denise Hueller .............................. 1994 
YashicaJackson .............................. 1997-00 
JerondaJerralds ............................. 1994-95 
Ronda Jones .................................... 2001 
Regina Joppert ............................... 1997-99 
Katie Katzmark ............................. 1996-00 
Avia Lee .......................................... 2000 
Denise Lee ...................................... 1996 
Joya Marotta ................................... 1994-96 
Mandi Mitchell ............................. 2000-01 
KristenMoraz ................................ 1994-97 
Kari Murphy .................................. 2002 
Kerry Murphy ............................... 1996-98 
Michelle Newman ........................ 2000-02 
Summer Parr .................................. 1998-99 
Julia Pavlova .................................. 1997-98 
Joy Porter ......................................... 1995-96 
Kristin Potenzone .......................... 2002 
Angi Potts ....................................... 1994-97 
Beth Raymer .................................. 1995 
Catina Reed .................................... 1995-96 
Keli Reilly ...................................... 1994 
Beth Richards ................................. 1999-00 
Christine Richardson ................... 1994-97 
Kerri Rulison ................................. 1999-02 
Szilvia Sibalin ............................... 2002 
Linnea Sivets ................................. 1994 
Heather Snowden .......................... 1994 
Liz Speliotes ................................... 2001-02 
Tannisha Stevens .......................... 1996 
Christine Sutor .............................. 1995 
Adrienne Terryn ........................... 2002 
Heidi Turcyynski ......................... 1998 
Julie Wechter ................................. 2000-01 
Monica White ................................ 1994 
Maya Whitehead .......................... 1996 
Debra Williams ............................. 1997 
Latoya Williams ............................ 1994 
Precious Wright ............................ 2002 
Lindsay Wynegar ......................... 1998-99 
Coaches Records 
Head Coach Years 
Dan Olson 1994-1996 
Cheryl Feeney 1997-1998 
Celia Slater !~~~-present 
Totals 9years 
Awards & Honors since 1997-98 
All-Sunshine State Conference 
2001-02 
Kerri Rulison ........................................................... 1st 
2000-01 
Kerri Rulison ........................................................... 1st 
Liz Speliotes ............................................................ FR 
1999-00 
Michele Newman ................................................... FR 
1998-99 
Gulsah Akkaya ........................................................ 1st 
Kerri Rulison .......................................................... FR 
Verizon Academic All-District 
2001-02 
Michele Newman .................................................... 1st 
Daktronics All-South Region 
2000-01 
Kerri Rulison ......................................................... 2nd 
1998-99 
Gulsah Akkaya ........................................................ lst 
1997-98 
Gulsah Akkaya ...................................................... 2nd 
Daktronics All-American 
1998-99 
Gulsah Akkaya ....................................................... srd 
Overall SSC 
Record Pct. Record Pct. 
67-18 .788 0-0 XXX 
25-28 .472 0-0 XXX 
51-70 .422 21-37 .362 
148-116 .552 21-87 .862 
LOOKING BACK AT LYNN 
• ~ ~ ~ t • • ••••••••••• • •• •• • .• •••••• • ••••• 
Drhra Williams 
1997 
Firsr a!l(/ second al I-rime i11 
h/ocksfor a single gu111e. 
Single-season leodl'I" i11 
hlocks 011d .,reo/s. 
Second ull-rime in poillfs 
per go111e and rhird in 
h/ocks. 
:I, -:I, ·---•• --~ ---•• ---·-:J 
:-,,.,, --~ .......,,,,, 
I ...,. 
..... -· ..... -· 
Gulsah Akkaya 
1997-99 
Fo11rrh o/l-ri111e leading 
score,: 
School record/hr rlm.>e-
poillfers orrempred in o 
game. 
Si11gle-seaso11 record holder 
.f()r rlm.>e-poi11!ffs macle 011d 
al!empred. 
Second u/l-rime in rhree 
poinrers made om/ ar-
rempred 
Three postseason I 
oppearances in 




Si11g/e-gu111e r<.>cord holder 
for srrnls. 
Third/iJr a season in ossisrs 
and/i/ih in sreals. 
Eighrh a/I-rime in assisrs. 
___ ________ ... _________ ___ _ 
-----------~-~--_, __ _ 
Ronisr Hrrhrrt 
1999-00 
Se, ·e111h and eighrh jiJrji"l'e 
rhm,1·s affelllpted in u 
Sl'OSOn. 
Fi/ih ull-ti/1/e in/iY!l' tlm)\\'S 
1nocle and al!empted 




Third all-time i11 scoring. 
All-ti111e leadff in three-
poillfers made u11d at-
tempted 
Tied the record/hr most 
triples i11 o game. 
All-time le(/(lff i11 gullles 
started one/ second in 
gomes plc~rcd 





Seconcl-/Jighesl stec,I loto/ 
i11 a go111e. 
Sixth all-ti111e in g(lf11es 
plcz1 ·l!d 
Fourth all-ti111e in steeds 
one/ sixth in ossists. 
.I ulia Pa\'lorn 
1997-98 
Third a//-1i111e infidel goal 
fJ<!/'Centoge ll/l(lfourth 
highest.f<JI' a single seuso11. 
Fourth oll-ti111e in fi·ee 
thrm1· percentage all(/ 
hlocks. 




Record holcll!rf<Jr ossisls i11 
o gome. 
Sl!co11d. fimr!h 011d 11i111!, 
highl!sl si11g!l!-sea:w11 assist 
toted,·. 
All-ti111e !£!oder in gm11es 
ployed. assists and slecJ/s . 
Christinr Richardson 
Sing/e-ga111e cl<:fensil·e oil(/ 
totol reho1111d record ho/de,: 
/11 the to/J t/Jree ut leost 




NCAA I I record holclerfor 
highest points per g(lfne 
CCI/'('(!/' (fl '<!l'Clge. 
Third 011dfitih in NCAA II 
for PPG in o single season. 
Third-highest seasonal 
point total in NCAA II 
historr. 
Owns the top IO Lynn 
scoring p<!1./{m11011cesfor o 
single game. 
2002~03 LYNN WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
~ 
Overall Record: U-li 
SSC RecoTd: 8-8 {4th) 
Head Coach: Cella Slater 
5 9 ...... New Jersey Tech ................... 5 .'l 
5.'l ...... Bryant ...................................... 68 
6 4 ..•... Nova Southeastern .............. 4 9 
65 ...... Voorhees .................................. 45 
5 5 ...... Florida Memorial ................. .'l 2 
6 7 ...... Nova Southeastern .............. 5 6 
6 .'l ...... Missouri Western ................. 7 6 
6 9 ...... Florida Memorial ................. 6 O 
57 ...... Puerto Rico-Bayamon ....... 62 
6 1 ...... Mercy .............................. ......... 2 7 
66 ... ... Bentley ..................................... 64 
7 1 ...... Maine-Ft. Kent ...................... 19 
50 ...... Eckerd• .................................... 45 
66 ...... Rollins (ot)• ............................ 74 
60 ...... Tampa• ................................... 69 
6 7 ...... Florida Southern• ................ 5 5 
62 ...... Barry• ...................................... 69 
7 5 ...... Florida Tech• ........................ 5 6 
77 ...... Saint Leo• .............................. 7 8 
5 8 ...... Rollins• .................................... 6 1 
69 ...... Tampa (ot)• ........................... 76 
72 ...... Florida Southern• ................ 62 
67 ...... Barry• ...................................... 49 
65 ...... Florida Tech• ........................ so 
68 ...... Saint Leo• ........... .. .. ............... 49 
70 ...... Eckerd• ............................. ....... 5 1 
52 ...... Eckerd+ ................................... 58 
• - SSC game 
+ - SSC Tournament 
iQ22::Ql 
Overall Record: 12-18 
SSC Record: 5-9 (6th) 
Head Coach: Celia Slater 
66 ...... Alaska Anchorage ................ 60 
6 5 ...... Alaska Fair banks ................. . 8 1 
4 7 ...... Alaska Fairbanks .......... .... .... 6 4 
5 2 ...... Florida Memorial ................. 45 
9 4 ...... Puerto Rico-Cayey .............. 3 7 
7 4 ...... Puerto Rico-Bayamon ....... 5 2 
93 ...... Florida Memorial (3 ot) ..... 94 
60 ...... Pace ........................................... 68 
70 ...... Fairmont State ...................... 61 
84 ...... Palm Beach Atlantic ........... 68 
5 5 ...... Missouri Rolla ....................... 6 I 
5 9 ...... Missouri Western ................. 7 6 
65 ...... Merrimack .............................. 65 
60 ...... Lenoir-Rhyne ........................ 7 3 
5 I ...... Wisconsin Lutheran ............ 5 8 
64 ...... Barry• .......... ............ ................ 57 
6 5 ...... Rollins• .................................... 7 2 
60 ...... Florida Tech• ........................ 7 1 
56 ...... Tampa• ................................... 73 
76 .... .. Eckerd• .................................... 67 
5 1 ...... Florida Southern• ................ 6 3 
66 ...... Saint Leo• .............................. 43 
4 7 ...... Rollins• .................................... 5 8 
69 ...... Florida Tech• ........................ 7 8 
48 ...... Tampa• ................................... 56 
69 ...... Eckerd• .................................... 59 
48 ...... Florida Southern• ................ 7 I 
57 ...... Saint Leo• ....................... .... ... 43 
63 ...... Barry• ...................................... 70 
70 ...... Florida Tech+ ........................ 94 
• - SSC game 
+ - SSC Tournament 
llli:.QQ 
Overall Record: lS-14 
SSC Record: 4-10 
Head Coach: Celia Slater 
4 6 ...... North Florida ......................... 6 1 
8 0 ...... Edward Waters ...................... 7 0 
64 ...... Western State (ot) ................ 61 
7 0 ...... Mesa State .............................. 8 1 
56 ...... Palm Beach Atlantic ........... 62 
5 8 •..... Florida Memorial ................. 44 
8 I ...... Florida Memorial ................. 48 
7 0 ...... Nova Southeastern .............. 6 9 
6 I ...•.. North Carolina Central ...... 5 6 
70 ...... Bryant ...................................... 64 
6 1 ...... Puerto Rico-Mayaguez ...... 40 
63 ...... Nova Southeastern .............. 47 
42 ...... Barry• ...................................... 5 9 
6 8 ...... Eckerd• ................... ................. 5 8 
60 ...... Florida Southern• ........ .. ...... 7 4 
62 ...... Tampa• ................................... 80 
48 ...... Rollins• .............. ...................... 64 
48 ...... Florida Tech• ..... ................... 54 
63 ...... Barry• ...................................... 62 
65 ...... Saint Leo• ............. ................ . 61 
62 ...... Eckerd• .................................... 54 
5 5 ...... Florida Southern• ................ 7 8 
84 ...... Tampa• .. .............................. 102 
51 ...... Rollins• .................................... 74 
5 2 ...... Florida Tech• ........................ 7 6 
7 3 ...... Saint Leo• .............................. 40 
58 ...... Tampa+ ................................... 74 
• - SSC game 
+ - SSC Tournament 
~ 
Overall Record: 11-16 
SSC Record: +-lo 
Head Coach: Celia Slater 
7 7 ...... Florida Memorial ................. 5 1 
7 8 ...... Palm Beach Atlantic ........... 50 
6 6 ...... Puerto Rico-Bayamon ....... 5 9 
4 7 ...... Hillsdale ................................... 6 5 
5 7 ...... St. Martin's ............................. 7 3 
5 1 ...... Southampton ......................... 7 8 
6 4 ...... Florida Memorial ................. 5 1 
67 ...... Clarke Atlanta ....................... 58 
60 ...... Saint Ambrose ...................... 49 
6 5 ...... Lenoir-Rhyne ........................ 4 4 
7 3 ..•... Stonehill ............................... ... 7 4 
7 0 ...... Transylvania .......................... 8 2 
67 ...... Barry• ..................... ............... .. 81 
65 ...... Eckerd• .................................... 40 
5 3 ...... Florida Southern• ................ 8 1 
62 ...... Tampa• ................................... 64 
67 ...... Rollins• .................................... 85 
7 6 ...... Florida Tech• ........................ 9 I 
5 6 .....• Barry• ...................................... 8 3 
6 .'l ...... Saint Leo• .............................. 69 
5 9 ...... Florida Southern• ................ 7 6 
77 ...... Tampa• ................................... 71 
7 7 ...... Rollins• .................................... 92 
6 8 ...... Florida Tech• ........................ 6 5 
72 ...... Saint Leo• .............................. 78 
59 ...... Eckerd• .................................... 55 
83 ...... Tampa+ ................................... 88 
• - SSC game 
+ - SSC Tournament 
1fil!1.::l!8. 
Overall Record: 8-18 
Head Coach: Cheryl Feeney 
52 ...... Stonehill ................ .................. 66 
46 ...... UMass-Lowell ....................... 7 2 
56 ...... Albany State .......................... 68 
6 8 ..... . Valdosta State ........................ 5 6 
5 6 ...... Armstrong Atlantic ............. 7 4 
7 5 ...... North Dakota ..................... 100 
9 6 ...... American Puerto Rico ....... 5 2 
5 4 ...... Valdosta State ........................ 5 1 
6 1 ...... Florida Memorial ................. 4 6 
8 8 ...... Virgin Islands ......................... 3 4 
7 7 ...... Johnson C. Smith ................. 9 7 
80 ...... St. Augustine's ................... ... 9 I 
79 ...... Saint Leo .................... ............. 86 
5 4 ...... Barry ......................................... 7 9 
7 4 ...... Eckerd ...................................... 6 7 
5 7 ...... Florida Southern .................. 7 3 
6.'l ...... Tampa ................. ..................... 78 
54 ...... Rollins ...................... ................ 61 
5 2 ...... Florida Tech ................. .......... 8 1 
6 3 ...... Eckerd ...................................... 5 7 
4 9 ...... Florida Southern .................. 9 3 
48 ...... Barry ......................................... 61 
65 ...... Tampa ...................................... 70 
8 5 ...... Rollins ...................................... 90 
7 9 ...... Florida Tech ........................... 7 3 
6 I ...... Saint Leo ................................. 7 1 
2002·03 LYNN W"OMEN'S BASKETBALL 
.liU::.ll.7. 
Overall Record: 17-10 
Head Coach: Cheryl Feeney 
79 ...... Webber ..................................... 4S 
5 6 ...... North Florida ......................... 7 6 
64 ...... Mercer ...................................... 82 
I s 8 ... Virgin Islands ......................... 2 4 
6 9 ...... Missouri Western ................. 7 S 
8 9 ...... American Puerto Rico ....... S S 
7 S ...... Northwestern State ............. 7 O 
44 ...... Alabama .................................. 8 5 
6 s ...... Barry ......................................... 8 I 
5 s ...... Florida Southern .................. 7 2 
7 2 .... .. Saginaw Valley ...................... 6 S 
6 S ...... Louisiana State ..................... 8 6 
8 I ...... Saint Leo ............... .................. 7 o 
8 8 ...... Slippery Rock ........................ 5 I 
80 ...... Bentley ..................................... 65 
64 ..... . Wisconsin Lutheran ............ 45 
I OS ... St. Thomas Aquinas ............ 7 S 
6 7 ...... Florida Memorial ................. 5 8 
67 ..... . Albany State ..................... ..... 47 
69 ...... Valdosta State ........................ 70 
8 S ...... Georgia Southwestern ....... 80 
7 5 ...... Florida Memorial ................. 6 I 
65 ...... Bowie State ............................ 6 8 
64 ...... District of Columbia (ot) .. 65 
105 ... Claflin ....................................... 72 
I I I ... Virgin Islands ......................... s 8 
I 14 ... Virgin Islands ......................... 2 8 
~ 
Overall Record: 22-7 
Head Coach: Dan Olson 
88 ...... Saint Leo ... ........ ...................... 7S 
92 ...... South Carolina State .......... 45 
9 8 ...... South Carolina-Aiken ........ 6 8 
6 7 ...... Southwest Baptist ................ 6 5 
77 ...... Barry ......................................... 60 
9S ...... Eckerd ...................................... 86 
64 ...... Lawrence ................................. 52 
89 ...... St. Ambrose ............................ 66 
71 ...... Florida Tech .......... ................. 64 
8 2 ... ... American Puerto Rico ....... 4 I 
6S ...... Norfolk State ................... ...... 67 
I 04 ... Wisconsin-Lacrosse ............. 6 O 
7S ...... Bryant ...................................... 76 
84 ...... Siena Heights ......................... 68 
7 9 .... .. Salem-Teikyo ........................ 7 7 
I 04 ... North Park ............................. 59 
8S ...... Silver Lake .............................. S9 
54 ...... Mercer ...................................... 55 
5 4 ...... Georgia State ......................... 7 I 
7 5 ...... Louisiana State ..................... 8 2 
9S ...... Barry ......................................... 51 
84 ...... Saint Leo ................................. 62 
8 4 ...... Florida Memorial ................. 4 5 
7 S ...... Benedict ................................... 5 2 
82 ...... Morris ....................................... 42 
71 ...... Florida Memorial ................. 60 
7 8 ...... Fort Valley State ................. . 8 9 
102 ... Limestone ............................... S2 
6 5 .•..•. Montevallo% .......................... 8 2 
% - NAIA Tournament 
lili::li. 
Overall Record: 21-6 
Head Coach: Dan Olson 
7 9 ...... Florida Southern .................. 6 7 
5 4 ...... Florida International ....... I 09 
89 ...... Barry .............. ........... ............... . 60 
72 ...... Saint Leo ............. .................... 60 
I I O ... Barry ......................................... 5 2 
44 ...... Mississippi State ................ I OS 
82 ...... Metropolitan State (ot) ...... 74 
77 ...... Air Force ................................. 71 
8 O ...... Slippery Rock ........................ 6 8 
8 O ...... Wisconsin-Eau Claire .. ....... 7 6 
8 7 ...... Transylvania .......................... 5 5 
9S ...... Pfeiffer ...................................... S5 
I OS ... Silver Lake .............................. 7 2 
7 5 ...... Alaska-Anchorage (ot) ....... 74 
9 O ... ... Alaska-Anchorage ............... 7 7 
9 8 ...... Alaska-Fairbanks ................. 6 6 
9 O ...... Alaska-Fairbanks .... ............. 7 S 
8 4 ...... St. Thomas Aquinas ............ 6 I 
8 9 ...... Florida Memorial ................. 7 I 
90 ...... Warner Southern .................. 5 2 
25 ...... Auburn .................................. 107 
4S ...... Florida ................................... 112 
6 4 ...... Mercer ...................................... 7 7 
8 O ...... Florida Memorial ..... ..... ....... 6 7 
8 6 ...... Talladega% ... .......................... 6 9 
85 ...... Emmanuel% ........................... 65 
6 5 ...... Auburn-Montgomery% .. 11 I 
% - NAIA Tournament 
~ 
Overall Record, 24-.'S 
Head Coach: Dan Olson 
6S ...... T ampa ...................................... 69 
9 5 ...... Pembroke State .................... 7 2 
9 6 ...... Southern Indiana ....... ........... 8 O 
96 ...... Northwest Missouri ............. 79 
89 ...... Saint Leo ................................. 62 
8 S ...... Florida Tech ........................... 7 7 
98 ...... Barry ......................................... 61 
7 I ...... Florida International .......... 9 6 
8 0 ...... Brewton-Parker .................... 6 S 
9 9 ...... Michigan-Dearborn ............. 7 2 
62 ...... American International ..... 7 I 
97 ...... Slippery Rock ....... ................. 88 
84 ...... Merrimack ............. ................. 5 8 
I 05 ... UMass-Dartmouth ............... 5 S 
I 2 2 ... Flagler ...................................... 5 s 
56 ...... Wheaton .................................. 66 
I 00 ... Edward Waters ................ ...... 6 I 
8 9 ...... Warner Southern .................. 4 9 
77 ...... Webber ..................................... 64 
8S ...... Florida Memorial ................. 50 
9 8 ...... Warner Southern .................. 7 O 
7 8 ...... Webber ............................. ........ 50 
8 6 ...... Florida Memorial ................. s 6 
84 ...... Rollins ...................................... 7 8 
102 ... Flagler ...................................... 66 
9 2 ...... Barry ......................................... 6 0 
7 6 ...... Webber ..................................... 5 5 
8 o ...... Florida Memorial ................. 4 9 
5 6 ...... Mary% ..... ................... .............. 8 8 
% - NAIA Tournament 
2002-03 LYNN WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Points Free Throw Percentage (min. 7 att.) 
Shander Gary ......... 51 .. Flagler ................................. 2/19/94 Gulsah Akkaya ... 1.000 (14-14) Eckerd .................... 1/3 I /98 
Shander Gary ......... 48 .. Flagler ................................... 1/7 /94 Kerri Rulison ...... 1.000 (8-8) .... Fla. Southern ........ 1/ 19/02 
Shander Gary ......... 47 .. UMass-Dartmouth ............. 1/ 5/94 Jo.Jo Guzman ....... 1.000 (8-8) .... Saint Leo .................. I/7 /98 
Shander Gary ......... 46 .. Slippery Rock .................. 12/31/94 Liz Speliotes ........ 1.000 (7-7) .... Aalaska-Fair ...... I 1/21/00 
Shander Gary ......... 44 .. Alaska-Anchorage ............. 1/14/95 Kerri Rulison ...... 1.000 (7-7) .... Alaska-Anch ...... 11/ 18/00 
Ronise Herbert .. 1.000 (7-7) .... Fla. Memorial ... 12/13/99 
Field Goals Made 
Shander Gary ......... 22 .. Flagler ................................... 1/7 /94 Offensive Rebounds 
Shander Gary ......... 19 .. Michigan-Dearborn ....... 12/ 28/ 93 Shander Gary ......... 17 .. Alaska-Fairbanks .............. 1/17 /95 
Shander Gary ......... 18 .. Alaska-Anchorage ............. I/ 14/ 95 Shander Gary ......... IS .. Alaska-Anchorage ............. I/ I 4/ 95 
Shand er Gary ......... 18 .. Slippery Rock.................. I 2/ S I/ 94 C. Richardson ........ 11 .. Georgia State ..................... I/ I 7 / 96 
Shander Gary ......... 18 .. UMass-Dartmouth ............. 1 / 5/ 94 Shander Gary ......... 11 .. Barry ................................. 11/28/94 
Shander Gary ......... I 8 .. Slippery Rock .................. 12/ 3 I/ 9.'l 6 players with ......... 10 
Field Goals Attempted Defensive Rebounds 
C. Richardson ........ S 1 .. Georgia State ..................... I/ I 7 / 96 C. Richardson ........ 18 .. UMass-Dartmouth ............. 1/5/94 
ShanderGary ......... SO .. Saint Leo .............................. 12/g/94 Debra Williams ...... 17 .. Bentley ................................... 1/2/97 
Shand er Gary ......... SO .. Florida Sou them ............ 1 I/ 2 l / 94 GulsahAkkaya ....... 16 .. Tampa .................................. I/16/99 
Shander Gary ......... SO .. Flagler ................................... 1/7 /94 Shander Gary ......... 16 .. Florida Southern ............ 11 / 21 / 94 
S players with ......... 29 Shander Gary ......... 16 .. Tampa ............................... 11/ 19/93 
Field Goal Percentage (min. 8 att.) Total Rebounds 
ReginaJoppert ... l.000 (9-9) .... Virgin Islands ...... 2/21/97 C. Richardson ........ 27 .. UMass-Dartmouth ............. 1/5/94 
Julia Pavlova ....... l.000 (9-9) .... Claflin ..................... 2/19/97 C. Richardson ........ 25 .. Wheaton ................................ 1/9/94 
ShanderGary ...... 941 (16-17). Barry ...................... 2/21/94 Shander Gary ......... 25 .. Tampa ............................... 11/ 19/93 
Debra Williams ... 900 (9-10) .... Virgin Islands ...... 2/22/97 Shander Gary ......... 24 .. Alaska-Anchorage ............. J/ IS/95 
C. Richardson ..... 900 (9-10) .... St. Thomas ............ 1/10/97 ShanderGary ......... 24 .. Florida Southern ............ I 1/21/94 
s-Point Field Goals Made Assists 
Gabriella Gonda ..... 7 ..... Saint Leo .............................. 1/so/02 Angi Potts ............... 15 .. St. Thomas .......................... 1/10/97 
Kerri Rulison .......... 7 ..... Nova Southeastern ............. I/ 6/ 00 Jeronda Jerralds ..... I 4 .. Webber ................................ 2/ 25/ 94 
Kerri Rulison .......... 6 ..... Barry ...................................... 1 / 6/ O 1 Jeronda Jerralds ..... l S .. Florida Memorial .............. l / 25/ 95 
Gulsah Akkaya ....... 6 ..... Rollins .................................. 2/ 10/ 99 5 players with ......... 12 
Gulsah Akkaya ....... 6 ..... Saint Leo ................................ 1/7 /98 
Blocks 
s-Point Field Goals Attempted Debra Williams ...... 8 ..... District of Columbia ........ 2/ 17 /97 
Gulsah Akkaya ....... 13 .. Rollins .................................. 2/ 10/ 99 Debra Williams ...... 7 ..... Bowie State ......................... 2/ 15/ 97 
Gabriella Gonda ..... 12 .. Saint Leo .............................. 1/so/02 ShanderGray ......... 7 ..... Southern Indiana ............ I 1/27/93 
Kerri Rulison .......... 12 .. Barry .................................... 1/23/02 Catina Reed ............. 6 ..... Limestone .............................. s/ 1/96 
Kerri Rulison .......... 12 .. Rollins .................................. I/ 12/ 02 C. Richardson ........ 6 ..... Emmanuel ............................. s/ 6/ 95 
S players with ......... 11 C. Richardson ........ 6 ..... Rollins .................................. 2/ 14/94 
Free Throws Made Steals 
ShanderGary ......... 19 .. Flagler ................................. 2/19/94 JoJoGuzman ........... 9 ..... Valdosta State .................. 11/24/97 
Shander Gary ......... 16 .. Alaska-Fairbanks .............. 1/17/95 Angi Potts ............... 9 ..... Webber ................................ 1/29/94 
Shander Gary ......... 16 .. Merrimcak ............................ 1/g/94 Katie Katzmark ....... 8 ..... Slippery Rock .................. 12/3 J/96 
Gulsah Akkaya ....... 14 .. Florida Memorial ........... 11 / 1 7 / 98 Debra Williams ...... 8 ..... American Puerto Rico ...... 12/ 2/ 96 
Gulsah Akkaya ....... 14 .. Eckerd ................................. I/ s 1 / 98 C. Richardson ........ 8 ..... Warner Southern ............... I/ 14/ 94 
Maya Whitehead ... 14 .. Lawrence .......................... 12/ 1 s/ 95 
Free Throws Attempted 
Shander Gary ......... 25 .. Flagler ................................. 2/ 19/ 94 
Shander Gary ......... 22 .. UMass-Dartmouth ............. 1 / 5/ 94 
Shander Gary ......... 20 .. Merrimcak ............................ 1/3/94 
Shander Gary ......... 19 .. Alaska-Fairbanks .............. I/ 17 /95 












2002·03 LYNN WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Games Played 
Kerri Rulison .................. 30 ............................. 200 I 
Michele Newman ........... 30 ............................. 200 I 
Liz Speliotes .................... 30 ............................. 200 I 
Free Throws Attempted 
Shander Gary .................. 293 ........................... 1994 
Gulsah Akkaya ............... 21 7 ........................... 1999 
Shander Gary .................. 214 ........................... 1995 
Alex Cribbs ..................... 30 ............................. 2001 Debra Williams .............. 199 ........................... 1997 
Ronda Jones ..................... 30 ............................. 2001 Maya Whitehead ........... 150 ........................... 1996 
Mandi Mitchell .............. 30 ............................. 2001 
Games Started 
Free Throw Percentage 
Liz Speliotes ..................... 831 (59-71) ........... 2002 
Kerri Rulison .................. 30 ............................. 200 I Petra Hauff ....................... 795 (58-73) ........... 1998 
Alex Cribbs ..................... 30 ............................. 200 I Kerri Rulison ................... 788 (78-99) ........... 2002 
Michele Newman ........... 29 ............................. 2001 Kerri Rulison ................... 786 (81-103) ........ 2001 
Shander Gary .................. 29 ............................. 1994 Joy Porter ........................... 774 (48-62) ........... 1995 
Jeronda Jerralds .............. 29 ............................. 1994 
Offensive Rebounds 
Points Christine Richardson .... 152 ........................... 1994 
Shander Gary .................. 923 ........................... 1994 Shander Gary .................. 15 I ........................... 1994 
Gulsah Akkaya ............... 642 ........................... 1999 Shand er Gary.................. 143 ... .... ...... .. ............ 199 5 
Shander Gary .................. 619 ........................... 1995 Christine Richardson .... I 3 5 ........................... 1996 
Christine Richardson .... 570 ........................... 1996 Debra Williams .............. 111 ........................... I 997 
Christine Richardson .... 564 ........................... 1994 
Defensive Rebounds 
Points Per Game 
Shander Gary .................. 31.8 .......................... 1994 
ShanderGary .................. 263 ........................... 1994 
Christine Richardson .... 253 ........................... 1996 
Shander Gary .................. 31.0 .......................... 1995 Christine Richardson .... 236 ........................... 1994 
Gulsah Akkaya ............... 23.8 .......................... 1999 
Debra Williams .............. 21. l .......................... 1997 
Debra Williams .............. 198 ........................... 1997 
Christine Richardson .... 185 ........................... 1995 
Christine Richardson .... 20.8 .......................... 1994 
Total Rebounds 
Field Goals Made Shander Gary .................. 414 ........................... 1994 
Shander Gary .................. 369 ........................... 1994 Christine Richardson .... 3 8 8 ........................... I 996 
Christine Richardson .... 249 ........................... 1994 Christine Richardson .... 388 ........................... 1994 
Christine Richardson .... 243 ........................... 1996 Shander Gary .................. 311 ........................... 1995 
Shander Gary .................. 235 ........................... 1995 Debra Williams .............. 309 ........................... 1997 
Gulsah Akkaya ............... 22 l ........................... 1999 
Rebounds Per Game 
Field Goals Attempted 
Shander Gary .................. 575 ........................... 1994 
Gulsah Akkaya ............... 479 ........................... 1999 
Shander Gary .................. 15.6 .......................... 1995 
Shander Gary .................. 14.3 .......................... 1994 
Christine Richardson .... 13.9 .......................... 1996 
Christine Richardson .... 45 7 ........................... 1994 Christine Richardson .... 13.9 .......................... 1994 
Kerri Rulison .................. 448 ........................... 200 I Debra Williams .............. 12.9 .......................... 1997 
Christine Richardson .... 445 ........................... 1996 
Assists 
Field Goal Percentage 
Shander Gary ................... 642 ( 369-57 5) ...... 1994 
JerondaJerralds .............. 229 ........................... 1994 
Angi Potts ........................ 162 ........................... 1996 
Christine Richardson .... . 596 ( 102-17 l) ...... I 997 
Shander gary .................... 592 (235-397) ...... 1995 
JoJoGuzman .................... 159 ........................... 1998 
Angi Potts ........................ 155 ................ : ....... : .. 1997 
Julia Pavl<;>Va .................... 571 (153-268) ...... 1997 
Maya Whitehead ........... . 553 (115-208) ...... 1996 
Gabriella Gonda ............ 130 ........................... 200 I 
Blocks 
Three-Point Field Goals Made Debra Williams .............. 66 ............................. 1997 
Gulsah Akkaya ............... 53 ............................. 1999 Christine Richardson .... 62 ............................. 1994 
Kerri Rulison .................. 51 ............................. 200 l Christine Richardson .... 54 ............................. 1996 
Kerri Rulison .................. 43 ............................. 2002 Shander Gary .................. 49 ............................. 1994 
Mandi Mitchell .............. 39 ............................. 2000 Christine Richardson .... 45 ............................. 1995 
Gulsah Akkaya ............... 39 ............................. 1998 
Steals 
Three-Point Field Goals Attempted 
Gulsah Akkaya ............... 165 ........................... 1999 
Kerri Rulison .................. 146 ........................... 200 I 
Debra Williams .............. 90 ............................. 1997 
JerondaJerralds .............. 86 ............................. 1994 
Shander Gary .................. 79 ............................. 1994 
Kerri Rulison .................. 137 ........................... 2002 Christine Richardson .... 7 6 ............................. I 994 
Gabriella Gonda ............ l 12 ........................... 2002 JoJo Guzman .................... 71 ............................. 1998 
Gulsah Akkaya ............... 105 ........................... 1998 
Double-Doubles 
Free Throws Made Shander Gary .................. 27 ............................. 1994 
Shander Gary .................. 185 ........................... 1994 Christine Richardson .... 22 ............................. 1996 
Shander Gary .................. 149 ........................... 1995 Debra Williams .............. 21 ............................. 1997 
Gulsah Akkaya ............... 147 ........................... 1999 Christine Richardson .... 21 ............................. 1994 
Debra Williams .............. I 15 ........................... 1997 Shander Gary .................. I 7 ............................. 1995 
Gulsah Akkaya ............... 103 ........................... 1998 
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Games Played 
Angi Potts ......................... l 09 ........................... 1994-97 
Free Throws Attempted 
Shander Gary ................... 507 ........................... 1994-95 
Kerri Rulison ................... l 07 ........................... 1999-02 Gulsah Akkaya ................ 392 ........................... 1997-99 
YashicaJackson ................ 105 ........................... 1997-00 Kerri Rulison ................... s 19 ........................... 1999-02 
Kristen Moraz .................. 98 ............................. 1994-97 Christine Richardson ..... 320 ........................... 1994-97 
Christine Richardson ..... 94 ............................. 1994-97 Ronise Herbert ................ 2S8 ........................... 1999-00 
Games Started 
Kerri Rulison ................... 90 ............................. 1999-02 
Free Throw Percentage (min. 100 att.) 
Liz Speliotes ...................... 787 (140-178) ...... 2001-02 
Christine Richardson ..... 82 ............................. 1994-97 Kerri Rulison .................... 749 (2S9-S19) ...... 1999-02 
Michele Newman ............ 79 ............................. 2000-02 
Angi Potts ......................... 7 s ............................. 1994-97 
Gabriella Gonda ............. 62 ............................. 2000-02 
Gabriella Gonda .............. 70S (95-135) ........ 2000-02 
Julia Pavlova ..................... 691 (96-1S9) ........ 1997-98 
Gulsah Akkaya ................. 689 ( 270-392) ...... 199 7-99 
Points Offensive Rebounds 
Christine Richardson ..... 1,79S ....................... 1994-97 Christine Richardson ..... 400 ........................... 1994-97 
Shander Gary ................... 1,542 ....................... 1994-95 Shander Gary ................... 294 ........................... 1994-95 
Kerri Rulison ................... 1,512 ....................... 1999-02 Michele Newman ............ 194 ........................... 2000-02 
Gulsah Akkaya ................ 1,so2 ....................... 1997-99 Kerri Rulison ................... 186 ........................... 1999-02 
Michele Newman ............ 9 85 ........................... 2000-02 Julia Pavlova .................... 139 ........................... 1997-98 
Points Per Game (min. 25 games) 
Shander Gary ................... Sl.5 .......................... 1994-95 
Defensive Rebounds 
Christine Richardson ..... 744 ........................... 1994-97 
Debra Williams ............... 21. l ................................. 1997 Shander Gary ................... 371 ........................... 1994-95 
Gulsah Akkaya ................ 19.4 .......................... 1997-99 Kerri Rulison ................... 364 ........................... 1999-02 
Christine Richardson ..... 19.1 .......................... 1994-97 Michele Newman ............ S4S ........................... 2000-02 
Kerri Rulison ................... 14. 1 .......................... 1999-02 Gulsah Akkaya ................ 289 ........................... 1997-99 
Field Goals Made Total Rebounds 
Christine Richardson ..... 770 ........................... 1994-97 Christine Richardson ..... 1,144 ....................... 1994-97 
Shander Gary ................... 604 ........................... 1994-95 Shander Gary ................... 725 ........................... 1994-95 
Kerri Rulison ................... 560 ........................... 1999-02 Kerri Rulison ................... 550 ........................... 1999-02 
Gulsah Akkaya ................ 462 ........................... 1997-99 Michele Newman ............ 5S7 ........................... 2000-02 
Michele Newman ............ 421 ........................... 2000-02 Gulsah Akkaya ................ 408 ........................... 1997-99 
Field Goals Attempted 
Christine Richardson ..... 1,414 ....................... 1994-97 
Rebounds Per Game 
Shander Gary ................... 14.8 .......................... 1994-95 
Kerri Rulison ................... 1,S58 ....................... 1999-02 Debra Williams ............... 12.9 ................................. 1997 
Gulsah Akkaya ................ 974 ........................... 1997-99 Christine Richardson ..... 12.2 .......................... 1994-97 
Shander Gary ................... 9 7 2 ........................... 1995-96 Maya Whitehead ............ 8.1 ................................... 1996 
Michele Newman ............ 857 ........................... 2000-02 Julia Pavlova .................... 6.7 ............................ 1997-98 
Field Goal Percentage (min. 100 made) 
Shander Gary .................... 621 ( 604-972) ...... 1994-95 
Assists 
AngiPotts ......................... 512 ........................... 1994-97 
Maya Whitehead ............. 55S (115-208) ............. 1996 JerondaJerralds ............... 350 ........................... 1994-95 
Julia Pavlova .................... . 545 (223-409) ...... 1997-98 Gabriella Gonda ............. S41 ........................... 2000-02 
Christine Richardson ..... . 545 (770-1,414) .. 1994-97 
Debra Williams ................ 541 (196-362) ............. 1997 
Kerri Rulison ................... 227 ........................... 1999-02 
Kristen Moraz .................. 196 ........................... 1994-97 
Three-Point Field Goals Made Blocks 
Kerri Rulison ................... 153 ........................... 1999-02 Christine Richardson ..... 182 ........................... 1994-97 
Gulsah Akkaya ................ 108 ........................... 1997-99 Shand er Gary ................... 7 9 ............................. 1994-95 
AngiPotts ......................... 108 ........................... 1994-97 
Gabriella Gonda ............. 81 ............................. 2000-02 
Debra Williams ............... 66 .................................... 1997 
Julia Pavlova .................... 50 ............................. 1997-98 
Mandi Mitchell ............... 62 ............................. 2000-01 Alicia Burns ..................... 46 ............................. 1995-96 
Three-Point Field Goals Attempted 
Kerri Rulison ................... 487 ........................... 1999-02 
Steals 
AngiPotts ......................... 228 ........................... 1994-97 
Gulsah Akkaya ................ sos ........................... 1997-99 Christine Richardson ..... 226 ........................... 1994-97 
Angi Potts ......................... SOS........................... 1994-9 7 Kerri Rulison ................... 186 ........................... 1999-02 
Gabriella Gonda ............. 2S8 ........................... 2000-02 Katie Katzmark ............... 174 ........................... 1996-00 
Kristen Moraz .................. 208 ........................... 1994-97 JerondaJerralds ............... 128 ........................... 1994-95 
Free Throws Made Double-Doubles 
Shander Gary ................... 334 ........................... 1994-95 Christine Richardson ..... 61 ............................. 1994-97 
Gulsah Akkaya ................ 270 ........................... 1997-99 Shander Gary ................... 44 ............................. 1994-95 
Kerri Rulison ................... 239 ........................... 1999-02 Debra Williams ............... 2 1 .................................... 19 9 7 
Christine Richardson ..... 214 ........................... 1994-97 Michele Newman ............ 11 ............................. 2000-02 
Ronise Herbert ................ 144 ........................... 1999-00 Julia Pavlova .................... 10 ............................. 1997-98 
2002-03 LYNN WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Points Free Throw Percentage 
184 .................... Virgin Islands ............... 11/29/96 .9SS (14-15) .... Puerto Rico-Cayey ...... 11/25/oo 
122 .................... Flagler ................................ 1/7/94 .9SS (14-15) .... Florida Memorial .......... 1/ 18/94 
114 .................... Virgin Islands ................. 2/22/97 .900 (9-10) ...... Florida Tech .................... 2/ 16/02 
111 .................... Virgin Islands ................. 2/21/97 .900 (18-20) .... Bryant ............................. 11/J8/01 
110 .................... Barry ................................. 12/7/94 .870 (20-2S) .... PR-Bayamon ................. 12/18/01 
Field Goals Made Offensive Rebounds 
57 ...................... Virgin Islands ............... 11/29/96 S2 ...................... Tampa .............................. 2/27/00 
52 ...................... Flagler ................................ I /7 /94 Sl ...................... Alaska-Fairbanks .......... 1/17/95 
49 ...................... Virgin Islands ................. 2/22/97 SO ...................... Virgin Islands ............... 11/29/96 
49 ...................... Virgin Islands ................. 2/21/97 29 ...................... Warner Southern ........... 1/28/95 
47 ...................... North Park ........................ l / 4/ 96 27 ...................... S times 
Field Goals Attempted Defensive Rebounds 
97 ...................... Virgin Islands ............... I 1/29/96 48 ...................... Florida Memorial ............ 2/6/96 
94 ...................... Flagler ................................ l /7 /94 47 ...................... Limestone .......................... s/1/96 
90 ...................... Silver Lake ........................ 1/9/95 44 ...................... Florida Memorial .......... 1/ 15/97 
89 ...................... Barry ................................. 12/8/9S 41 ...................... Silver Lake ........................ 1/9/96 
87 ...................... North Park ........................ J/4/96 41 ...................... Edward Waters .............. 1/10/94 
Field Goals Percentage Total Rebounds 
.778 (49-6S) .... Virgin Islands ................. 2/21/97 7S ...................... Florida Memorial ............ 2/6/96 
.657 (44-67) .... Slippery Rock ............... 12/s1/9s 70 ...................... Limestone .......................... s/1/96 
.6S2 (4S-68) .... Barry ................................. 12/7/94 64 ...................... Pfeiffer ............................... 1/7/95 
.628 (49-78) .... Virgin Islands ................. 2/22/97 6S ...................... Alaska-Anchorage ......... 1/ls/95 
.614 (4S-70) .... St. Thomas ....................... 1/10/97 6S ...................... Edward Waters .............. 1/10/94 
Three-Point Field Goals Made Assists 
12 ...................... Western State ............... 11/26/99 42 ...................... Virgin Islands ............... 11/29/96 
10 ...................... Rollins .............................. 1/12/02 85 ...................... North Park ........................ J/4/96 
10 ...................... ValdostaState ................. 1/27/97 34 ...................... Virgin Islands ................. 2/21/97 
9 ......................... six times 84 ...................... Flagler ................................ 1/7/94 
S2 ...................... Virgin Islands ................. 2/21/97 
Three-Point Field Goals Attempted S2 ...................... Limestone .......................... S/1/96 
29 ...................... Mesa State ..................... 11/27 /99 
28 ...................... NewJerseyTech .......... 11/17/01 Blocks 
26 ...................... Barry ................................. 2/ 1s/02 12 ...................... Saint Leo ............................ 2/1/96 
26 ...................... Rollins .............................. 1/12/02 12 ...................... Emmanuel ......................... S/6/95 
25 ...................... Saint Leo .......................... 1/so/02 11 ...................... Limestone .......................... s/ 1 / 96 
25 ...................... Barry ................................. 1/2s/02 10 ...................... District of Columbia ..... 2 / 1 7 / 97 
9 ......................... 5 times 
Free Throws Made 
28 ...................... American Puerto Rico ... 12/9/97 Steals 
27 ...................... FloridaTech .................... 2/18/98 85 ...................... Virgin Islands ............... 11/29/96 
27 ...................... Albany State ................. 11/22/97 SO ...................... Virgin Islands ................. 2/21/97 
27 ...................... Flagler .............................. 2/ 19/94 27 ...................... Virgin Islands ................. 2/22/97 
26 ...................... Clark Atlanta ................ 12/ls/98 24 ...................... Warner Southern ........... 1/28/94 
2S ...................... PembrokeState ............. 11/26/9S 
Free Throws Attempted 
4 7 ...................... American Puerto Rico ... 12 / 2 / 9 6 
S8 ...................... Florida Tech .................... 2/18/98 
S8 ...................... Virgin Islands ............... I 1/29/96 
S8 ...................... Flagler .............................. 2/ 19/94 
S6 ...................... Clark Atlanta ................ 12/ls/98 
3 6 ...................... American Puerto Rico ... 12/ 9 I 97 
2002·03 LYNN WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
AirForce ................................ 1995 ..... 1 ....... 0 ...... 1995 New Jersey Tech ................. 2002 .... l ....... 0 ...... 2002 
Alabama ................................. 1997 ..... o ....... 1 ...... 1997 Norfolk State .......................... 1996 ..... o ....... 1 ...... 1996 
Alaska-Anchorage ................. 1995 ..... s ....... o ...... 2001 North Carolina Central .......... 2000 ..... l ....... 0 ...... 2000 
Alaska-Fairbanks .................. 1995 ..... 2 ....... 2 ...... 2001 NorthDakota ......................... 1998 ..... o ....... 1 ...... 1998 
Albany State .......................... 1997 ..... 1 ....... 1 ...... 1998 North Florida ................. ........ 1997 ..... 0 ....... 2 ...... 2000 
American International ... ...... 1994 ..... 0 ... .... 1 ...... 1994 North Park ............................. 1996 ..... 1 ....... o ...... 1996 
American Puerto Rico ..... ...... 1996 ..... s ....... o .... .. 1998 NorthwesternState ............... 1997 ..... 1 ....... 0 ...... 1997 
ArmstrongAtlantic ................ 1998 ..... 0 ....... 1 ...... 1998 NorthwestMissouriSt .......... 1994 ..... 1 ....... 0 ...... 1994 
Auburn .................................. 1995 ..... 0 ....... 1 ...... 1995 Nova Southeastern ................ 2000 ..... 4 ....... 0 ...... 2002 
Auburn-Montgomery ........... 1995 ..... 0 ....... 1 ...... 1995 Palm Beach Atlantic ..... ......... 1999 ..... 2 ....... 1 ...... 2001 
Bany ...... , ............................... 1994 ..... 9 ....... 8 ...... 2002 Pace ........................................ 2001 ..... o ....... 1 ...... 2001 
Benedict ................................. 1996 ..... 1 ....... o ...... 1996 Pembroke State ...................... 1994 ..... 1 ....... o ...... 1994 
Bentley ................................... 1997 ..... 2 ....... 0 ...... 2002 Pfeiffer ................................... 1995 ..... 1 ....... 0 ...... 1995 
BowieState ............................ 1997 ..... o ....... 1 ...... 1997 Puerto Rico-Bayamon .... ....... 1999 ..... 2 .... ... 1 ...... 2002 
Brewton-Parker .......... .... ....... 1994 ..... 1 ....... o ...... 1994 Puerto Rico-Cayey ................ 2001 ..... 1 ....... 0 ...... 200 I 
Bryant .................................... 1996 ..... 1 ....... 2 ...... 2002 Puerto Rico-Mayaguez ......... 2000 ..... 1 ....... 0 ...... 2000 
Oaflin ..................................... 1997 ..... l ....... 0 ...... 1997 Rollins .................................... 1994 ..... 1 ....... 1 0 .... 2002 
Oarke Atlanta........................ 1999 ..... l ....... o ...... 1999 Saginaw Valley...................... 1997 ..... I ....... 0 . ..... 1997 
District of Columbia ............. 1997 ..... 0 ....... 1 ...... 1997 StAnlbrose ............................ 1996 ..... 2 ....... o ...... 1999 
Eckerd .................................... 1996 ..... 10 .... 2 ...... 2002 St Augustine's ....................... 1998 ..... 0 ....... 1 ...... 1998 
Edward Waters ...................... 1994 ..... 2 ....... 0 ...... 2000 Saint Leo································ 1994 ..... 10 .... 5 ...... 2002 
Errunanuel ............................. 1995 ..... 1 ....... 0 ...... 1995 StMartin's ............................ 1999 ..... 0 ....... 1 ...... 1999 
FainnontState ....................... 2001 ..... l ....... 0 ...... 2001 St ThoIIlaS ............................. 1995 ..... 2 ....... o ...... 1997 
Flagler ................................... 1994 ..... 2 ....... 0 ...... 1994 Salem-Teikyo ........................ 1996 ..... 1 ....... o ...... 1996 
Florida ................................... 1995 ..... 0 ....... 1 ...... 1995 Siena Heights ........................ 1996 ..... 1 ....... 0 ...... 1996 
Florida International ............ 1994 ..... o ....... 2 ...... 1995 Silver Lake ............................. 1995 ..... 2 ....... 0 ...... 1996 
Florida Memorial .................. 1994 ..... 16 ..... 2 ...... 2002 Slippery Rock ........................ 1994 ..... s ....... o ...... 1997 
Florida Southern ................... 1995 ..... S ....... 9 ...... 2002 South Carolina State .............. 1996 ..... l ....... 0 ...... 1996 
Florida Tech .......................... 1994 ..... 5 ....... 8 ...... 2002 Southampton .......................... 1999 ..... 0 ....... l ...... 1999 
Fort Valley State .................... 1996 ..... o ....... 1 ...... 1996 Southern Indiana .................. 1994 ..... 1 ....... o ...... 1994 
Georgia Southwestern .......... 1997 ..... 1 ....... 0 .. .... 1997 SouthwestBaptist .................. 1996 ..... l ....... 0 ...... 1996 
GeorgiaState ......................... 1996 ..... o ....... 1 ...... 1996 Stonehill .... ........... ............. ..... 1998 ..... 0 ... .... 2 ...... 1999 
Hillsdale ..... .............. .. ........... 1999 ..... o ....... 1 ...... 1999 Talladega ............................... 1995 ..... 1 ....... 0 ...... 1995 
JohnsonCSmith .................... 1998 ..... o ....... 1 ...... 1998 Tampa .................................... 1994 ..... 1 ....... 12 .... 2002 
Lawrence ................................ 1996 ..... 1 ....... 0 ...... 1996 Transylvania ......................... 1995 ..... 1 ....... 1 ...... 1999 
Lenoir-Rhyne ........................ 1999 ..... 1 . ...... 1 ...... 2001 UMas&-Dartmouth ...... .......... 1994 .. ... 1 ....... o ...... 1994 
Limestone .............................. 1996 ..... 1 ....... o ...... 1996 UMass-Lowell ....................... 1998 ..... 0 ....... l ...... 1998 
Louisiana State ...................... 1996 ..... 0 ....... 2 ...... 1997 
Maine-Ft. Kent ................... 2002 .... l ....... o ...... 2002 
USC-Aiken ............................ 1996 ..... l ....... 0 ...... 1996 
Valdosta State ........................ 1997 ..... 2 ....... 1 ...... 1998 \ 
Mary ...................................... 1994 ..... 0 ....... l ...... 1994 Virgin islands ........................ 1997 ..... 4 ....... o ...... 1998 
Mercer ................................... 1995 ..... o ....... s ...... 1997 Voorhees ............................... 2002 .... 1 ....... o ...... 2002 
Mercy .................................... 2002 .... 1 ....... 0 ...... 2002 Warner Southern .................. 1994 ..... S ....... 0 ...... 1995 
Merrimack .... ...... ... .... ............ 1994 ..... l ....... 1 ...... 2001 Webber International ........ 1994 ..... 4 ....... 0 ...... 1997 
Michigan-Dearborn ............. 1994 ..... 1 ....... o ...... 1994 Western State ........................ 2000 ..... 1 ....... o ...... 2000 
Mississippi State ................... 1995 ..... o ....... 1 ...... 1995 Wheaton ................................ 1994 ..... 0 ....... 1 ...... 1994 
Missouri Western ........... ...... 1997 ..... 0 . ...... s ...... 2002 WJSCOnsin-Eau Oaire ........... 1995 ..... l ....... 0 ...... 1995 
Missouri-Rolla ....................... 2001 ..... 1 ....... o ...... 2001 WISCOnsin-Lacrosse ............... 1996 ..... 1 ....... o ...... 1996 
Montevallo ............................ 1996 ..... 0 ....... 1 ...... 1996 WJSCOnsin-Lutheran ............. 1997 ..... l ....... 1 ...... 2001 
Morris .................................... 1996 ..... 1 ....... o ...... 1996 
1 
2002-03 LYNN MEN'S BASKETBALL 
Front Row (L-R): Eddnc Pierce, Andrew Brantley, Nick Wacker, Aki! Lewis, Head Coach Andy Russo, Otis 
White, Brandon Yarbrough, Rakis Karayiannis, Austin Faber. 
Back Row (L-R): Assistant Coach Tom McCorry, Assistant Coach Rob Oristaglio, James Taylar, Lindsay 
Critten, Cedric Bennett, Justin Wingard, Nathan Popp, Joe Kennerly, Marcus Hayes, Al Braha, Assistant Coach 
Ben Connolly, Head Athletic Trainer Michael Duck. 
Quick Facts 
Head Coach .......................................................... Andy Russo 
AlmaMater/Year .................................... Lake Forest/ 1970 
Years at Lynn/ Record .............................................. s/ 51-29 
Overall Years/ Record ........................................ 2s/ 406-257 
2001-02 Record .............................................................. 15-11 
2001-02 SSC Record/ Finish ................................... 6-8/6th 
2001-02 Postseason ............... SSC Tournament 1st round 
........................................................... Florida Southern 62-63 
Office Phone ................................................... (561) 2S7-705S 
E-mail ........................................................... arusso@lynn.edu 
Assistant Coaches ................................. Ben Connolly (srd) 
Lynn/2000 
........................................................ .. Robert Oristaglio (1st) 
Barry/ 1999 
.................................................................. Tom McCorry (1st) 
Home Court ....... Count and Countess de Hoernle Center 
Capacity ............................................................................. 1,500 
First Year of Basketball ........................................... 1993-94 
All-Time Record ......................................................... _ 198-77 
All-Time SSC Record ................................................. -. 32-24 
SSC Championships ................................................................ o 
Elite Eights .......................................................... 1 (1996-97) 
National Championships ........................................................ o 
2002-08 Schedule 
Nov. 22 ...... vs. Merrimack ...................................... 6:00 pm 
Nov. 2S ...... at Bentley .............................................. 8:00 pm 
Nov. 29 ...... Puerto Rico-Mayaguez ...................... 7:00 pm 
Nov. so ...... Washburn .............................................. 7:00 pm 
Dec. 5 ......... vs. Wingate ................................................ TBA 
Dec. 6 ......... vs. Johnson C. Smith ................................ TBA 
Dec. 7 ......... vs. Saint Leo ............................................... TBA 
Dec. 16 ....... Florida Memorial ................................ 7:00 pm 
Dec. 19 ....... Franklin Pierce .................................... 7:00 pm 
Dec. 20 ....... Indianapolis ........................................... 7:00 pm 
Dec. 21 ....... Puerto Rico-Cayey .............................. 7 :00 pm 
Jan. 6 .......... at Nova Southeastern ......................... 7:00 pm 
Jan. 8 .......... at Barry .................................................. 7:S0 pm 
Jan. 11 ........ Rollins .................................................... 7:S0 pm 
Jan. 15 ........ at Florida Tech .................................... 7:S0 pm 
Jan. 18 ........ Florida Southern ................................. 7:S0 pm 
Jan. 20 ........ Nova Southeastern .............................. 4:00 pm 
Jan. 22 ........ at Saint Leo ........................................... 5:S0 pm 
Jan. 25 .... .. .. at Tampa ................................................ 4:00 pm 
Jan. 29 ........ Eckerd ................................................... 7:S0 pm 
Feb. I .. ....... at Rollins ............................................... 4:00 pm 
Feb. 5 ......... Florida Tech ......................................... 5:S0 pm 
Feb. 8 .. ....... at Florida Southern ............................ 7:S0 pm 
, Feb. 12 ....... Saint Leo ................................................ 7:SO pm 
Feb. 15 ....... Tampa .................................................. :. 7:S0 pm 
Feb. 19 ....... at Eckerd ............................................... 7:S0 pm 
Feb. 22 ....... Barry ...................................................... 7:S0 pm 
2002-03 LYNN MEN'S BASKETBALL 
No. Player Pos. Ht. Wt. Cl. Hometown (School) 
s Austin Faber G 5-11 173 so Orlando, FL (William R. Boone HS) 
4 Eddric Pierce G 6-2 172 FR Ft. Lauderdale, FL (Cardinal Gibbons HS) 
5 Nick Wacker G 6-2 160 so Orlando, FL (Winter Park HS) 
10 Akil Lewis G 5-10 190 so Hallandale, FL (Hallandale HS) 
11 Marcus Hayes F 6-5 196 JR Orlando, FL (Oviedo HS/Kansas State) 
12 Rakis Karayiannis G 6-2 200 SR Limassol, Cypress (Milton HS/Philips College) 
15 Andrew Brantley G 5-11 153 FR Gainesville, FL (The Rock HS) 
20 Lindsay Critten G 6-1 228 JR Tallahassee, FL (Dothan HS/Gulf Coast CC) 
21 Otis White G 6-1 166 FR Tampa, FL (Chamberlin HS) 
22 James Taylor G 6-0 177 so Haines City, FL (Haines City HS) 
23 Albert Braha G 6-2 188 so Deal, NJ (Hillel Yeshiva HS) 
SI Brandon YarbroughG 6-1 157 FR Boca Raton, FL (Olympic Heights HS) 
32 Joe Kennerly F 6-8 245 FR Miami, FL (Southridge HS) 
ss Cedric Bennett G 6-4 202 so Chiefland, FL (Chiefland HS) 
34 Justin Wingard F 6-8 274 so Winter Park, FL (Winter Park HS) 
50 Nathan Popp F 7-1 290 JR Shelbyville, KY (Lexington Cath. HS/UNC-Greensboro) 
Coaching Staff Alphabetical 
Andy Russo ................. Head Coach .................. 4th Year ss .......... Cedric Bennett ....................... G 
Ben Connolly ............... Assistant Coach ........... srd Year 23 .......... Albert Braha ........................... G 
Robert Oristaglio ....... Assistant Coach ........... Ist Year 15 .......... Andrew Brantly ..................... G 
Mike Passifume .......... Manager ....................... srd Year??? 20 .......... Lindsay Critten ...................... G 
S ............. Austin Faber ........................... G 
Pronunciation Guide I I .......... Marcus Hayes ........................ F 
12 .......... Rakis Karayiannis ................ G 
Albert Braha ........ ......................................... BRA-ha 32 .......... Joe Kennerly ........................... F 
Akil Lewis .................................................... a-KEEL IO .......... Akil Lewis ............................... G 
Brandon Yarbrough .................................... YAR-brow 4 ............. Eddric Pierce ......................... G 
50 .......... Nathan Popp ........................... F 
2 2 .......... James Taylor ........................... G 
5 ............. Nick Wacker ........................... G 
21 .......... Otis White ............................... G 
34 .......... Justin Wingard ...................... F 
s I .......... Brandon Yarbrough .............. G 
NC'M® 
2002-03 LYNN MEN'S BASKETBALL 
SEASON OUTLOOK 
EXPERIENCE WILL HELP KNIGHTS BRING HOME A 
CONFERENCE CHAMPIONSHIP 
Team chemistry is always a concern at the beginning of a year, but the Fighting Knights' men's basketball 
team has no major obstacles coming into the upcoming season. From the newcomers to transfers to returning 
players, the Knights are gelling together as one unit. "Our team is very committed to this upcoming season 
and are working as one unit, instead of themselves," said head coach Andy Russo. "We feel winning will 
definitely mean more." 
After returning three players each of the last three seasons, the team welcomes back five scholarship 
players and three, who were red shirted in the 200HJ2 campaign. With the five sophomores all playing 
extensive minutes last season, the underclassmen come into the season with more of an upper-classmen 
mentality. Their experience should come through in crucial points of the games. LU also welcomes two 
transfers and a group of freshmen to fill in voids on the roster. 
With an overall winning percentage of .853 in non-conference games in the last three seasons, the Knights 
have only finished .500 in the Sunshine State Conference, finishing with a sub par 4-7 record in conference 
play last year. All seven defeats were by five points or less. 
This season, the SSC will be wide open with no single clear cut favorite to point as the team to beat. "This is 
our year to get the job done in conference play and bring home a championship to Lynn University," added 
Russo. 
The inside game will be filled with intensity this season. Returning after an off-season of hard work and 
determination is sophomore forward Justin Wingard. A member of the all-conference freshmen team last 
season, Wingard has matured physically and mentally after just one year of experience. Joining Wingard 
in the post will be the junior Nathan Popp, who transferred from North Carolina-Greensboro. At 7-foot-1, 
290 pounds, Popp's presence down low will be sure to impact the Knights inside scoring and rebounding. 
"Justin and Nathan work well together and will absolutely get the job done for us in the low post," said 
Russo. 
On the perimeter the Knights have a slue of talent. SSC Freshman of the Year James Taylor returns for his 
sophomore campaign. Taylor led the Knights in scoring last season with 12.8 points per game and 75 
assists. Junior Lindsay Critten, a medical red-shirt last season, is back and healthy. Before suffering a season 
ending shoulder injury, Critten led the Knights in scoring last year. "I feel that James and Lindsay will be 
the best shooting combination in the league this year," said Russo. 
Sophomores Austin Faber and Akil Lewis will share the point guard duties this season. Both understand 
their roles when the ball will be in their hands. "Austin and Akil are the perfect balance for each other. 
Austin's strengths are Akil's weaknesses, and vice versa," said Russo. 
Sophomore Cedric Bennett is also a key returning player. Having a great off-season, Bennett's work ethic 
and will power will have a massive impact on the team. His versatility will help on the offensive and 
defensive side. "Cedric had the most productive off-season out of everyone, and the entire team are all 
starting to see his hard work pay off," said Russo. 
Junior Marcus Hayes comes to Lynn from Kansas State. Playing in the Big-12 Conference, the 6-foot-5, 196-
pound forward introduces a whole new level of intensity to the Knights. New freshmen Joe Kennerly and 
Otis White were both highly recruited out of their hometowns. Russo sees both guys stepping in and 
playing significant roles. 
With everything and everyone coming together the Knights have all the components to accomplish another 
winning season. The depth at every position will be an immense change from the past and the confidence 
coming from a team with intense experience will help them prevail in the present. 
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Russo 
Head Coach ( 4th Season) 
Andy Russo enters his second season as head coach at Lynn University. 
Russo, who compiled a record of 125-94 in eight seasons at Florida Tech, reached 
the 300-victory milestone with a 68-59 win over Winona State in 1998. He has 
been named Sunshine State Conference Coach of the Year twice while leading the 
Panther program to five straight top-three fmishes in the SSC. 
Russo, who was inducted into the Louisiana Basketball Hall of Fame in 
1999, earned his reputation as a winner in the mid-1980s building the Division 
I program at Louisiana Tech into a national power. He is also known for helping the development of Karl 
Malone into an NBA superstar, and valued member of the Gold Medal winning 1992 U.S. Olympic Dream 
Team. In his fmal year at Louisiana Tech (1984-85) the Bulldogs established a school record with its 29-S 
record, the best in the country. Tech won both the regular season and post-season Southland Conference 
championships before losing to Oklahoma in the Midwest Regional in Dallas, Texas. 
Tabbed as one of the bright young coaches in the nation after compiling a 122-55 record at 
Louisiana Tech, Russo accepted the head coaching position at the University of Washington, succeeding 
the retiring legend Marv Harshman. 
With future Philadelphia 76'er first-round draft choice Christian Welp as his center, Russo's 1985-
86 Washington team went 19-12, including the school's (and Russo's) third-straight NCAA Tournament 
appearance. In 1986-87, the Huskies went 20-15 and played in the NIT Tournament, losing to Nebraska, 
81-76 in the-quarterfinal. 
Russo compiled a 61-62 record in four seasons with the Huskies, placing him fourth on the school's 
all-time victory list. During his tenure at Washington, Russo served as coach of the West All-Star team in 
the Aloha Classic in Honolulu, Hawaii, and he coached the West squad at the Olympic Festival in North 
Carolina. 
Russo coached in the Italian Basketball League during the 1989-90 and 1990-91 seasons before 
accepting the Florida Tech head coaching position. He is currently a member of the NCAA Basketball Rules 
Committee. 
Russo graduated from Lake Forest (IL) College, where he earned a bachelor of art's degree in 
History. He earned his master's degree in History from Northwestern in 1971 and later did postgraduate 
work at Texas-El Paso. 
Russo is married to the former Jacque Alexander, a practicing dentist. They have a son, Andrew, 
and a daughter Allie. 
Ben ConnoU 
Assistant Coach ( 4th Season) 
Connolly enters his fourth season as assistant coach. For the past three 
seasons, he served as a graduate assistant under head coach Andy Russo. His main 
responsibilities are scouting, recruiting, fundraising and administrative work. 
Connolly, who was a member of the 1993 Ely High School state champi-
onship team, was a two-time All-County selection. After high school, he began his 
collegiate career at Averett College in Virginia and transferred to Lynn for his 
junior and senior seasons. 
Connolly served as an assistant boy's basketball coach at Pope John Paul 
II High School and has gained experience working several basketball camps and is currently the Director 
of Pine Tree Basketball Camp in the summer. 
Connolly, who earned a bachelor's of arts in Sports Administration, concluded his Master's of 
Business Administration this past year. He also is the Facilities Director of the de Hoernle Sports Center. 
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Assistant Coach (1st Season) 
Robert Oristaglio enters his first season as an assistant coach. He is 
presently a performance coach for Cris Carter's FAST Program where he practices 
individualized sport specific, functional training of professional, amateur and 
recreational athletes. 
Oristaglio received his bachelor's degree in Exercise Science from Barry 
University in May 1999. He later completed his medical school prerequisites at 
Florida Atlantic University in 2000. 
While attending Barry, he served as a student athletic trainer for three years. He also was a 
member of the varsity baseball team from 1996-99 and spent one year on the varsity gold team in 1999. 
After graduating from Barry, Oristaglio was the head of personal training at the Sweat Gym in 
Philadelphia, PA from 2000-01. There he managed responsibilities of all personal training, started Body 
for Life program and assisted strength training for the Philadelphia University women's soccer team. 
Oristaglio is a member of National Strength and Conditioning Association, the American Red 
Cross, the Professional Ski Instructors of America, and the American Medical Student Association. 
Tom McCorr 
Assistant Coach (1st Season) 
Tom McCorry enters his first season as an assistant coach to extend his 
forty-five year career as a basketball coach and assistant athletic director at the 
high school and college level. 
As a head and assistant basketball coach, McCorry has managed national 
programs to attract talented high school and junior college students to several 
universities. He has been successful in recruiting a number of All-American and 
All-Conference players. 
McCorry's head coaching experience includes Trenton State College (now The College of New 
Jersey) from 1974-82, where in addition to coaching he served as the assistant athletic director. During his 
tenure, he marketed the use of facilities, which were previously idle during the summer, and attracted major 
celebrity summer sports camps that became the model for similar programs throughout North America. 
Also, McCorry was the head coach for Niagara County Community College in New York from 
1992-93, Maize High School in Kansas from 1997-99 and currently for the famed Five Star Basketball 
Camps since 1968. 
At the assistant position, McCorry has be a part of eight college and universities around the 
country holding his longest tenure with Wichita State University from 1982-92. 
McCorry was an assistant coach at Florida Atlantic University from 1999-2001 before coming to 
Lynn University. 
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Cedric Bennett• 33 
6-2 • 160 • Sophomore • Guard 
Chiefland, Florida • Chiefland HS 
Freshman (2001-02): Played in 2S games with one start ... had a career game 
against Saint Leo (2/ 20) setting career highs in points ( 10), field goals made (s), 
free throws made (4), free throws attempted (5) and total rebounds (5) 
High School: Graduate of Chiefland High School. .. earned Class sA first team 
All-State honors ... Scholar-Athlete of the year as a senior and awarded team 
MVP ... was the Gainesville Sun Co-Player of the Year ... received the Army Scholar-
Athlete of the year award. 
Personal: Born 12/4/82 ... son of Harry and Linda Bennett ... major is undecided. 
Lynn Career Statistics 
Year GP/GS FG/ AT PCT. sFG/ AT PCT. IT/ AT PCT. PTS PPG REB RPG ASST BL ST 
2001-02 2s/1 15/sg .410 s/11 .27s 6/7 .857 41 1.s 2s 1.2 s 4 
Albert Braha • 23 
6-2 • 188 •Sophomore• Guard 
Deal, New Jersey• Hillel Yeshiva HS 
Freshman ( 2001-02): Redshirted. 
High School: Graduate of Hillel Yeshiva High School where he played basket-
ball and tennis .. .led basketball team to a state championship junior year ... MVP 
of the state championship game ... senior year led the tennis team to a state cham-
pionship. 
Personal: Born 4/ 1 o/ BS ... son of Eli and Lucy Braha ... majoring in Business Management ... older brother 
Joe played for Lynn in the 2000--01 season. 
Lindsa Critten • 20 
6-1 • 228 •Junior• Guard 
Dothan, Alabama • Dothan HS/Gulf Coast CC 
Junior (2001-02): Started the first five games of the season before injuring his 
shoulder and was granted a medical redshirt ... averaged 15.0 points and over 28 
minutes a game ... shot 15-for-SB from behind the three-point arc ... named to the 
Disney Division II Tip-Off Classic all-tournament team with a career-high 2S 
points in the championship game. 
(1999-01): Transferred from Gulf Coast Community College in Panama City, 
Florida ... averaged 18.0 points, 8.5 rebounds, 6.5 assists, and S.5 steals ... holds the school record for the 
most triple-doubles in a season. 
High School: Graduate of Dothan High School. .. captain and MVP of the team senior year averaging 24.0 
points, 7.0 assists and 7.0 rebounds per game ... earned honorable mention AU-State honors. 
Personal: Born s/16/78 ... son of Lindsay Brown and Mary Critten ... majoring in Sports Management. 
Lynn Career Statistics 
Year GP/GS FG/AT PCT. sFG/AT PCT. IT/AT PCT. PTS PPGREB RPG ASST BL ST 
2001-02 5/5 21/68 .s97 15/ss .S95 6/12 .5oo 75 15.o 26 5.2 s 2 11 
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3 • Austin Faber 
5-11 • 178 •Sophomore• Guard 
Orlando, Florida • William R. Boone HS 
Freshman (2001-02): Played in 23 games starting seven for a total of 445 
minutes ... finished second on the team with 61 three-pointers attempted and third 
with 53 assists ... hit 21 of30 free throws for a .700 percentage, third best on the 
team ... hit on 5-of-10 three pointers against Rollins (2/2) on his way to a career-
high 18 points ... had six rebounds in the other game against Rollins (1/J2). 
High School: Graduate of William R. Boone High School in Orlando .. .led the 
team to a district and regional championship and s state runner-up finish ... earned a spot on the All-
Academic Team at the Florida Shootout Tournament ... was a member of the Florida State U-19 AASU 
championship team. 
Personal: Born 1/23/83 ... son of Randy Faber and Barbara Peterson ... major is undecided ... twin brother 
Eric is a starting point guard for SSC rival Rollins College. 
Lynn Career Statistics 
TuilI GP/GS FG/ AT PCT. sFG/AT fC'.I:. FT/AT PCT. PJ'S PPG REB RPG ASST BL ST 
2001-02 23/7 25/98 .255 13/61 .2rn 21/30 .100 84 3.7 40 1.1 53 o 28 
6-5 • 196 • Sophomore • Forward 
Orlando, Florida • Oviedo HS 
Freshman (2001-02): Transferred for Kansas State University where he played 
one season. 
High School: Graduate of Oviedo High School ... l st team all conference and 
honorable mention all-area junior year ... l ' t team All-Seminole County honors 
senior year . . . awarded 2nd team all-state senior year ... voted to the Florida 
Athletic Coaches Association All-Star game in 2001 ... awarded with the team 
MVP senior year. 
Personal: Born 9/12/83 ... son of Calvin and Angeline Hayes ... majoring in Communications. 
1 O • Akil Lewis 
5-1 o • 190 • Sophomore • Guard 
Hallandale, Florida • Hallandale HS 
Freshman (2001-02): Limited to 17 games and seven starts for a total of 282 
minutes ... fourth on the team with 48 three-pointers attempted and tied for second 
with 15 made ... second amongst reserves with 4.6 points per game, 15 steals, and 
finished third with 21 assists ... scored in double digits in two of the last three 
games of the season ... put up a career-high 10 triples against Puerto Rico-
Mayaguez (! 1/23). 
High School: Graduate of Hallandale High School. . .led team to a runner-up finish at the Florida State 
championships ... earned first team All-County honors and county MVP. 
Personal: Born 5/14/82 ... son of Ronald Lewis and Lucie Donovan ... majoring in Business. 
Lynn Career Statistics 
~ GP /GS FG/AT fc:r. sFG/AT fc:r. FT/AT PCT. PJ'S PPG REB RPG ASST BL ST 
2001-02 17/7 29/85 .341 15/48 .312 6/15 .400 79 4.6 so 1.8 21 2 15 
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50 • Nathan Po 
7-1 • 290 • Junior • Forward 
Shelbyville, Kentucky• Lexington Catholic HS/UNC-Greensboro 
(2000-02): Transferred from North Carolina Greensboro where he played two 
seasons ... holds the UNC-Greensboro single game block record with seven ... 
part of the 2000-01 team who won the Southern Conference Championship and 
played in the NCAA Division I tournament. 
High School: Graduate of Lexington Catholic, Kentucky ... 1999 McDonald's 
All-American honors ... named to the all 11 th Region team in 1999 ... awarded 2nd 
team all-state honors in 1999. 
Personal: Born 8/18/80 ... son of Mike and Brenda Popp ... majoring in Hospitality Management. 
22 • James Ta lor 
6-0 • 177 • Sophomore • Guard 
Haines City, Florida • Haines City HS 
Freshman (2001--02): Named Sunshine State Conference Freshman of the Year 
and to the Division II Bulletin National All-Freshman team ... played in 24 games 
and started 21 for a total of790 minutes ... led the team in points (807), points per 
game (12.8), field goals attempted (248), three-pointers made (44), three-pointers 
attempted (129) and assists (75) .. .led starters with a .710 free throw percentage 
and it placed him ninth all-time for a single season ... attempted 18 triples against 
Florida Tech (1/26) which is tied for seventh all-time for a game ... scored in 
double-digits 15 times and registered a double-double against Florida Tech (2/16) with 18 points and a 
career-high 1 O rebounds. 
High School: Graduate of Haines City High School ... two-time first team All-County ... second team All-
State honors senior year ... senior class president. 
Personal: Born 1/7/88 ... son of Jimmie and Sharon Taylor ... majoring in Business. 
Lynn Career Statistics 
~ GP/GS FG/AT ~ sFG/AT P.!.:I. FT/AT PCT. ~ ~ REH RPG ASST .BL SI 
2001-02 24/21 96/248 .887 44/129 .841 71/100 .710 807 12.8 98 4.1 75 5 28 
5 • Nick Wacker 
6-2 • 160 •Sophomore• Guard 
Orlando, Florida • Winter Park HS 
Freshman (2001--02): Redshirted. 
High School: Graduate of Winter Park High School. . .led team to the regional 
finals junior and senior years ... two-time second team All-County 
selection .. . awarded team MVP. 
Personal: Born 8/27/82 ... son of Calvin and Lynn Wacker ... major is undecided. 
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6-8 • 274 • Sophomore • Forward 
Winter Park, Florida • Winter Park HS 
Freshman (2001-02): Named to the Sunshine State Conference All-Freshman 
team ... played in 25 games and was a late year starter totaling 452 minutes ... named 
SSC Player of the Week second to last week of the regular season totaling S6 
points and SO rebounds against Barry (2/Is) and Florida Tech (2/16) .. .led all 
reserves with five double-doubles and 178 points .. .led the team with a .618 
shooting percentage and finished third with 145 rebounds and 5.8 rebounds per 
game ... fourth on tbe team with a .656 free throw percentage ... tied for second on 
the team with 12 blocks. 
High School: Graduate of Winter Park High School where he played basketball, football and baseball. . .led 
team to two district championships and one state championship ... awarded team MVP three times ... earned 
All-District honors. 
Personal: Born 2/s/8S ... son of Ray Wingard and Phyllis Colton ... majoring in Sports and Recreation 
Management. 
Lynn Career Statistics 
¥.mt GP/GS FG/AT fcr. sFG/AT r.cr, FT/AT fCT. fiS ~ REB RPG~ BL SI 
2001-02 25/5 681110 .618 o/o .ooo 42/64 .656 178 1.1 145 5.8 6 12 5 
15 
Andrew Brantley 


















6-2 • 200 
Senior• Guard 




6-2 • 172 
Freshman• Guard 
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 
Cardinal Gibbons HS 
81 
Brandon Yarbrough 
6-1 • 157 
Freshman• Guard 
Boca Raton, Florida 
Olympic Heights HS 
0 
N 
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Early Promise Fell Short in the End 
The season started with so much promise. Seven straight wins to open the campaign and a 
national ranking as high as eleventh had the team eyeing a postseason berth before the end of Novem-
ber. A rough beginning to the conference portion of the season made way for a surge up the Sunshine 
State Conference standings and the Fighting Knights made it nine winning seasons in the nine-year 
history of the program. 
Returning just three players from last season, the Knights reloaded with one of the biggest 
rosters in the conference. But after several players were redshirted a few more left the team before the 
season started which made Lynn and head coach Andy Russo use the same players in every game. This 
was a blessing in disguise as the players became more comfortable with each other as the season went on 
due to the familiarity of the lineups. 
Everything was clicking from the beginning. The team started the season at the Disney 
Division II Tip-Off and made quick work of its first opponent, New York Tech, in a 76-64 win. Then it 
was a 90-78 win over No. 22 Grand Valley State and finally a 90-82 win over No. 15 Wingate. Using 
the tournament as a springboard, Lynn went on to capture its own Pepsi Classic with two wins and 
finished off Voorhees and Nova Southeastern for the 7--0 start. 
Just as the team found out it was ranked No. 11 in the country, the Knights suffered their first-
ever loss to Florida Memorial and then were taken down by Missouri Western. Rebounding with two 
home wins, LU then fell in the first four games of conference play. All the losses were heartbreaking 
with an 18-point rally in the second half in a loss to Eckerd, and three more losses by five points or less. 
Then three straight wins over Barry, Florida Tech and Saint Leo got Lynn back on track before three 
losses in the next four games produced a IS-9 record and 4-7 in the conference. 
"It was bittersweet because we started off so well and we had everything in line for a good 
team," Russo said. "The Disney Classic was fabulous and it was some of the best basketball we played 
all season. But just like all three of my years here, we had a rough time in the league. The injuries, 
especially to Lindsay Critten and Austin Faber, really bothered us. I think we were a lot better this year 
than our record indicated because the league was so good, but we just lost a lot of close games. It seemed 
like every single game went right down to the wire." 
Never having a losing conference record in the history of the program, the Knights beat Florida 
Tech and Saint Leo a second time setting up a season finale showdown with Eckerd. With Lynn up 57-52 
in the second half, Eckerd went on a 20-S run to end the game and give Lynn a 6-8 conference record and 
a six seed heading into the conference tournament. Once in Melbourne, Florida Southern won the 
rubber match of the season series 63-62 sending the team home. 
Stepping up in conference play was freshman James Taylor. The point guard turned shooting 
guard ended up as the team leader with 12.8 points per game and assists with 7 5. His 71 percent from 
the free throw line is ninth best for a single season in school history and the 44 three-pointers made and 
129 attempted place him tenth for a career already. Taylor's 7-for-IS performance from behind the arc 
against Florida Tech is one of the program's best. His accomplishments were impressive enough for not 
only to be the SSC Freshman of the Year, but was also named to the Division II Bulletin IO-member 
national All-Freshman team. 
Russo said, "James was obviously a talent. Inconsistent at times, he gained valuable experience 
which will serve him well in the years to come." 
Averaging 12.6 points and 8.S rebounds per game was senior forward Dajan Smith. The two-
year starter was so good at crashing the boards that he leaves the school ranked in the top seven all-time 
in offensive, defensive and total rebounds. The 8.S rebounds per game is a new single season school 
record and it helped him to be named second team All-SSC. 
"Dajan had an outstanding year. He came back from the previous year completely dedicated 
and I believe he was our most consistent player. I was proud of him because he had hip and ankle 
injuries for most of the conference season but played through everything," said Russo. 
Freshman Justin Wingard provided a much-needed spark at the end of the season. He had 
played sparingly for the first half of the season but enjoyed a very successful conference outing. 
Wingard posted two double-doubles in the second-to-last last week of the season against Barry and 
Florida Tech in being named SSC Player of the Week, the only men's player all season to win the award 
who wasn't an upperclassman. He totaled 36 points and SO rebounds and had career highs with 25 points 
and 16 boards in the 83-71 win over Florida Tech. Twelve of his SO rebounds were offensive and all 
seven against the Panthers were put in the basket for second-chance points. Overall, Wingard shot .8SS 
(15-for-18), with a IO-for-12 performance against FIT. 
Senior guard Rino Bevis was another bright spot for the team. The three-year letterwinner was 
always battling every game and played through some injuries. Bevis ended up fifth all-time in games 
played and games started while finishing seventh in steals and tenth in assists. 
The team did lose four seniors and several others during the season, but with a few key players 
returning, injuries healing, and a tall recruiting class, a tenth winning season in IO years looks to be a 
good bet in 2002--0S. 
"The fact that we had two players on the All-Freshman team and a couple more that would have 
been on it ifit weren't for their teammates was fantastic. The future's bright for us and we had a great 
recruiting year. There are nothing but positive things for this program," Russo added. 
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RECORD: OVERALL HOME AWAY NEUTRAL 
ALL GAMES 15-11 7-5 5-4 S-2 
CONFERENCE 6-8 2-5 4-S 0-0 
NON-CONFERENCE 9-S 5-0 1-1 S-2 
Date OpJonent W/L Score Attendance 
11/16/01 vs ew York Tech w 76-64 284 
11/J7/01 vs Grand Valley w 90-78 414 
11/18/01 vs Wi1¥iate w 90-82 276 
11 /2s/01 PUER O RICO-MAYAGUEZ w 72-66 241 
11/24/01 WAYNESTATE w 6S-60 146 
11/26/01 VOORHEES w 80-66 SJ7 
11/29/01 at Nova Southeastern w 6S-55 120 
12/11/01 at Florida Memorial L 71-7S 400 
12/16/01 vs Missouri Western L 59-65 184 
12/so/01 ST. EDWARD'S w 83-67 2Sl 
01/05/02 FLORIDA MEMORIAL w 75-54 214 
01/09/02 ECKERD* L (2ot) 8S-90 S28 
01 / 12/02 at Rollins• L 60-6S 685 
0J/16/02 TAMPA* L 51-56 S64 
01/19/02 FLORIDA SOUTHERN* L 6S-68 S27 
01/2s/02 atBarrfu W (ot) 74-7S g7g 
01/26/02 FLOR A. TECH* w 81-58 2S7 
01/so/02 at Saint Leo* w 74-61 407 
02/02/02 ROLLINS* L 65-67 S41 
02/06/02 at Tampa• L 57-60 605 
02/09/02 at Florida Southern• w 7S-64 1017 
02/Js/02 BARRY* L 58-68 185 
02/16/02 at Florida Tech* w 8S-71 S50 
02/20/02 SAINT LEO* w 87-57 S81 
02/2s/02 at Eckerd* L 60-72 7S7 
os/01/02 vs Florida Southern+ L 62-63 S50 
• - denotes conference game 
+ - denotes SSC tournament game 
TEAM STATISTICS LYNN OPP 
SCORING 185S 1721 
Points per game 71.S 66.2 
Scoring matn +5.1 
FIELD GO S-ATT 66S-1461 614-1475 
~ :: Field JoaiPcct .454 .416 
~ s POI T G-ATT I 18-892 140-471 0 S-point FG aet .SOI .297 
s-pt FG ma Wsr .s,.e 4.5 5.4 0 
~ FREETHRO S- 409-6S0 353-506 ... Free throw St .649 .698 -~6 · REBOUND 847 '! 1024 J . : Rebounds per game S9.4 32.6 • Rebounding margin +6.8 "N · ASSISTS S25 327 Assists ~~ame 12.5 12.6 en TURNO S 459 429 f""t- • Turnovers per game 17.7 16.5 ~ Turnover margm -1.2 f""t-
·:~ 
Assist/ turnover ratio 0.7 0.8 """· STEALS 240 2Sl rJ'J 
Stealslt:er game 9.2 8.9 f""t-
BLOC S 81 76 """* ~ :: Blocks br ime S . I 2.9 n 
ATTEN A CE SSJ2 6202 rJ'J 
Homeaf:,mes-Avif Game 12-276 9-522 ~ ... 
Neutr site-Avg Game 5-S02 
SCORE BY PERIODS: 1st 2nd OT OT2 Total 
Lynn University 890 9S8 17 8 185S 
Opponents 806 884 16 15 1721 
## PLAYffi. GP-0) FGRiA FU'/4 gFG-R;A_ sPio/o Fr.:fTA FI% OIIDef Tot AA; A 10 B.lk Stl Pts Pts/G 
20 Lindsaf Critten 5-5 27-68 .S97 J5-S8 .395 6-12 .500 8-18 26 5.2 8 22 2 11 75 15.0 
22 James aylor 24-21 96-248 .587 44-129 .341 71-100 .710 17-81 98 4.1 75 62 5 28 S07 12.8 
gg DajanSmJth 2S-22 101--196 .531 0-1 .000 81-134 .604 67-123 190 8.3 26 57 9 39 289 12.6 
O.'l WillieB3ant 26-17 104-227 .458 IS-51 .255 52-62 .839 72-75 147 5.7 25 53 12 34 273 10.5 
15 Dedrick age lls-12 67-11 I .604 0-0 .000 56-90 .622 S6-5S 89 3.9 22 59 9 20 190 8.S 
52 Donell Harris 14-9 S5-69 .007 &-23 .217 S9-61 .639 27-55 82 5.9 23 4S 17 15 114 8.1 
05 RinoBevis 26-24 86-197 .437 9-27 .S3S 28-5S .528 SJ-46 77 3.0 55 56 12 40 209 8.0 
34 Justin Wingard 25-5 68-110 .618 0-0 .000 42-64 .656 58-87 145 5.8 6 29 12 5 178 7.1 
10 AkilLewis 17-7 29-85 .341 15-48 .Sl2 6-15 .400 5-25 so 1.8 21 24 2 15 79 4.6 
21 Austin Faber 2s-7 25-98 .255 IS-61 .21S 2S-SO .700 12-28 40 1.7 5S S6 0 28 84 S.7 
04 Jake Frasier S-0 4-10 .400 1-S .sss 0-0 .000 J-0 I o.s 2 I 0 0 9 s.o 
50 Cedric Bennett 2S-I 16-S9 .410 S-11 .27S 6-7 .857 7--21 28 1.2 8 10 I 4 41 1.8 
12 !p'O::igmore 6-0 2-.'l .667 0-0 .000 1--2 .500 0-1 I 0.2 I 0 0 I 5 0.8 ~ 26 66.'J-1461 .464 lls-s92 .'JOI 400-680 .649 S78-651 1004 S9.2 S25 459 81 ~ 185S 71.S Opponents 26 614-1475 .416 140-471 .297 358-506 -~8 soo-547 847 S2.6 S'l7 46!9 76 231 1721 66.2 
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Standings Conference Leaders 
---
SSC Overall Scoring Pts. Avg. 
Won Lost ;R€H Won -~~t; .J~c'# Curtis Tongue BU 480 18.5 
' • '".'1;,"·'- Dwayne Smith EC 485 17.S 
Tampa nl I .H29 9$ .'I .897 Mike Veith RC 479 I 7 .1 
Eckerd I Q 4· .71,;4!. 21 7 .7.50 Christophe Humbert FSC 449 15.5 
Florirla ~lt:B'if# $ ~ $43 ~-0 9 .6!-.10 Jon Brown UT 429 14.8 Derek Heard FSC 415 14.S 
H.ollins g ti .64:l 18 J(l ,6'~3 Frank Craig SLU S57 IS.2 
Barry i 7 .;\'l(j9 H· .1,~ t6U John Stolard SLU S56 IS.2 Gecarri Freeman UT S82 IS.2 
L 6 8 .4<~9 :tiS ll -~71 Greg Barnes FT S22 12.9 
Saint Leo 2- 1~ 11-'l 19 .~fl I 
Florida: Tech' 0 14 .QQO 5 '.! 1 fgj' Rebounding Tot Avg. Sylvere Bryan UT 279 9.6 
Cerwin Thompson EC 247 8.8 
Christophe Humbert FSC 246 8.5 
All-Conference Teams Dajan Smith LU 190 8.8 Derek Heard FSC 218 7.5 
First Team 
Mike Veith RC 189 6.8 
Luis Vazquez-Bello BU 171 6.6 
Player School Class Jon Brown UT IS5 5.9 
Mike Veith Rollins Senior Curtis Tongue BU 152 5.8 Jon Brown Tampa Senior 
Dwayne Smith Eckerd Senior Justin Wingard LU 142 5.7 
Curtis Tongue Barry Senior 
Sylvere Bryan Tampa Senior Field Goal Pct. FG-FGA Pct. 
Jean-Noel Leuly FSC 100-14S .699 
Second Team Lincoln Glasford BU 92-145 .684 
Player School Class Cerwin Thompson EC IS7-226 .606 
Derek Heard Florida Southern Senior Christophe Humbert FSC 154-284 .542 
Christophe Humbert Florida Southern Junior Derek Heard EC 141-261 .540 
Gecarri Freeman ~~a Senior Dajan Smith LU 104-196 .581 DAJAN SMITH L N SENIOR 
Sharrod McCree Eckerd Sophomore Sylvere Bryan UT 110-216 .509 
Dwayne Smith EC 159-S25 .489 
~-Freshman Team Sharrod McCree EC IS0-266 .489 
PlaY.cf M h". 
School Cedric Powell FSC 92-195 .472 
ac1 e u 1z1 Rollins 
JAMES TAYLOR LYNN 8-Point FG Pct. 8FG-FGA Pct. 
Eric Faber Rollins Matt Williams RC 51-108 .472 
JUSTIN WINGARD LYNN Dwyane Smith EC 54-127 .425 ;~ Adres Alfonso Barry Frank Criag SLU 76-187 .406 Cf..!, d< Cegarri Freeman UT 65-166 .S92 f,.a;j PLAYER OF THE YEAR Jon Brown, Tam&a 
~ FRESHMAN OF THE YEAR JAMES TAYL R, LYNN 
Mike Veith RC 46-120 .S8S 
jij COACH OF THE YEAR Richard Schmidt, Tampa 
Eric Faber RC S6-95 .S79 
Earnest Williams UT SS-88 .S75 
Sharrod McCree EC 41-llS .S6S 
James Taylor LU 44-129 .841 
~ · -, SUNSHINE S players with .sss ,, ,·: ~ STATE Steals Stl. Avg. Assists Asst. Avg. 
...._>#'J 
_\;.~ . ' Cedric Powell FSC 86 S.07 Cedric Powell FSC 161 5.75 .,,f CONFERENCE Eric Faber RC Jon Brown UT 125 62 2.21 4.Sl iJ Mike Veith RC 59 2.11 Eric Faber RC 108 S.86 Jordan Sztern BU 4S 1.95 Jordan Sztern BU 80 S.64 Dwayne Smith EC 49 !.75 Matt Pruitt SU 96 S.56 
~ · i; 
Dajan Smith LU 89 1.70 Curtis Tongue BU 89 S.42 
Troy Railsback FSC 47 1.62 Kendrick Wilson EC 89 S.18 
• 0 
Andres Alfonso BU 42 1.62 James Taylor LU 75 8.12 
Rino Bevis LU 4() 1.54 Sharrod McCree EC 87 S.11 
-~ Frank Craig SLU 41 1.52 Greg Barnes FT 75 S.00 Blocks Blk. Avg. Free Throw Pct. FT-FTA Pct. Sylvere Bryan UT 95 S.28 Willie Bryant LU 52-62 .889 
~ ~ 
Christophe Humbert FSC 72 2.48 Mike Veith RC 127-152 .8S6 
Cerwin Thompson EC 35 1.25 Sharrod McCree EC 57-69 .826 -~:; -. 
DanDreaden FT SI 1.24 Cedric Powell FSC 94-119 .790 g Lincoln Glasford BU 26 1.00 Derek Heard FSC 118-151 .781 Placide Muhizi RC 26 0.9S I JonBrown UT 132-169 .781 
~N Jean-Noel Leuly FSC 24 0 .8S Andy Meyers FT 71-91 .780 Jon Brown FT 19 0.8S James Anderson FT 5S-68 .779 
~ 
Colin Kearns FT 16 0.76 I Dwayne Smith EC llS-148 .764 
Andres Alfonso BU 19 0.7S Sylvere Bryan UT 90-122 .7S8 
2002-03 LYNN MEN'S BASKETBALL 
All-Time Roster 
Kenny Anders ............................................. 1997-01 
Victor Axmacher ........................................ 1996-97 
Joe Braha ...................................................... 200 I 
Nathan Bell .................................................. I 997 
Cedrick Bennett .......................................... 2002 
Rino Bevis .................................................... 2000-02 
Matt Bixler .................................................. I 997 
James Bolden ............................................... 1994 
Harlan Brendel ............................................ 1996-97 
Darian Bryant ............................................. 1999--01 
Willie Bryant ............................................... 2002 
Ben Connolly ............................................... 1998-99 
Wayne Copeland ......................................... 1999--00 
Sean Crep ..................................................... I 994 
Li_nds~y Cri.tt~n ........................................... 2002 
Gianm Cugm1 .............................................. 1999 
Ted Dabney ............... ................................... I 996 
Chris Davis ........................ .. ........................ 1997 
Lance Egnatz .................... .. ......................... 2000 
Austin Faber ............................................... 2002 
Keith Foulis ................................................. 1999--00 
Jake Frasier ................................................. 2002 
Dedrick Gage .............................................. 200 I -02 
Leandro Garcia-Morales .......................... 200 I 
Albert Garnett ............................................ 1994-95 
Antonio Gordon ................ .. ....................... 200 I 
Bernard Green ............................................ I 996 
Bradley Gumbel .......................................... 1998 
Kevin Griffin ................................................ I 998-99 
Mauricio Gutierrez .................................... I 996 
Donell Harris .............................................. 2002 
Travis Hawthorne ...................................... I 996-99 
Tron Howard .............................................. 1998-99 
Billy Ingram ...... :·· ........................................ 2000 
DeCoursey J am1son ................................... 2000-0 I 
Jarron Jones ................................................. 1997-98 
Adam Kosoy ................................................ I 994 
Ofir Kuchly .................................................. 1994-96 
Robert Langston .............. .......................... 1999-00 
Greg Laws ................................................... I 994-96 
Eric Lawson ................................................. 2000-0 I 
Aki! Lewis .................................................... 2002 
Jon Lobbe ..................................................... 1994 
Andre Lutfy ................................................. I 999 
Tim McCoobery ......................................... 1995 
Karwin McLemore ..................................... 1999--00 
Dante Maddox ....................... .. ................... 1996-97 
Charles Maina ............................................. 1998-99 
DennisMarinan .......................................... 1994-95 
AlietMartinez ............................................. 1994-95 
Maurice Middleton .................................... 1994-95 
Pat Mohr ...................................................... 2000--01 
Demetris Montgomery ............................. I 995-97 
Johnny Owens ............................................ 1995-96 
Coy Patterson ............................................. 1997-98 
Jam ail Pritchett ........................................... 1996-97 
Eric Reynolds ............................................. 1998 
Greg Roberson ........................................... 1994-95 guantas Simmons ....................................... 1998-99 
ajan Smith ................................................. 2001-02 
Nevada Stupak ............................................ 1997 
Arteus Sullivan ............................................ I 994-95 
Ray Tamargo .............................................. 1995 
James Taylor ............................................... 2002 
Mike Timmins ............................................. I 994 
MikeVonhof ................................................ 1994 
Ryan Wigmore ........................................... 2001-02 
Justin Wmgard ........................................... 2002 
Coaches Records 
Head Coach Years 
Jeff Price 1994-99 
And_}'. Russo 2000-:present 
Totals 9years 
Awards & Honors (since 1997-98 
All-Sunshine State Conference 
2001-02 
Dajan Smith ................................................................... 2nd 
James Taylor .................................................................... FR 
Justin Wingard ................................................................ FR 
2000-01 
Kenny Anders .................................................................. 1st 
Darian Bryant ................................................................ HM 
Leandro Garcia-Morales ............................................... FR 
1999-00 
Karwin McLemore .......................................................... 1st 
Wayne Copeland ........................................................... 2nd 
1998-99 
Kenny Anders .................................................................. I st 
Sunshine State Conference Freshman of 
the Year 
James Taylor ................................................................ 2002 
Leandro Garcia-Morales ........................................... 200 I 
Daktronics All-South Region 
1998-99 
Kenny Anders ................................................................ 2nd 
1997-98 
Coy Patterson ................................................................. 2nd 
NABC/Chevrolet All-American 
1997-98 
Coy Patterson ................................................................. 2nd 
Division II Bulletin National Coach of the 
Year 
Jeff Price ....................................................................... 1997 
Division II Bulletin National All-Freshman 
James Taylor ................................................................ 2002 
Overall SSC 
Record Pct. Record Pct. 
135-43 .758 10-4 .714 
51-29 .638 22-20 .524 
186-72 .721 82-24 .571 




searnn /e(lder in h/ocks. 
Second ({//-time in hlocks. 
Star of the 1110,·ie "The Air 




and career leader in steals. 
NC AA I I record lwldafor 
steals in o season. steals per 
gwne in o seoson. 011d 
ste(,ls per game in ll coree,: 
;r. ... 
;r. ·---. .., -
~ ·---~ z 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Jarron Jones 
1997-98 
Second oll-ti111e.fhr most 
ji-ee thrmrs mode in (I owne , b 
1,·itho11t a miss. 
6 1 Fi/ih oil-time in scorin~ and 
- L • .fhurth in points per game. 
Kenny Anders 
Fourth oil-time in.fi'ee 
throll' percentage. 
1997-0 I 
All-time leading sc<J1·e1: 
School record holderjhr 
three-pointers made ol1ll 
attempted in ll gome. 
season ond cl/reet: 
Second llll-time in a,sist.,·. 
Coy Patterson 
1997-98 
Second/<Jr a single season 
infield goal ottempts. 
Fourth all-time in scoring 
ond one o/jhur pll~l'ers 
01 ·er l .000 cl/reer points. 







Fifihfi>I' ct single seuson in 
de(e11sh ·e rehound,·. eighth 
in totul rehounc/.,·, u11d 
.fhurth in rebound,· per 
gu111e. 71,ircl oil-time in 
rehouncl., per gume. 
Si11gle-gome 011d single-
sewon record holder/or 
field 0 oul JJerceflfcwe. . b ~ 
Seoso110/ recon/ holder Jlu'!'ti, ' ,, 
1 . I. • • oefensil'e rehow1c s.· . , 
Al/-tf111e /coder in hloJs. 
-------------------------.L4!:, C.CJn5e.c.utive. 1tifne.5 wit!i ti t!ire.:,-rCJinte.r _____ _ ._. _______ ___ ___ _ _ 
Six postseason appearances in 
the first six years 
Demetrius Montgomery 
1995-97 
School record (or offensi,·e 
rehound,· in o game. 
Seoso1w/ ofl(/ all-time 
leuder in douhle-do11b/es. 
A/I-time leader infield goal 




/nogural member of' the 
school:,· Athletic I lull of' 
Fume. 
Record holderfor poillfs, 
ossists, ji-ee thrml's made 
ondji·ee thmll's attempted 
in o gome. 
All-time poillfs per game 
leader and second in points 
scored 
ri-.. 1\\. .. A .• , Albert Ga rnett 
:~ 1994-95 
Tied the school record /iJr 
I. most.field goals ottmpt~d i11 r I ~- u game. 
- ' Fifihfor a single seoso11 
and se1 1e11th oil-time in 
poil1fs scored 
Fourth all-time in 
c1ssists. 
2002·03 LYNN MEN'S BASKETBALL 
~ 
Overall Record: 16-11 
SSC Record: 6-8 (6th) 
Head Coach: Andy Russo 
76 ...... New York Tech ..................... 64 
9 0 ...... Grand Valleys State ............. 7 8 
90 ...... Wingate ........... ........................ 82 
7 2 ...... Puerto Rico-Mayaguez ...... 6 6 
6S ...... Wayne State ........................... 60 
so ...... Voorhees ... ....... ............... ......... 66 
6 S ...... Nova Southeastern ..... ......... 5 5 
7 I ...... Florida Memorial ................. 7 S 
59 ...... Missouri Western ................. 65 
8S ...... St. Edward's ........... ............ ..... 67 
7 5 ...... Florida Memorial ................. 5 4 
8 s ...... Eckerd (2ot)* ......................... 90 
60 ...... Rollins• ......................... ......... .. 63 
5 I ...... Tampa• ................................... 56 
6S .... .. Florida Southern• ................ 6 8 
74 ...... Barry (ot)* .............................. 7S 
8 I ...... Florida Tech* ................... ..... 5 8 
74 ...... Saint Leo• .............................. 61 
65 ...... Rollins• ................ .................... 67 
57 ...... Tampa• ................................... 60 
7 S ...... Florida Southern• ................ 64 
5 8 ...... Barry• ...................................... 6 8 
8 s ...... Florida Tech* ................... ..... 7 I 
87 ...... Saint Leo• .............................. 57 
60 ...... Eckerd* ................ .................... 7 2 
62 ...... Florida Southern+ ............... 6S 
• - SSC game 
+ - SSC Tournament 
~ 
Overall Record: 17•10 
SSC Record: 8-6 (Srd) 
Head Coach: Andy Russo 
46 ...... Tarleton State ....................... 6 8 
6 8 .... .. Northeastern State .............. 6 5 
80 ...... Puerto Rico-Bayamon ....... 5 8 
7 6 ...... North Dakota State ............. 8 4 
7 S ...... Warner Southern .................. 5 2 
7 2 ...... Central Oklahoma (ot) ....... 7 6 
8 8 ...... Nova Southeastern .............. 7 2 
90 ...... Florida Memorial ................. 8 S 
90 ...... Missouri-Rolla ....................... 6 5 
7 5 ...... Missouri-Western ................. 7 S 
86 ...... New Hampshire College .... 74 
7 7 ...... Lake Forest ............................ 59 
8 8 ...... Barry• ...................................... 8 S 
7 6 ...... Rollins• .................................... 6 8 
8 7 ...... Florida Tech* ............ ............ 6 6 
75 ...... Tampa• ................................... 7S 
69 .... .. Eckerd* ................ .. .................. 7 9 
65 ...... Florida Southern• ......... ....... 66 
80 ...... Saint Leo• .............................. 7 5 
84 ...... Rollins• .................................... 7 8 
70 ...... Florida Tech• ......... ............... 60 
72 ...... Tampa• ......... ....... ................... 87 
6S ...... Eckerd* .................................... 74 
8 S ...... Florida Southern• ..... ........... 91 
I 06 ... Saint Leo• ....................... ....... 8 9 
97 ...... Barry (2ot)* ......... ...... .......... IOI 
5 7 ...... Rollins+ ................................... 6 7 
• - SSC game 
+ - SSC Tournament 
.ltt!!::QQ 
Overall Record: 19-8 
SSC Record: 8-6 
Head Coach: Andy Russo 
9 7 ...... Seattle Pacific ....... ................. 8 8 
6 8 ...... Western Washington .......... 7 6 
9 4 ...... Indianapolis ................... ... ...... 8 5 
8 2 ..... . Morris Brown ....... ................. 7 4 
7 4 ...... Puerto Rico-Cayey .......... .... 4 S 
105 ... Puerto Rico-Humacao ....... 49 
77 ...... Caldwell ........... ... ....... .............. 45 
7 I ...... Nova Southeastern .............. 5 9 
7 5 ...... Walsh ......................... ............... 6 s 
8 5 ...... Olivet Nazarene ..................... 7 4 
82 ...... St. Anselm ............................... 67 
7 8 ..... . Puerto Rico-Mayaguez .... .. 5 2 
78 ...... Barry• ............. ... ...................... 49 
67 ...... Eckerd* .................................... 68 
5 5 ...... Florida Southern• ............ .... 60 
62 ...... Tampa• ................................... 70 
7 I ...... Rollins• .................................... 7 s 
84 ...... Florida Tech* ........................ 70 
7 9 ...... Barry• ................... ................... 5 2 
70 ...... Saint Leo• .............................. 67 
76 ...... Eckerd* .................................... 56 
6 8 ...... Florida Southern• ......... ....... 8 7 
52 ...... Tampa• ................................... 71 
86 ...... Rollins• ....................... ........ ... .. 7 I 
81 ...... Florida Tech• ........................ 47 
89 ...... Saint Leo• ....... ....................... 79 
8 5 ...... Florida Tech (ot)+ ................ 90 
• - SSC game 
+ - SSC Tournament 
l.ll8.::ll 
Overall Record: lll>-6 
SSC Record: 10-4 (2nd) 
Head Coach: Jeff Price 
76 ...... Bryant ...................................... 69 
94 .... .. Southern Connecticut ........ 77 
9 8 ...... Puerto Rico-Bayamon .... ... 6 I 
6 I ...... West Florida ........................... 5 0 
8 7 ...... North Florida ......... ................ 65 
8 S ...... Florida Memorial ................. 5 I 
7 5 ...... Florida Memorial ................. 44 
84 ...... Nova Southeastern .............. 77 
I 12 ... Lane ..... ..................................... 6 8 
8 2 ...... Ferris State ............................. 6 s 
88 ...... St. Thomas ............................. 84 
7 7 ...... Winona State ... ............... ....... 6 2 
60 .... .. Barry• ...................................... 58 
65 ... ... Eckerd* .................................... 52 
5 I ...... Florida Southern• ................ 6 6 
8 7 ...... Tampa• .... ............................... 7 5 
68 ...... Rollins• .................................... 70 
7 4 ...... Florida Tech* ........................ 5 5 
7 4 .. .... Barry• ...................................... 6 I 
102 ... Saint Leo* (ot) ...................... 94 
64 ...... Florida Southern• ................ 72 
7S ...... Tampa• ........... ........................ 51 
7 1 ...... Rollins• ........................... ......... 7 7 
71 ...... Florida Tech* ........................ 59 
I 18 ... Saint Leo• (2ot) ................ 108 
7 1 ...... Eckerd• .................................... 6 1 
88 ...... Saint Leo+ .............................. 74 
78 ...... Eckerd+ .......... .... ..................... 61 
5 2 ...... Florida Southern+ ............... 5 s 
8 S ...... Paine% ................... .................. 7 I 
6 9 ...... Florida Southern% ........... .... 7 7 
• - SSC game 
+ - SSC Tournament 
% - NCAA Tournament 
l.U1::.!!.!!. 
Overall Record: l!S-7 
Head Coach: Jeff Price 
9 5 ...... Colorado Chnstian ............... 8 4 
8 5 ...... Southern Colorado ............. . 9 7 
102 ... Queens ..................................... 61 
8 s ...... Oakland ............... ........ ............. 7 4 
95 ...... Nova Southeastern .............. 72 
1 OS ... Virgin Islands ................. ........ 70 
94 ...... Washburn ..... .... .................. ..... 8 5 
8 5 ...... American Puerto Rico ....... 8 9 
85 ...... St. Thomas ............................. 49 
8 9 ...... Bemidji State .............. ........... 6 6 
7 5 ....•. Shippensburg ......................... 70 
I 12 ... New Haven .................... .... ..... 7 8 
86 ...... Saint Leo ................................. 77 
8 9 ...... Barry ............. ...... ...................... 6 8 
2002-03 LYNN MEN'S BASKETBALL 
62 ...... Eckerd ...................................... 7 I 
8 6 ...... Florida Southern .................. 8 7 
I 04 ... St. Thomas ............................. 7 I 
7 8 ...... Tampa ...................................... 7 .'I 
6.'l ...... Rollins ...................................... 58 
7 5 ...... Florida Tech ........................... 7 2 
62 ...... Eckerd ...................................... 64 
7 7 ...... Florida Southern .................. 6 O 
8.'l ...... Barry ......................................... 70 
79 ...... Tampa ...................................... 6.'l 
7 8 ...... Rollins (2ot) ............................ 7 5 
80 ...... Florida Tech ........................... 8 I 
90 ...... Saint Leo ................................. 79 
104 ... West Georgia% ...................... 92 
59 ...... Delta State (ot)% .................. 6.'l 
% - NCAA Tournament 
~ 
Overall Record: 118- 8 
Elite Eight Semifinalist 
Head Coach: Jeff Price 
8 9 ...... Florida Memorial ................. 6 7 
6 5 ...... Florida Tech ........................... 6 2 
8 .'I ...... Florida Tech ........................... 8 6 
7 .'I ...... Concordia ................................ 4 7 
8 I ...... I.U.P.U.1. .................................... 6 8 
78 ...... Barry ......................................... 61 
81 ...... Transylvania .......................... 64 
9 5 ...... Tri-State .................................. 6 9 
Io I ... Mass. Dartmouth .................. 7 o 
74 ...... Barry ......................................... 7 8 
8 7 ...... St. Augustine's ...................... 7 .'I 
89 ...... Winston-Salem State .......... 8.'l 
120 ... St. Thomas ............................. 8.'l 
7 l ...... Paine ......................................... 61 
Io 9 ... Gardner-Webb ....................... 8 I 
9 8 ...... Florida Memorial ................. 6 5 
9.'l ...... Montevallo ............................. 56 
99 ...... St. Augustine's ...................... 85 
95 ...... St. Thomas ............................. 70 
7.'l ...... Bowie State ............................ 60 
9 I ...... District of Columbia .......... 7 2 
92 ...... Columbia Union ................... 66 
102 .. . Lane .......................................... 82 
IOI ... Lambuth .................................. 70 
8 4 ...... Virgin Islands ......................... 5 4 
91 ...... Virgin Islands ......................... 84 
9 4 ...... American Puerto Rico ....... 8 7 
8 I ...... Tampa% .................................. 7 6 
8 7 ...... Alabama A&M% ................... 8 2 
7 8 ...... South Dakota State# .......... 7 2 
5 8 ...... Northern Kentucky# .......... 7 9 
% - NCAA Tournament 
# - NCAA Elite Eight 
l.llU:U 
Overall Record: 16-11 
Head Coach: Jeff Price 
8 5 ...... Florida Southern .................. 7 2 
102 ... St. Thomas ............................. 89 
7 9 ...... North Florida ......................... 6 .'I 
6 o ...... Florida Tech ........................... 6 8 
9 I ...... American ................................. 8 I 
5 6 ...... Florida Tech .. ......................... 5 7 
6 9 ...... Barry ......................................... 8 I 
7 7 ...... Lenoir-Rhyne ........................ 6 6 
8 .'I ...... Shippensburg ......................... 80 
84 ...... Wheaton ................ .................. .'16 
6.'l ...... Bentley .............. ....................... 66 
81 ...... Bowie State ............................ 70 
7 2 ...... Cal.-San Bernardino ............. 8 7 
5 7 ...... Cal.-Dominguez Hills .......... 7 6 
6 5 ...... Cal.-Bakersfield ...................... 8 1 
76 ...... Molloy ..................................... 59 
7 9 ...... St. Thomas ............................. 7 2 
88 ...... Barry ......................................... 70 
I 07 ... Webber ..................................... 69 
7 6 ...... Florida Memorial ................. 7 2 
6 8 ...... Georgetown (KY) ................. 9 4 
6 5 ...... Transylvania .......................... 7 7 
7 9 ...... St. Thomas ............................. 7 I 
7 7 ...... Florida Memorial ................. 6 4 
87 ...... Valdosta State (2ot) ............. 89 
91 ...... Fort Valley State% ............... 60 
65 ...... Columbia Union% ................ 76 
% - NAIA Tournament 
~ 
Overall Record: 2!1-8 
Head Coach: Jeff Price 
87 ...... Saint Leo ................................. 82 
102 ... Florida Tech ........................ 104 
70 ...... Auburn& ................................. 7 8 
79 ...... Ball State .............................. 111 
6 6 ...... Armstrong State ................... 6 I 
90 ...... Florida Tech (ot) ................... 82 
96 ...... Siena Heights ......................... 81 
74 ...... Barry ................................... ...... 76 
95 ...... Carthage .................................. 76 
96 ...... Armstrong State ................... 92 
9 7 ...... Hannibal-LaGrange ............. 7 .'I 
9 .'l ...... Pikeville ................................... 8 4 
94 ...... North Florida ......................... 86 
8 6 ...... Florida Memorial ................. 7 2 
8 9 ...... Edward Waters ................... I oo 
90 ...... Alabama-Huntsville ............. 7 6 
77 ...... Athens State ............. ............. 88 
86 ...... Florida Memorial ................. 67 
84 ...... St. Thomas ............................. 64 
85 ...... Barry ......................................... 80 
82 ..... . St. Thomas ............................. 58 
10.'l ... Wisconsin-Parkside ............. 86 
99 .. .... Nebraska-Kearney ............... . 89 
8 4 ...... Savannah State ...................... 8 9 
8 9 ...... Valdosta State ........................ 9 7 
9 2 ...... Edward Waters ...................... 7 8 
7 6 ...... Florida Southern .................. 8 I 
I 19 ... Southern Wesleyan% ....... I 00 
I 00 ... West Florida% ....................... 9 6 
8 8 ...... Life% ...................................... I I 8 
% - NAIA Tournament 
& - Game forfeited to Lynn 
~ 
Overall Record: iis-1 
Head Coach: Jeff Price 
7 2 ...... Florida Tech ........................... 6 4 
!OS ... Edward Waters (ot) ........... 101 
85 ...... Coker (ot) ................................ 88 
8 4 ...... Francis Marion ...................... 7 6 
87 ...... Barry ......................................... 90 
66 ...... Florida Tech ........................... 70 
10s ... Findlay ..................................... 98 
89 ...... Nebraska Wesleyan .......... 105 
74 ...... Barry ......................................... 81 
7 7 ...... William Jewell ....................... 7 6 
9 I ...... Hannibal-LaGrange ............. 8 8 
9 2 ...... Dominican .............................. 7 I 
95 .... .. Flagler ...................................... 79 
106 ... Embry-Riddle ...................... 105 
7 9 ...... St. Thomas ............................. 9 6 
84 ...... Palm Beach Atlantic ........... 7 9 
IO 5 .. . Warner Southern .................. 6 5 
I 05 ... Webber (2ot) .......................... 96 
8 8 ...... Florida Memorial ................. 7 4 
7 I ...... Nova Southeastern .............. 7 7 
90 ...... St. Thomas ............................. 87 
9 2 ...... Flagler ...................................... 7 .'l 
I I 7 ... Embry-Riddle (ot) ............. I 09 
I 00 ... Florida Memorial ................. 9 .'l 
86 ...... Webber ..................................... 77 
8 8 ...... Warner Southern .................. 6 6 
9 6 ...... Nova Southeastern .............. 7 6 
100 ... Holy Family (ot)% ............... 94 
8 7 .. .... Wilmington% ........................ 80 
9 .'l .....• Central Methodist% .......... I 02 
% - NAIA Tournament 
2002-03 LYNN MEN'S BASKETBALL 
Points Free Throw Percentage (min. 7 att.) 
Arteus Sullivan ....... 40 ... North Florida ....................... 1/9/95 Willie Bryant ....... 1.000 (14-14) Grand Valley ...... 11/17 /01 
Arteus Sullivan ....... 35 ... Armstrong State ............. 12/so/94 Jarron Jones ........ 1.000 (12-12) Florida Tech .......... 2/ 18/98 
Jarron Jones ............ S4 ... Barry ...................................... 1/ 10/98 Charles Maina ..... 1.000 (10-10) Eckerd ..................... 2/22/99 
Arteus Sullivan ....... S4 ... Valdosta State ...................... 2/ 17 /95 Bernard Green .... 1.000 (10-10) St. Thomas ............ 1/24/95 
Arteus Sullivan ....... S2 ... Webber .................................. 2/ 18/94 D. Montgomery. 1.000 (8-8) .... So. Wesleyan ........... 3/1/95 
Arteus Sullivan ... 1.000 ( 8-8) .... Flagler .................... 2/ 11 / 94 
Field Goals Made 4 players with ..... 1.000 (7-7) 
Arteus Sullivan ....... 14 ... North Florida ....................... 1/9/95 
Jamail Pritchett ...... 13 ... Gardner-Webb .................... I / 20/ 97 Offensive Rebounds 
Jamail Pritchett ...... 13 ... Fort Valley State ................ 2/24/96 D. Montgomery ..... 11 ... Saint Leo ............................ I 1/ 19/94 
9 players with ......... 12 Willie Bryant ........... 9 ...... Florida Southern ................ 1/ 19/02 
Dajan Smith ............. 9 ...... North Dakota State ........ I 1/25/00 
Field Goals Attempted D. Montgomery ..... 9 ...... St. Thomas ............................. 2/s/97 
D. Montgomery ..... 24 ... Saint Leo ............................ I 1/19/94 Greg Roberson ...... 9 ...... Findlay ............................... 12/so/93 
Albert Garnett ........ 24 ... Embry-Riddle ..................... I/ J 5/94 
Coy Patterson ......... 23 ... Eckerd ................................... 1/31/98 Defensive Rebounds 
Coy Patterson ......... 2S ... Rollins .................................... 1/23/98 Dajan Smith ............. IS ... New Hampshire ............... 12/s1/oo 
5 players with ......... 22 D. Montgomery ..... Is ... Florida Memorial .............. I/ 11 / 95 
Greg Roberson ...... Is ... Central Methodist ............. s/ 10/ 94 
Field Goal Percentage (min. 8 att.) Darian Bryant.. ....... 12 ... Florida Tech ........................ 2/19/00 
Darian Bryant.. ... 1.000 (10-10) Saint Leo ................ 2/ I 1 /01 Darian Bryant ......... 12 ... St. Anselm .............................. I/ 2/ oo 
Dedrick Gage ..... 1.000 (10-10) Florida Tech ............ 2/3/01 Darian Bryant ......... 12 ... Puerto Rico-Bayamon ... I 1/22/00 
Darian Bryant ..... 1.000 (8-8) .... Nova Southeastern12/7 /oo 
Darian Bryant.. .... 923 (12-13) . Fla. Southern ........ 2/ 14/01 Total Rebounds 
3 players with ...... 909 ( 10-11) Greg Roberson ...... 19 ... Central Methodist ............. s/10/94 
Dajan Smith ... .......... 17 ... New Hampshire ............... 12/s1/oo 
8-Point Field Goals Made Justin Wingard ...... 16 ... Florida Tech ........................ 2/ 16/02 
Kenny Anders ......... 8 ...... Rollins .................................... I/ 3 I/ o I Dajan Smith ............. 16 ... North Dakota State ........ I 1/25/00 
Charles Wiseman .. 7 ...... Barry ........................................ 2/2/00 Darian Bryant ......... 16 ... Puerto Rico-Bayamon ... I 1/22/00 
Arteus Sullivan ....... 7 ...... North Florida ....................... 1/9/95 Darian Bryant ......... 16 ... St. Anselm .............................. 1/2/00 
Maurice Middleton 7 ...... St. Thomas ............................. 2/8/94 
many players with . 6 Assists 
Arteus Sullivan ....... 12 ... Florida Tech ..................... I 1/22/93 
8-Point Field Goals Attempted 8 players with ......... I I 
Kenny Anders ......... 15 ... Barry ...................................... 2/21/01 
Kenny Anders ......... 14 ... Saint Leo ............................... 2/17 /01 Blocks 
Kenny Anders ......... 14 ... Rollins .................................... 1/31/01 Charles Maina ......... 11 ... Barry ...................................... 12/7/98 
Kenny Anders ......... 14 ... New Hampshire ............... 12/ SI/ 00 Darian Bryant ......... 8 ...... Saint Leo ............................... 2/ 1 7 / o I 
Kenny Anders ......... 14 ... Central Oklahoma .............. 12/2/00 Charles Maina ......... 8 ...... Barry ...................................... 1/27 /99 
Arteus Sullivan ....... 14 ... North Florida ....................... 1/9/95 Darian Bryant ......... 7 ...... Saint Leo ................................. 2/ 5/ 00 
Greg Roberson ...... 7 ...... Webber .................................. 2118/94 
Free Throws Made 
Arteus Sullivan ....... I 8 ... Armstrong State ............. 12/so/94 Steals 
L. Garcia-Morales. 17 ... Saint Leo ............................... 1/27/01 L. Garcia-Morales. 9 ...... Florida Tech ........................ 1/ 1s/01 
Willie Bryant ........... 14 ... Grand Valley State .......... 11 / I 7 / o I Wayne Copeland .... 9 ...... Saint Leo ............................... 2/ 15/ 99 
Dedrick Gage ......... IS ... Florida Southern .................. 2/9/02 Wayne Copeland .... 9 ...... Nova Southeastern ............ 12/ 5/ 98 
4 players with ......... I 2 Arteus Sullivan ....... 9 ...... Hannibal-Lagrange ............. J/8/94 
5 players with ......... 8 
Free Throws Attempted 
Arteus Sullivan ....... 2S ... Armstrong State ............. 12/ So/94 Triple-Doubles 
Dedrick Gage ......... 19 ... Florida Southern .................. 2/9/02 Arteus Sullivan vs. Nebraska-Kearney ....................... 2/J 1/95 
L. Garcia-Morales . 19 ... Saint Leo .... .............. ............. I/ 27 / O I 18 points, 11 rebounds, 11 assists 
Kenny Anders ......... 17 ... Tampa ................... ............ .. ... 1/21/98 
Jarron Jones ............ 16 ... Washburn ............................. 12/6/97 
Quantas Simmons .. 16 ... Washburn ............................. 12/ 6/ 97 
2002-03 LYNN MEN'S BASKETBALL 
~;ra;:rt!~i~~------.. -.... -S 1 
Games Started 
Kenny Anders---- ----- ·--· -······· s 1 ____ .. _ .. _ ...... , ________ 1999 
Arteus Sullivan ...... --.......... so··---- --- --- ----·- ------- 1994 
Albert Garnett-·-· -·------ --- ·- --- SO----·--------------- ---· - 1994 
Maurice Middleton -----·- .. -- SO .. -----------·-·--------- 1994 
Greg Roberson ----·-----·---·--·-so----.. ·---·-------·-----· 1994 
Points 
Arteus Sullivan---.... ---------·· 623 ... -.... .. _ .. ___ ...... 1994 
Arteus Sullivan __ ,. ___ __ _________ 583 -- ---· -···-- -- -------· 1995 
Coy Patterson-·---·--- ---------·--- 560 -·---·---------------- 1998 
JarronJones ___ _____ _______ ___________ 521 -----·--------·---·--- 1998 
Albert Garnett ________ ______ ,. ___ , 518 ------·---·- .. ·- ------ 1994 
Points Per Game 
Arteus Sullivan _________ ,._ .. ____ 20-8 __ __ .... _______ ____ __ 1994 
Arteus Sullivan------ ------------ 19.4 _____ ____________ .. __ 1995 
CoyPatterson, ___________ , _________ 19_3 --·--------- .. -·---·- 1998 
Jarronjones __ , ____ __ . __ ___ ______ .. ___ 18.0 ---·-----·----------· 1998 
Jamail Prtichett ------ --- -·---.. ·-- 17 .s ------·-·---········· 1996 
Albert Garnett·--............ -.... 17 .S _ ...... _ .. __ ._._ .. _ .. 1994 
Field Goals Made 
Arteus Sullivan ..... _. _______ .... 220 ------- --- ------------ 1994 
Coy Patterson-----·---·-------·---- 218 .. ---------·----·- .. -· 1998 
Jamail Pritchett------- .. ·------ --· 21 s -·--·----·--------·--- 1997 
Albert Garnett-- --· -··· · .. --··· ··· 211 -----................ - 1994 
Arteus Sullivan--------------- -- - 203 ---·--------- -- -· ----- 1995 
Field Goals Attempted 
Arteus Sullivan ----·--- ·---·-·-·- 445 -------·----- .... ·---- 1994 
Coy Patterson ____________ ,. _______ _ 430 ----- --· -· --·- .... ____ 1998 
Jamail Pritchett·----- .. ·---------- 412 ---·----- .... ·-------- 199 7 
Albert Garnett ______________ ,. ____ 408 ----------·--·-------- 1994 
Arteus Sullivan -- .. ·---------·- .. 406 ---------------------- 1995 
Field Goal Percentage (min. 150 att.) 
Darian Bryant ---------- -----·-· ··· .647 ( 1S0-201) .. 2001 
Demetrius Montgomery .. - .631 ( 147-233) .. 1996 
DemetriusMontgomery ._ .. 613 (119-194) .. 1997 
Demetrius Montgomery ___ .609 ( 156-256) ·- 1995 
Greg Roberson ,, ___ ....... ___ ..... 609 (148-243) -- 1994 
Three-Point Field Goals Made 
Kenny Anders----·----------· ···-- 82 ·--· ------ .. -- --------- ·- 2001 
Kenny Anders .. ____ , _______ .. _____ 7 5 ______ ,._,. ___________ ··· 1999 
Chrles Wiseman -·- ·-.... ----·- .. 7 1 ......... _____ ....... ____ 2000 
Maurice Middleton ·--·----... 70 -·-- .. --.-- .. -- .... _, ___ , 1994 
Coy Patterson .. -·-·---· .. ----·----· 67 ..... -.... --- ....... __ .. _ 1998 
Three-Point Field Goals Attempted 
Kenny Anders ____ ,. _______ ,. ______ 2 2 8 ---- .. ·----------·---- 2001 
Kenny Anders _,. ______ .... , _______ 186 --······· ···· ····----- 1999 
Maurice Middleton __ , ______ .. 170 __ ___ _____ _____ ,. _____ 1994 
Coy Patterson·--·---------·---·---- 169 .. ------ ------- -- -·--- 1998 
Charles Wiseman -·-·-·--- .. -·-- 168 , ____ __ ,. ____ __ ....... 2000 
Free Throws Made 
Arteus Sullivan .. --------·------· 119 -- .. -------·--·------- 1995 
Arteus Sullivan ---------·-------· 119 --·--- --- ---·--·----·- 1994 
Chris Davis __ ._ .. ________ _ ,. ________ . 108 ·--- -- -- ----·--·------ 1997 
Maurice Middleton _,. __ .. .. __ 108 .. ___ ___ ______ ____ ,. __ 1995 
Leandro Garcia-Morales ,_ 105 ·--------------.. ·---- 2001 
JarronJones --------- .. ------- .. ·----- 105 _________ .. , .. ,_ .. __ __ 1998 
Free Throws Attempted 
Arteus Sullivan ·-·--·--·"···-·-· 177 .. _ .......... -....... _ 1995 
Chris Davis ...... __ ...... -......... -. 1 70 ., __ ___ __ ________ .... , 1997 
Arteus Sullivan --·--·-- ----- ----· 168 ---------------------- 1994 
VictorAxmacher ____________ .. ,_ 148 .... __________________ 1996 
Maurice Middleton ------·---- 140 ----·------- -- -------- 1995 
Albert Garnett _____ ___ ________ ,. __ 140 --- -- -·-·-·--- ·---- ·-- 1994 
Free Throw Percentage (min. 70 att.) 
Ofir Kuchly ____ ... _ .. ___ .. ___ .... _____ 841 (74-88) ... ___ 1994 
Leandro Garcia-Morales ·- _808 ( 105-1 SO)-· 2001 
JarronJones_, ___________________ , _____ 778 (105-135) _, 1998 
Kenny Anders---- ---- ·--- .. ·-· ---- _767 (56-73) ·--·-· 2001 
Albert Garnett. ______ __________ ____ 731 (76-104) ---· 1995 
Offensive Rebounds 
Albert Garnett,. __________ ,. ______ 104 __ ____ ___ .. ___________ 1994 
Greg Roberson _____ ,. ____________ 100 -----·--- .. -·- --- -·--- 1994 
Demetrius Montgomery ___ 8 8 _______ , _____ .... _, ______ 1997 
Demetrius Montgomery·-· 87 -----·-·------- .. ·--- .... 1995 
Victor Axmacher -----------·-·-- 85 --·----····· .. -········ .. 1997 
Defensive Rebounds 
Darian Bryant -----· --- ·----...... _ 136 _,. ... _ .. _____ .. ___ .. _ 2000 
Gianni Cugini -- .... ···-- ·-- ---·--- 1 s S ··--- -- ----- ...... ---· 1999 
Chris Davis.-.. · .. ··· ·--·--·· ........ 133 .. -... -......... _,_, .. 1997 
Johnny Owens .... -- ............. -- 1 SS ____ .... ,_ .. _ ........ _ 1995 
Tron Howard-.-......... -.......... 132 ...................... 1998 
Total Rebounds 
Greg Roberson ....... -- ·- --- .. -- - 228 --·----- .. -.... -.. -... 1994 
Chris Davis ...... ____ ._ ...... ·- ··---- 216 ---- -.... -......... -.. 1997 
Demetrius Montgomery .. _ 215 ...... .. --.- .... ·-·- .. 1995 
Johnny Owens ......... -......... _. 211 ............... --.- ... 1995 
Albert Garnett .................... 21 O ...................... 1994 
Rebounds Per Game 
Dajan Smith ·----- -- .. ···-·------· .. 8.S -- .. ······-- .......... -. 2002 
DemetriusMontgomery ... 8.1 ... _._ .................. 1997 
Darian Bryant.. ............... -... 7 .8 ........................ 2000 
Greg Roberson .. --· -...... --..... 7 .6 .......... ____ .......... 1994 
TronHoward, ______________________ 7.7 -· ---- --·------ --- ----- - 1999 
Assists 
Arteus Sullivan--------·· .. ···-·- 227 ·-----................ 1994 
Arteus Sullivan --------- .. ---- ··· 188 .................. _ ... 1995 
Kenny Anders ---- ...... -.......... 159 ......... -... -.. ·-·- .. 1998 
Johhny Owens ........ ___ _ .. _ .... __ 149 ·- ·-·---· -·--- ·-"···· 1996 
Dante Maddox ....... ______ .. ___ .. 140 .. ----------- ·-·--·--- 1997 
Blocks 
Charles Maina .. ------------- .... - 94 ------·-----------·------ 1998 
Greg Roberson _______________ __ ,. 8 1 ---·-·- --------- .. -----·- 1994 
Darian Bryant ..................... 79 ...... .......... _. __ ..... 2001 
Charles Maina ... ______ ,_ .. __ .. .. _ 79 ,. ____________ ,. __ ___ __ .. 1999 
Darian Bryant·-·------·--·--· --- ·- 7 5 , __________ , _______ .. ____ 2000 
Steals 
Wayne Copeland .. ---- ---· -.. -- - 129 --- --·---······ ····· .. 2000 
Wayne Copeland --- ·-·-.. · .. --- · 125 ......... -... -- ...... _ 1999 
Arteus Sullivan .. _____ __ .. ___ .... 99 ...... -.... ----- ......... 1994 
Coy Patterson .. -........ -.. -----·-· 7 8 --..... ,._, _____ .. ,._ .. _. 199 8 
Kenny Anders --·- .. -........ -- .... 7 5 -........................ 1999 
Double-Doubles 
Demetrius Montgomery _ .. 9 .. -.. -...... ____ ........... 1997 
Dajan Smith .... -.. --.-- .. ·----..... 8 ... _._ .... _·-·- .. ·-· .. -.. -· 2002 
Dajan Smith .. ------ .... ·-------· ... 8 _ .......... _ .. _ ...... ---·-· 2001 
Arteus Sullivan ........... -.... ·- 8 ...... -................. -.. 1994 
Greg Roberson _ .. _______ .... ,_ .. , 8 _ .... -.......... -.......... 1994 
2002·03 LYNN MEN'S BASKETBALL 
Games Played 
Kenny Anders ..................... 118 ...................... 1997-01 
Free Throws Attempted 
Kenny Anders ..................... 363 ..... ................. 1997-01 
Travis Hawthorne ............. 92 ......................... 1996-99 Arteus Sullivan .................. 345 ...................... 1994-95 
Ofir Kuchly .......................... 8 7 ......................... 1994-96 Demetrius Montgomery ... S 11 ...................... 1995-97 
Demetrius Montgomery ... 80 ......................... 1995-97 Maurice Middleton ........... 286 ...................... 1994-95 
Rino Bevis ........................... 79 ......................... 2000-02 Victor Axmacher ................ 254 ...................... 1996-97 
Games Started 
Kenny Anders ..................... 88 ......................... 1997-01 
Free Throw Percentage (min. 100 att.) 
RobertLangston .................. 820 (100-122) .. 1999-00 
Demetrius Montgomery ... 71 ......................... 1995-97 
Maurice Middleton ........... 58 ......................... 1994-95 
OfirKuchly ........................... 817 (161-197) .. 1994-96 
Leandro Garcia-Morales ... 808 ( 105-1 So) ......... 2001 
Arteus Sullivan .................. 58 ......................... 1994-95 JarronJones ........................... 749 (152-203) .. 1997-98 
s players with ..................... 56 James Taylor ........................ 710 (71-100) ........... 2002 
Points Scored Offensive Rebounds 
Kenny Anders ..................... 1,217 ................... 1997-01 Demetrius Montgomery ... 278 ...................... 1995-97 
Arteus Sullivan .................. 1,206 ................... 1994-95 Greg Roberson ................... 170 ...................... 1994-95 
Demetrius Montgomery ... 1,045 ................... 1995-97 AlbertGarnett .................... 152 ...................... 1994-95 
CoyPatterson ...................... 1,008 ................... 1997-98 Darian Bryant ..................... 148 ...................... 1999-01 
JarronJones .......................... 892 ...................... 1997-98 Victor Axmacher ................ 142 ...................... 1996-97 
Points Per Game Defensive Rebounds 
Arteus Sullivan .................. 20.1 ..................... 1994-95 Demetrius Montgomery ... 430 ...................... 1995-97 
Coy Patterson ...................... 16.8 ..................... 1997-98 
Jamail Pritchett ................... 16. 7 ..................... 1996-97 
Darian Bryant ..................... 293 ........ .. ............ 1999-01 
Dajan Smith ........................ 240 ...................... 2001-02 
JarronJones .......................... 14.9 ..................... 1997-98 Victor Axmacher ................ 237 ...................... 1996-97 
Chris Davis .......................... 14.8 ............................ 1997 Greg Roberson ................... 227 ...................... 1994-95 
Field Goals Made Total Rebounds 
Arteus Sullivan .................. 423 ...................... 1994-95 Demetrius Montgomery ... 708 .... .. ................ 1995-97 
Demetrius Montgomery ... 422 ...................... 1995-97 
Kenny Anders ..................... 390 ...................... 1997-01 
Darian Bryant ..................... 441 ...................... 1999-01 
Greg Roberson ................... 397 ...................... 1994-95 
CoyPatterson ...................... 387 ...................... 1997-98 
Jamail Pritchett.. ................. 369 ...................... 1996-97 
Victor Axmacher ................ 379 ...................... 1996-97 
Dajan Smith ........................ 378 ...................... 2001-02 
Field Goals Attempted 
Kenny Anders ..................... 988 ...................... 1997-01 
Arteus Sullivan .................. 851 ...................... 1994-95 
Rebounds Per Game 
Demetrius Montgomery ... 8.9 ........................ 1995-97 
Dajan Smith ........................ 7.7 ........................ 2001-02 
Coy Patterson ...................... 741 ...................... 1997-98 Tron Howard ....................... 7 .2 .... ........ ............ 1998-99 
Jamail Pritchett ................... 706 ...................... 1996-97 Chris Davis .......................... 7 .o ............................... 1997 
Jarron Jones .......................... 686 ...................... 1997-98 Gianni Cugini ..................... 6.7 ............ ...... ............. 1999 
Field Goal Percentage (min. 100 made) 
Demetrius Montgomery .... 618 ( 422-683) .. 1995-97 
Assists 
Arteus Sullivan .................. 415 ...................... 1994-95 
Greg Roberson .................... 582 (235-400) .. 1994-95 Kenny Anders ..................... 360 ...................... 1997-01 
Dedrick Gage ....................... 577 (124-215) .. 2001-02 
Chris Davis ........................... 570 (176-309) ......... 1997 
Wayne Copeland ................ 258 ...................... 1999-00 
Albert Garnett .................... 241 ...................... 1994-95 
Mike Timmins .................... . 563 ( 1 S0-231) ......... 1994 Johnny Owens ..................... 209 ...................... 1995-96 
s-Point Field Goals Made Blocks 
Kenny Anders ..................... 184 ...................... 1997-01 
Ofir Kuchly .......................... 162 ...................... 1994-96 
Darian Bryant ..................... 186 ...................... 1999-01 
Charles Maina .................... 173 ...................... 1998-99 
Maurice Middleton ........... 130 ...................... 1994-95 Greg Roberson ................... 128 ...................... 1994-95 
Arteus Sullivan .................. 122 ...................... 1994-95 Demetrius Montgomery ... 1 OS ..................... . 1995-97 
Coy Patterson ...................... 114 ...................... 1997-98 Victor Axmacher ................ 52 ......................... 1996-97 
3-Point Field Goals Attempted 
Kenny Anders ..................... 523 ...................... 1997-01 
Steals 
Wayne Copeland ................ 254 ...................... 1999-00 
Ofir Kuchly .......................... 374 ...................... 1994-96 Kenny Anders ..................... 191 ...................... 1997-01 
Arteus Sullivan .................. 328 ...................... 1994-95 Arteus Sullivan .................. 166 ...................... 1994-95 
Maurice Middleton ........... S 14 ...................... 1994-95 Coy Patterson ...................... 150 ...................... 1997-98 
Coy Patterson ...................... 277 ...................... 1997-98 JarronJones .......................... 109 ...................... 1997-98 
Free Throws Made Double-Doubles 
Kenny Anders ..................... 253 ...................... 1997-01 Demetrius Montgomery ... 19 ......................... 1995-97 
Arteus Sullivan .................. 238 ............ .......... 1994-95 Dajan Smith ........................ 16 ...... .. ................. 2001-02 
Maurice Middleton ........... 20 1 ...... .. .............. 1994-9 5 Darian Bryant ..................... 9 ........................... 1999-01 
Demetrius Montgomery ... 200 ...................... 1995-97 Greg Roberson ................... 9 ........................... 1994-95 
Albert Garnett .................... 165 .......... ............ 1994-95 Arteus Sullivan .................. 9 ........................... 1994-95 
2002·03 LYNN MEN'S BASKETBALL 
Points Free Throw Percentage 
120 .................... St.Thomas ....................... 1/16/97 1.000 {IO-IO) . Florida Memorial ............ 2/1 / 94 
I 19 ..... ............... Southern Wesleyan ......... S / I / 9 5 .944 {17-18) .... Barry ................................... 2/2/00 
118 .................... Saint Leo .......................... 2/15/99 .882 {15-17) .... Seattle Pacific ............... 11/19/99 
11 7 .................... Embry-Riddle ................ 2/ 12/ 94 .882 (15-17) .... St. Augustine's ................. 2/1/97 
112 .................... Lane ................................ 12/11/98 .875 (28-32) .... Grand Valley St . .......... II/ I 7/01 
112 .................... New Haven ....................... 1/2/98 .875 {14-16) .... St.Anselm ......................... 1/2/00 
Field Goals Made Offensive Rebounds 
46 ................. ..... St.Thomas ....................... 1/ 16/97 SI ...................... Florida Memorial .......... 1/27/97 
45 ...................... Webber ............................... 2/5/96 29 ...................... Puerto Rico-Bayamon. 11/24/98 
44 ...................... New Haven ....................... 1/2/98 28 ...................... Findlay ........................... 12/so/93 
44 ...................... Lane .................................. 2/ 15/97 27 ...................... Saint Leo ........... ............... 2/15/99 
43 ...................... 5 times 26 ...................... Saint Leo .......................... I /20/99 
Field Goals Attempted Defensive Rebounds 
105 .................... Saint Leo .......................... 2/ 15/99 41 ...................... Florida Tech .................... 2/19/00 
92 ...................... Florida Memorial .......... 1/27/97 41 ...................... Webber ............................... 2/5/96 
89 ..................... . Saint Leo .......................... 1/so/99 39 ...................... Florida Southern ........... 1121/95 
86 ...................... Saint Leo ........................ 11/ 19/94 39 ...................... Hannibal-Lagrange ........ 1/s/95 
ss ...................... Findlay ........................... 12/ so/ gs S7 ...................... New Hampshire ........... 12/s1/oo 
36 ...................... NewYorkTech ............... 1/17/01 
Field Goal Percentage 36 ...................... Wheaton ............................. 1/2/96 
.703 (45-64) .... Webber ............................... 2/5/96 
.690 (40-58) .... St. Thomas ..................... 11/24/95 Total Rebounds 
.679 ( 38-56) .... Saint Leo .......................... 2/ I 7 / 0 I 57 ...................... Florida Memorial .......... 1/27/97 
.667 {38-57) .... Edward Waters .............. 2/20/95 56 ...................... Saint Leo .......................... 2/ 15/99 
.667 (34-51) .... Wilmington ..................... 2/28/94 56 ...................... Webber ............................. 1/29/94 
54 ...................... Florida Memorial .......... 12/ 4/ 98 
s-Point Field Goals Made 54 ...................... Florida Southern ......... 11 / 21 / 95 
I S ........ .............. Rollins .............................. I / S I/ 0 I 
Is ...................... Missouri-Rolla ............. 12/ 16/ 00 Assists 
IS ...................... St. Thomas ....................... 1/19/98 s2 ...................... Lane ................................ 12/1 I/98 
Is ...................... Siena Heights ............... 12/ 1 o/ 94 32 ...................... Edward Waters .............. 2/20/95 
I 2 ...................... Seattle Pacific ............... I I/ 19 / 99 SI ...................... St.Thomas ....................... 1/ 19/98 
12 ...................... North Florida ................ I 1/28/98 so ...................... Carthage ......................... 12/29/94 
28 ...................... s times 
s-Point Field Goals Attempted 
SB ...................... Central Oklahoma .......... 12/2/00 Blocks 
34 ...................... Barry ................................. 2/21/01 IS ...................... Barry ................................. 12/7 /98 
SI ...................... Coker ................................. 12/3/93 12 .............. .. .... .. Barry ................................. 1/27/99 
so ...................... Barry ................................... 2/2/00 12 ...................... Tampa .............................. 1/16/99 
so ...................... Augusta State .................. 12/ 5 / 94 1 1 ...................... Florida Southern ......... 11 / 21 / 95 
I I ...................... Southern Wesleyan ......... s/1/95 
Free Throws Made 
43 ...................... Southern Wesleyan ......... s/1/95 Steals 
37 ...................... Washburn ........................ 12/6/97 26 ...................... Saint Leo .......................... 2/15/99 
35 ...................... Eckerd .............................. 2/22/99 26 ...................... Virgin Islands ................. 2/21/97 
ss ...................... Armstrong State ........... 12/so/94 22 ...................... Florida Memorial ........ I 1/so/98 
s I ...................... Florida Southern ......... I I I 21 / 95 22 ...................... St.Thomas ....................... 1/16/96 
22 ...................... Barry ............................... 12/14/96 
Free Throws Attempted 
54 ............ .. ........ Washburn ........................ 12/6/97 
54 ...................... Southern Wesleyan ......... s /I/ 95 
51 ...................... Florida Southern ......... 11 / 21 / 95 
47 ...................... Virgin Islands ................. 2/22/97 
47 ...................... Embry-Riddle ................ 2/12/94 
2002-03 LYNN MEN'S BASKETBALL 
Fll'St Last Fll'St Last 
School Meet w L Meet School Meet Won Lost Meet 
AlabamaA&M 1997 0 1997 New Haven 1998 1 0 1998 
Alabama-Huntsville 1995 0 1995 New Hampshire O:>lleg-e 2001 0 2001 
American 1996 0 1996 New York Tech 2002 1 0 2002 
American-Puerto Rico 1997 1998 North Dakota State 2001 0 2001 
Armstrong Atlantic 1995 2 0 1995 Northeastern State 2001 1 0 2001 
Athens State 1995 0 1995 Northern Kentucky 1997 0 1997 
Auburn& 1995 0 1995 North Florida 1995 3 0 1999 
Ball State 1995 0 1 1995 Nova Southeastern 1994 6 2002 
Barry 1994 11 7 2002 Oakland 1998 0 1998 
Bemidji State 1998 0 1998 Olivet Nazarene 2000 0 2000 
Bentley 1996 0 1 1996 Paine 1997 2 0 1999 
Bowie State 1996 2 0 1997 Pahn Beach Atlantic 1994 0 1994 
Bryant 1999 0 1999 Pikeville 1995 0 1995 
Caldwell 2000 1 0 2000 Puerto Rico-Bayamon 1999 2 0 2001 
California-Bakersfield 1996 0 1996 Puerto Rico-Cayey 2000 0 2000 
Cal.-Dominguez Hills 1996 0 1996 Puerto Rico-Humacao 2000 0 2000 
Cal.-San Bernardino 1996 0 1996 Puerto Rico-Mayaguez 2000 2 0 2002 
Carthag-e 1995 0 1995 Queens 1998 1 0 1998 
Central Methodist 1994 0 1994 Rollins 1998 5 6 2002 
Central Oklahoma 2001 0 2001 St Anselm 2000 0 2000 
Cd«T 1994 0 1994 St Augustine's 1997 2 0 1997 
O:>lorado Christian 1998 0 1998 St. Edward's 2002 0 2002 
O:>lumbia Union 1996 1 1997 Saint Leo 1995 12 0 2002 
O:>ncordia 1997 1 0 1997 St Thomas 1994 11 1999 
DeltaState 1998 0 1 1998 Savannah State 1995 0 1995 
District of O:>lumbia 1997 1 0 1997 Seattle Pacific 2000 0 2000 
Dominican 1994 1 0 1994 Shippensburg 1996 2 0 1998 
Eckerd 1998 4 7 2002 Siena Heights 1995 0 1995 
Edward Waters 1994 2 1 1995 South Dakota State 1997 0 1997 
Embry-Riddle 1994 2 0 1994 Southern O:>lorado 1998 0 1 1998 
Ferris State 1999 0 1999 Southern O:>nnecticut 1999 0 1999 
Findlay 1994 0 1994 Southern Wesleyan 1995 1 0 1995 
i 
Flagler 1994 2 0 1994 Tampa 1997 6 5 2002 ' 
' Florida Memorial 1994 12 2002 Tarleton State 2001 0 1 2001 ' 
Florida Southern 1995 3 12 2002 Transylvania 1996 1997 
Florida Tech 1994 12 7 2002 Tri-State 1997 1 0 1997 
j 
Fort Valley State 1996 1 0 1996 UMass- Dartmouth 1997 1 0 1997 
Francis Marion 1994 1 0 1994 Valdosta State 1995 0 2 1996 
Gardner-Webb 1997 1 0 1997 Voorhees 2002 0 2002 
Georg-etown (KY) 1996 0 1996 Virgin Islands 1997 3 0 1998 
~ 
Grand Valley State 2002 1 0 2002 Walsh 2000 1 0 2000 
it 
Hannibal-LaGrang-e 1994 2 0 1995 Warner Southern 1994 3 0 2001 
.._r.ij Holy Family 1994 0 
1994 Washburn 1998 1 0 1998 
~, 
Indianapolis 2000 1 0 2000 Wayne State 2002 1 0 2002 
" ;:: I.U.P.UI. 1997 0 1997 Webber International 1994 3 0 1996 
~f r.n Lake Forest 2001 1 0 2001 Western Washington 2000 0 1 2000 
~ ~ 
Lane 1997 2 0 1999 West Florida 1995 2 0 1999 ·- Lambuth 1997 1 0 1997 West Georgia 1998 1 0 1998 (., ;. Lenoir-Rhyne 1996 1 0 1996 Wheaton 1996 0 1996 CJ 
if) 
Life 1995 0 1995 Wtlliam Jewell 1994 0 1994 
Missouri-Rolla 2001 1 0 2001 Wtlmington 1994 1 0 1994 
• OJ, Missouri Western 2001 1 1 2002 Wingate 2002 0 2002 s Molloy 1996 0 1996 WmonaState 1999 0 1999 Montevallo 1997 0 1997 Wmston-Salem State 1997 1 0 1997 ~ ... Morris Brown 2000 0 2000 Wisconsin-Parkside 1995 0 1995 Nebraska-Kearney 1995 0 1995 
'~ ~ 
Nebraska Wesleyan 1994 0 1 1994 & - Game forfeited to Lynn 
~} 
2002 LYNN UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION 
Dr. Donald E. Ross 
President 
Dr. Donald E. Ross has served as President and Chief Executive Officer at Lynn Univer-
sity since 1971. Cited by such publications as Forbes and Florida Trend as an innovator in higher 
education, Dr. Ross' success with Lynn is the result of partnerships he has forged with locafbusiness, 
community and international leaders. 
Under Dr. Ross' leadership, Lynn has grown into an institution of great multicultural 
dimension and international prestige. Currently, Lynn enrolls nearly 2,100 students representing 
44 states and over 89 nations. His extensive interaction with the Irish-American communities in 
both the United States and Ireland led to the establishment of the American College Dublin. He 
serves on the board of directors for the American Ireland Fund and has developed strong 
relationshships with Irish-American educators, as well as educational alliances with colleges and 
universities in China, Japan, Sweden, France and Russia. 
In 1994, Dr. Ross received an Honorary Doctorate of Humanities degree from St. Peters-
burg University of Humanities and Social Sciences in St. Petersburg, Russia. In 1996, the city of Boca Raton declared 
"Donald and Helen Ross Appreciation Day" in honor of the couple's 25 years at Lynn University. Ross was honored in 1999 
by the League for the Education Awareness of the Holocaust (LEAH) as "Bridge Builder of the Year." 
Dr. Ross holds both a Bachelor of Fine Arts and Doctor of Law degrees from the New York Institute of Technology 
and a Master of Science in Education from Hofstra University. He and Helen have a son, Kevin, who is the Director of 
Development at Lynn and resides in Boca Raton with his wife and daughter. Their daughter, Ellen, resides in Dublin, Ireland 
with her husband and son. 
J. Malfitano 
Senior Vice President for Admin. & Student Services 
Gregory J. Malfitano has been associated with Lynn University for three decades now and 
has been a part of its growth from Marymount College to the College of Boca Raton to the NCAA 
Division If institution Lynn University. 
Born to the late Dr. Anthony Malfitano and Beatrice Bradshaw Malfitano in 1953 in 
Syracuse, New York, Malfitano earned an Associate Degree from Marymount College, a Bachelor's 
degree from Wilmington College, and a Master's degree from Central Michigan Umversity. 
Active in community service, Malfitano has distinguished himself as the President of the 
Boca Raton Men's ReJ_>ublic Club for four years, as well as being a participating board member for 
several years. A recipient of the Outstanding Alumni Award from Lynn University in 1991 and the 
Lifetime Achievement award in 1998, Malfitano currently serves as Vice President of the One 
Hundred of Palm Beach County. Malfitano was recently honored with the 1998 Notre Dame 
Exemplar Award for God, Country and Notre Dame. 
Married to the former Barbara Kunik in 1981, Malfitano is the father of two sons, Ryan and Taylor. 
John McCarth 
Director of Athletics 
With his hiring in July of 2002, John McCarthy became the fifth athletic director at Lynn 
University. He replaces Dr. Richard Young who retired after nine years at the helm of the Fighting 
Knights' athletic program. 
McCarthy came to Lynn University in 1999 from Wilmington College in Delaware where 
he served as head men's basketball coach for four seasons. He posteo a 47-56 record including a 19-
11 mark in his final season. Prior to taking over as the head coach, McCarthy served as assistant 
coach for three seasons. 
McCarthy served as Lynn's assistant men's basketball coach and Executive Director of the 
Blue & White Club for one year before giving up his coaching duties to concentrate on developing 
the university's athletic booster club. With McCarthy's leadership, the Blue & White Club has more 
than doubled in membership and donations. 
A native of Wadsworth, Ohio, McCarthy is a 1993 graduate of the University of Dela-
ware, where he earned a Bachelor of Arts degree. He recently completed work on a Masters of Science degree in Sports and 
Athletic Administration at Lynn University. 
Kristen Moraz 
Associate Athletic Director/SWA 
Shortly after being named Director of Athletics in July of 2002, John McCarthy announced 
the hiring of Kristen Moraz as the school's Associate Athletic Director and Senior Woman's Admin-
istrator. 
A four-year member of the women's basketball team at Lynn, Moraz earned a bachelor's 
degree in Accounting in 1997. She served as the Student Government Association President as a 
senior. Moraz was voted the Student Leader of the Year and earned the Trustee Medal for leader-
ship and service to the University. 
She then joined the university's staff as a student activities coordinator while working 
towards a master's degree. Moraz, a native of Columbia, Maryland, completed her Master of 
Business Administrat10n in 2000. 
Since graduating from Lynn, Moraz has remained a close friend of the University. 
She is currently a member of the Lynn University Alumni Association Board of Directors, 
the Lynn College of Business & Management Business Advisory Council, and the Blue & White Club Board of 
Directors. 
Eric Abreu 
Head Men's Golf 
Coach/ Assistant 










































































Cheer and Dance 
Team Coordinator 
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This is L nn Universil 
• Small Classes; Personal Anention 
• Supportive Facultv 
• More than 2000 students from 44 
states and 89 countries 
• Studv Abroad Opportunities: Ireland, 
France, Germanv, Sweden, Japan, 
Argentina, and Russia 
• ovnamic Internship Programs 
• Career Development: 86% Job Place- -
ment Within Six Months of Graduation 
Where tradition and 
innovation meet 
ON CAMPUS • ONLINE 
----











Computer Management Systems 
Biology 
AND MORE ... 




Health Care Administration 
Emergency Management 
Biomechanical Trauma 
AND MORE ... 




• Qualified faculty 
• Personalized instruction 
• Convenient location 
• Financial aid 
• Easy parking 
• Fast-track scheduling 
• English as a second language 
• Study abroad 
WE SPECIALIZE IN 
TRANSFER STUDENTS! 
3601 North Military Trail • Boca Raton, Florida 33431 
Phone: (800) 888-LYNN • Fax: (561) 237-7100 • www.lynn.edu • admission@lynn.edu 
